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Abstract 

The field of electronics has been assisting medical practitioners with the diagnosis of 

medical conditions and also aiding in therapy. The joint fields of biology, medicine and 

electronics have given rise to the field of biomedical electronics. Biomedical electronics 

has helped develop sensors to measure biological parameters both invasively and no 

invasively. These sensors provide the doctors with critical and accurate information on the 

patient’s heath which allows them to do a proper diagnosis and prevent a serious health 

condition and determine the most suitable treatment.  

Many of the instruments require the patient to be present at a clinic for data recording. 

This constrains the data collected by the instrument and the patient to the clinic. The 

patient cannot be monitored continuously and in normal settings, where subtle changes in 

the behavior of their body can be recorded, which will give the doctor a better 

understanding of their condition. The focus of research is now moving towards wearable 

sensors and portable equipment. This is due to change in the approach of health care 

which has moved from being “hospital centred” towards being “citizen centred” and more 

effort is being put towards prevention and early risk detection. 

Blood gas analysis is an important part of a doctor’s diagnosis; it primarily consists of the 

partial pressure of oxygen, partial pressure of carbon dioxide and the pH. It provides the 

medical practitioners with insight into the patient’s respiratory health, the metabolic 

activity in the body and the health of the renal system.  

Blood gases have been measured predominantly either by electrochemical or optical 

systems. The electrochemical systems, though accurate, are big and bulky and require 

mains power to operate.Optical systems are smaller but do the measuring intravenously. 

Thus the mains power operation and the need to measure intravenously using the current 

solutions for blood gas analysis hinder portability. This thesis discusses the design and 

development of a portable blood gas analyser with clear emphasis on size, power 

consumption and cost.  

A novel approach using an image based colorimetric technique where an algorithm detects 

the change of colour of indicator to measure the value of pH and pCO2 is proposed. The 

principle of this approach is as follows: the change in colour of the indicator is imaged and 
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the colour of the indicator is quantified; the colour of the indicator is plotted against the 

change in pH. The relation between the colour of the indicator and the pH is then mapped 

mathematically. The experiments conducted to map the relation of the colour of the 

indicator to pH value show the colour red reacts the sharpest to the change in pH and can 

be described by a fifth order polynomial equation. 

The emphasis of the thesis is based on the development of the colorimetric technique to 

measure the pH and pCO2 and the design and implementation of the colorimetric 

algorithm in hardware. The colorimetric algorithm is implemented using floating point 

arithmetic architectures for high accuracy with an emphasis on low power consumption 

and area.  

 

The results from the implementation of the colorimetric algorithm show the deviation 

from the observed results for the mathematical equation for pH is ±1% and for the pCO2 

equation the deviation is ±10%. The ASIC synthesis results for a 0.35µ CMOS process show 

the design meeting the timing constraints of the design and a power consumption of 

495mW at an operating speed of 50 MHz. The design is a simple construction and the 

entire processing unit can be fitted on to a single chip with only the camera as an off chip 

component. The final results indicate and substantiate the suitability of the colorimetric 

technique for portable blood gas analysis.
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Chapter One: Introduction 
 

1.1 Background of this research 
 

The field of electronics has made a major impact on human life. The advent of the 

transistor allowed engineers to build a range of products like the radio and television in 

more compact ways. Further progress in reducing the size of the transistor and getting 

more than one transistor on a silicon die gave birth to the Integrated Circuit(IC). The IC 

revolution brought in the development of the digital gates the basic building blocks of the 

modern processor. The computing power of the processor has allowed designers to build 

new products in the fields of communication, entertainment and home appliances. The 

field of medicine has also benefited from improvements in electronics with the advent of 

medical diagnostic equipment to aid the medical practitioners. They have provided 

medical practitioners with a holistic view and in depth analysis of a patient’s health 

condition to make informed decisions with regards to treatment required. The parameters 

include body temperature, blood pressure and heart rate. Advanced imaging techniques 

like Computed Axial Tomography (CAT) scan and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) have 

helped them understand the damage caused to the tissues and various body part due to 

injuries and stress. Sensors have also been used invasively and noninvasively to access 

such parameters. The collaboration between engineers and medical practitioners coming 

together to build and develop new solutions for diagnosis and health care has given rise to 

the field of Biomedical Electronics [1]. 

Diagnostic instruments have been traditionally confined to the hospitals or large clinics 

thus requiring the patient to be present in the clinic or the hospital in order for 

measurements to be taken. This constrains the data collected to only the clinical 

environment. Medical doctors are looking to monitor the patient’s health continuously in 

their day to day environmentfor a better understanding of their health condition and how 

it is affecting them. It also allows them to monitor if the prescribed treatment is working 

for the better or worse [2, 3].  

There has been a rise in the aging population and the number of chronic diseases. This has 

resulted in a rise of people afflicted by these diseases. The demand for health services and 
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the service providers is also increasing daily. Reliable medical services in rural areas add 

further pressure on the health care professionals and the diagnostic equipment. These 

societal changes have changed the approach to medicine. It has changed from a hospital-

centred approach to a patient-centred approach. The focus of medical practitioners has 

changed from treatment of after detection of chronic health conditions to prevention and 

early risk detection of these conditions and patient well being. Wearable sensors are able 

to provide the medical professionals with the data required [3, 4].  

Advances in the field of electronics, optics, micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) and 

telecommunications have aided in the development of wearable sensors. The sensors can 

measure the physical parameters of the body outside the hospital without constraining 

the patient to a bed and in some cases not requiring them to visit the hospital. The sensors 

are smart devices which sense the vital parameters [5, 6]. The sensors can also 

communicate with each other and the data can be transmitted to a central unit. The 

central unit collects the data and can communicate it to the medical professionals. This 

allows the medical doctors access to information on the individuals over an extended 

period of time and in different scenarios. It also allows forsensing and recording of sudden 

acute events which can trigger a series of events, sometimes even leading to fatality. The 

doctor is well informed by the data and thus is aided in making an informed decision [7]. 

Arterial blood gases are one of the important parameters that the medical professionals 

read. Arterial blood gase parameters consist of the partial pressure of oxygen, the partial 

pressure of carbon dioxide and the pH of the blood. The blood gas analysis provides the 

medical doctor with an insight to the health of the respiratory system and also the health 

of the kidneys and renal functions. Present day blood gas analysers are based on either 

electrochemical or optical principles to measure the blood gases. The electrochemical 

analysers are big and bulky and work on mains power supply. Optical analysers are smaller 

in size but still run on mains power supply and operate invasively to measure the blood 

gases. These features of the optical and electrochemical analysers limit their portability 

[8]. 

1.2 Motivation 
 

The need for affordable and quality health care is one of the primary and most basic rights 

for all human beings. The complexity and cost of the diagnostic medical equipment have 
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affected the disbursement of these services. Many of the services are located in the cities 

and can be accessed only by people who can afford them. 

The advancement in electronics has helped designers and engineers to develop new 

products which are smaller in size, easier to operate and low in power consumption. These 

advancements have helped in the development of sensor and diagnostic equipment which 

are smaller and cheaper. The design of wearable sensors and portable diagnostic 

equipment allows the medical doctor to collect data from the patient at their home or 

work and also to be taken along to rural areas during visits by the doctors [1, 7]. 

This research looks at an image based methodology to measure the blood gases using a 

colorimetric algorithm for portable blood gas analysis. The research involves circuit designs 

and techniques to reduce the size and power consumption and aid portability of the 

device. 

1.3 Research Aims and Objectives 
 

The objective of this research is to develop and implement a Colorimetric Algorithm for 

portable blood gas analysis. The specific aims for the research are given as follows: 

 To investigate  Blood Gas Analysers  and to obtain blood gas analyser specifications 

 To establish a relationship between the pH and colour  

 To mathematically model the relationship  between the pH and colour 

 To implement the mathematical relation in CMOS 

 To implement the CMOS Components 

 To integrate and analyse the complete system 

 

1.4 Research Design Methodologies and Techniques 
 

The proposed specific research aims and design methodologies to achieve the 

aforementioned aims are as follows; 

 Investigation of Blood Gas Analysers and obtaining of specifications 

A thorough investigation/review on the different blood gas analysersis carried out 

based on current analysers, and related material. Also a review in the physiology and 
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chemistry of blood gases is carried out in order to understand the phenomena and the 

techniques used to measure these gases. The review also looks at a suitable indicator 

for colour change. This is required as the aim of the research is to produce a colour 

algorithm to be used in a portable blood gas analyser. The design parameters for the 

analyserwere obtained from this review. 

 Establishing the relation between colour and pH 

In this research, the measurement of blood pH and pCO2 is based on the principle of 

colour change. To establish the relationship between the changes in colour of the 

indicator pH, samples of known values were prepared and then mixed with the chosen 

indicator. The tests were conducted for indicators with various concentration and 

lighting conditions. The samples were imaged and the colour of the indicator was 

analysed. The colour of the indicator was measured in the primary colours Red Green 

and Blue (RGB). The tests provide the data to map out the relationship between the pH 

and the colour of the indicator. 

 

 Mathematical modelling of the relation between pH and colour 

The data collected from the test provided the trends for the RGB with the change in 

pH. The trends from the data were modelled using regression analysis to provide a 

mathematical relationship. The mathematical model is then tested to check for 

precision of the predictions. 

 Implementation of the mathematical relationship in CMOS 

Different architectures and algorithms for implementing mathematical functions were 

studied. The most suitable architecture in terms of accuracy and power was chosen 

and implemented. The architecture was also fully tested for accuracy. The 

mathematical relationship describing the partial pressure of carbon dioxide in terms of 

the pH was also implemented. The implementation was fully tested for functionality. 

The mathematical relationships are implemented in Very High Speed Integrated Circuit 

(VHSIC) Hardware Descriptive Language (VHDL).  

 Implementation of a Colour Extraction Algorithm 

A memory block holds the image of the sample and an algorithm to extract the values 

colour from the image is implemented. The mean value of the colour is then used to 
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calculate the blood gas values. The implementation in CMOS is done using VHDL. The 

algorithm is simulated to verify functionality. 

 

The entire system including the mathematical relations, the memory block and the colour 

extraction algorithm were integrated and synthesized using the 0.35µ CMOS process using 

Cadence tools. The design was also implemented on the Xilinx Spartan3 Field 

Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) using the Xilinx ISE tool.  

 

1.5 Originality of thesis 
 

This research will be significant as a new technique for blood gas analysis will be 

developed. The colorimetric technique by its nature reduces the size of the device; the 

power consumed and reduces the cost of the device. The colorimetric technique 

contributes to new knowledge in following perspective; 

 Power: The development of a colorimetric technique based on imaging reduces the 

implementation of the analyser to a single chip using CMOS technology. The 

architectures and the circuits used are low power components. The 

implementation has no moving parts or probes thus further reducing the power 

consumption. 

 Weight: The design uses few external components and has no moving parts. The 

architecture is implementable on a single chip and reduces the size of the 

instrument. The weight of the instrument will be reduced significantly and aid the 

portability of the instrument. 

 Functionality: The architecture and design use few components and the interface 

for the user is simple. The algorithm is designed for low power consumption and 

reduction in weight and size, which aids in the portability of the device. The ease of 

operation and portability enhance the functionality and use of the instrument. 

 Cost: With implementation in CMOS technology, it is a low cost solution. This is 

because CMOS currently offers the most affordable implementation option in 

terms of operation and design. 
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1.6 Thesis Organisation 
 

This thesis has been arranged in seven chapters. Following this introduction chapter, 

Chapter 2 presents a review of blood gas analysis. A description of the physiology of blood 

gases and the blood gas values are presented. The current state of the art techniques used 

to measure the blood gases and their shortcomings are also presented. Chapter 3 presents 

the research proposal and details the benefits of the techniques. The chemistry of pH and 

the different indicators to measure pH are presented in detail. The imaging technique used 

is also discussed. Chapter 4 describes the system development and the data acquisition. 

The chapter discusses the procedure to acquire images and the processing of the images 

to acquire the colour.  It also discusses the analysis of the data acquired from the 

experiments. The curve fitting analysis and regression analysis applied to model the 

relationship between the colour of the indicator and pH is also presented. The hardware 

implementation strategies of the mathematical model developed are discussed in Chapter 

5. The review of the architectures used to implement the mathematical model is 

presented. In addition the chapter also describes the implementation of the other 

component besides the mathematical model. Chapter 6 presents the design and 

implementation of the complete system and all results and the results for the ASIC and 

FPGA synthesis are presented. Chapter 7 concludes the research and presentsthe 

possibilities for future work following this dissertation. 

 

1.7 Conclusion 
 

This thesis is a study into integrated circuit design, optical design techniques targeting Bio-

medical devices. The study is an attempt to address the challenges of portability and 

power consumption for blood gas analysis.  
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Chapter Two: Blood Gas Analysis 
 

2.1 Biomedical Electronics 
 

Electronics designers and medical practitioners have been working together to develop 

instruments to aid in diagnosis of medical conditions and in therapy. This has given rise to 

the field of biomedical electronics. The field of biomedical electronics has given new 

solutions for diagnosis and health care [1]. The use of sensors to measure the vital 

parameters of the body is not new; the electrocardiogram has been aiding the medical 

practitioners to give them a view of the workings of the human heart. It is used to note 

any abnormalities in its functioning. Similarly the electroencephalogram, electrooculogram 

and electromyogram allow the medical practitioner to have insight into the brain activity, 

health of the eyes and the muscular action respectively. The data collected from these 

instruments have helped doctors make more informed decisions about the individual’s 

health. The miniaturisation of some instruments made possible by advances in electronics 

has made the instruments easier to operate [2, 3]. In many cases the patients can use the 

instruments themselves for self diagnosis. The glucose meter has helped many diabetic 

patients to monitor their blood sugar levels and keep them in control. Blood pressure and 

heart rate monitors using electronic sensors and digital readouts and their ease of 

operations has been used by the sports fraternity to monitor peak performance of the 

athletes. The development of these sensors and devices has allowed doctors to collect 

data outside the clinical environment [4, 7]. 

 

2.2 Prevention before Cure 
 

The uses of new diagnostic equipment and easy to use instruments have helped the 

doctors but the majority of the medical procedures require the individuals to come to the 

hospital /clinic to get a check up done. This restricts the data collected to the clinical 

environment. The data collected in this environment may not reflect the true nature of the 

individuals’ health as some patients have been shown to exhibit White Coat Syndrome 

where by the patient’s exhibit symptoms as a result of the clinical environment e.g. a raise 

in the blood pressure; this hinders the decisions for diagnosis of the patient’s health 
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condition [1, 6].  The condition of the patient being present in the clinic for diagnostic tests 

to be conducted requires infrastructure and adds to the costs of the tests. The cost of 

infrastructure also limits the location of clinics and hospital to only populated areas and 

around cities and towns; the rural areas are thus bereft of facilities to aid the medical 

professional. 

The rise in fatalities due to chronic diseases and combined with the rise in the ageing 

population has changed the approach of medical professional. They are changing from a 

hospital centred approach to a more patient centred approach. Medical professionals are 

looking to gather data in the individual’s day to day environment. The data collected gives 

a better idea of how the health condition affects them with changes in environment from 

home to work and also gives them a picture of how the prescribed treatment is working to 

change the health condition. The focus in the medical world has changed to prevention 

before cure. Doctors would like to monitor patients with chronic health conditions, with 

family histories of chronic diseases and the ageing population and keep track of their 

health and predict a serious health condition and take preventive action to avert the onset 

of medical problems. This has given rise to a demand in wearable sensors which are non 

obtrusive, small, accurate, portable and allow wireless communication of the data. 

 

2.3 Home Care 
 

The need to monitor the vital signs of the body has made engineers strive to design better 

diagnostic equipment. The change in approach of the medical professionals from a 

hospital centred approach to a patient centred approach has resulted in increased 

development of wearable sensors. Recent advances in the field of the electronics, optics 

and communication have allowed the realisation of wearable sensors for medical 

diagnostic purposes. Such sensors can measure the vital signs of the body and are non 

obtrusive. The advances in MEMS technology has aided in developing miniature pressure 

sensors, gyroscopes and gait analysis sensors [9]. These advances have aided in 

development of accurate blood pressure sensors, electrocardiograms which can be 

miniaturised and placed on the body. Gait analysis sensors can monitor movement of the 

individuals allowing detection of falls. The sensors consume very low power thereby 

reducing the frequency of which batteries need to be recharged. The sensors can be 
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embedded in clothing or placed as patches on the body. They can feature wireless 

communication; they can communicate among themselves and also communicate the 

data to a central server eliminating wires and the need for the devices to be physically 

connected to a computer for data to be downloaded. The data collected from the central 

server can be transmitted via the internet or mobile telephone to the medical practitioner 

[10]. Figure 2.1 shows an example of the wearable sensors and the communication 

interface. The medical practitioner can monitor the patient continuously and track the 

course of the treatment prescribed outside clinical environments.  

 

Figure 2.1: Wearable sensors for health monitoring [11]. 

2.4 Blood Gas Analysis 
 

Blood in a human body performs many vital functions. It takes the oxygen from the lungs 

to the tissues and to the brain and supplies nutrients from the digestive tract to the 

different parts of the body. It removes carbon dioxide from the tissues to the lungs to be 

expelled and removes wastes products like urea and lactic acid through the kidney. It 

provides immunological functions using the white blood cells and antibodies, repairs the 

body with coagulation, regulates the temperature of the body and transports hormones 

and signals tissue damage [12, 13]. 

Monitoring the properties of blood gives the medical practitioner a wealth of information 

about the health of the patient. Blood sugar levels are measured for diabetes, cholesterol 
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levels can be determined from blood tests. The doctor accesses a variety of parameters to 

assess an individual’s health; blood gases are one the parameter accessed by the doctors. 

The blood gases consist of the partial pressure of oxygen, pO2, partial pressure of carbon 

dioxide, pCO2 and blood pH [13].  

2.4.1 Cardiovascular System 

 

Blood is circulated around the body through blood vessels by the pumping action of the 

heart. In humans, blood is pumped from the strong left ventricle of the heart through 

arteries to peripheral tissues and returns to the right atrium of the heart through veins. It 

then enters the right ventricle and is pumped through the pulmonary artery to the lungs 

and returns to the left atrium through the pulmonary veins. The blood in pulmonary artery 

exchanges the carbon dioxide in the lungs with oxygen, thus deoxygenated blood enters 

the lungs and oxygenated blood comes out. Blood then enters the left ventricle to be 

circulated again. Arterial blood carries oxygen from inhaled air to all of the cells of the 

body, and venous blood carries carbon dioxide, a waste product of metabolism by thecells, 

to the lungs to be exhaled. Figure 2.2 shows the cardiovascular system in a human being 

[13, 14]. 

 

Figure2.2: Human cardiovascular System [15]. 
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2.4.2 Gas Exchange 

 

The air inhaled during respiration gets saturated with water vapour as it enters the 

alveolar sac. In the alveolus, it also mixes with carbon dioxide. The blood from the 

pulmonary artery enters the lungs and the exchange of the gases happens by diffusion at 

the alveolar membrane. The direction of the diffusion is determined by the partial 

pressure of the gas. The blood entering the lungs is depleted of oxygen and has a lower 

partial pressure for oxygen thus the oxygen diffuses from the alveolus to the blood. The 

opposite occurs with carbon dioxide which diffuses towards the alveolus and mixes with 

the air.  The diffused oxygen is taken up by the red blood cells.  As blood circulates through 

the body, an opposite change occurs in the capillaries where oxygen diffuses from the 

blood into the cells. Carbon dioxide diffuses from the cells into the blood [14, 16]. 

 

2.4.3 Blood gases 

 

2.4.3.1 Partial Pressure of Oxygen PO2 

 

Oxygen is transported to the tissues through the blood stream in two ways, bound to 

haemoglobin within the red blood cells and dissolved in the plasma. Oxygen is poorly 

soluble in water so only 1.5% of the oxygen transported is carried in dissolved form. The 

remainder of oxygen 98.5% that is not dissolved in blood combines with haemoglobin, a 

protein-iron compound found in red blood cells. Haemoglobin contains four iron atoms 

and each iron atom can combine with one oxygen O2 molecule, thus one haemoglobin 

molecule can combine with up to four O2 molecules. The oxygen content measurement in 

an Arterial Blood Gas (ABG) analysis indicates how much oxygen is combined with the 

haemoglobin. A related value is the oxygen saturation, which compares the amount of 

oxygen actually combined with haemoglobin to the total amount of oxygen that the 

haemoglobin is capable of combining with. How much oxygen dissolves and how much 

combines with haemoglobin depends on the partial pressure of the oxygen (the pressure 

that the gas exerts on the walls of the arteries). Therefore, testing the partial pressure of 

oxygen is a measure of how much oxygen the lungs are delivering to the blood. Tissue 
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oxygenation happens when the blood with a higher partial pressure of oxygen reaches the 

cells which are at a lower pressure of oxygen; the oxygen dissolved in plasma and 

combined with haemoglobin diffuses to the cells and carbon dioxide diffuses to the blood. 

A low partial pressure of oxygen in the artery would thus result in inadequate tissue 

oxygenation [16]. 

2.4.3.2 Partial Pressure of Carbon Dioxide 

 

Carbon dioxide is formed in the tissues and cells as a result of aerobic metabolism and is 

expelled from the body via lungs through blood. Carbon Dioxide CO2 is transported in 

blood from the tissues to the lungs in three forms: as a gas dissolved in plasma, bound to 

haemoglobin and as the bicarbonate ion in plasma.  Carbon dioxide dissolves more easily 

than oxygen thus at the tissue level as CO2 diffuses from cells to blood it dissolves in the 

plasma. However, only 7-10% of carbon dioxide remains in the dissolved state, as soon as 

the carbon dioxide molecules enter the blood they react with the red blood cells and 

carbon dioxide gets prepared for transport [16]. 

Carbon dioxide reacts with the haemoglobin molecules to form carbaminohaemoglobin.  

The carbon dioxide molecule disassociates from the haemoglobin molecule in the lungs 

and is then expelled out. The association and disassociation of carbon dioxide is 

dependent on the partial pressure of carbon dioxide. In the lungs the partial pressure of 

carbon dioxide is higher in the blood than the air in the alveoli hence the gas diffuses to 

the alveoli to be expelled. In the tissues the situation is reversed and the gas diffuses from 

the higher pressure in the blood to the lower pressure of the blood. 20% of carbon dioxide 

is transported as carbaminohaemoglobin. 

A large portion of the carbon dioxide 70% entering the blood from the tissues gets 

converted to bicarbonate ions (HCO3
-) and is transported in the plasma. When carbon 

dioxide diffuses into the red blood cells it combines with water vapour to form carbonic 

acid H2CO3. Carbonic acid is unstable and quickly dissociates into hydrogen ions and 

bicarbonate ions. The reaction is shown in equation 2.1. 

                      
                          2.1 

The hydrogen ions released during the reaction bind readily to the haemoglobin molecules 

this triggers the Bohr Effect and releases the oxygen to the tissues, thus the oxygen release 
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is enhanced by the carbon dioxide diffusion. The negative bicarbonate ions formed bind 

with the hydrogen ions in the lungs to form carbonic acid again which then breaks as 

carbon dioxide and water. This carbon dioxide diffuses from blood to alveoli along with the 

carbon dioxide released from the haemoglobin molecule and the molecules dissolved in 

plasma.  The partial pressure of carbon dioxide gives you an indication if the lungs are 

effectively expelling the carbon dioxide from the blood. It also maintains the acid-base 

balance of the body using the bicarbonate ions. Falls in the partial pressure of carbon 

dioxide result in an imbalance of the bicarbonate ions causing in an imbalance of the pH 

and thus disrupting the cellular functions of the body [13, 16, 17]. 

2.4.3.3 Blood pH 

 

The pH in the human body is critically balanced and is maintained in a narrow range. The 

pH of blood is typically between 7.35 and 7.45. The pH values maintain the functioning of 

the enzymes, proteins, and nerve and muscle activity. Abrupt changes in pH disrupts these 

functions and the metabolic activities become unstable. Human life is not possible outside 

the pH range of 6.8 to 7.8. The pH of the body is regulated by the metabolic activity and 

the respiratory activity. The metabolic activity in the body results in metabolic acidosis 

which raises the acidity of blood. The by-products from metabolism urea and lactic acid 

are removed from the body by the kidneys thus maintaining the pH balance. Any 

disruption in the functioning of the kidneys results in big changes in the pH value of blood. 

The respiration process changes the pH value with the formation of the bicarbonate ions 

and carbonic acid during the carbon dioxide diffusion process. The change in pH is 

regulated by the haemoglobin molecules in blood which act as buffering agents. The lungs 

and kidneys both participate in maintaining the pH balance. The lungs control the carbonic 

acid level and the kidneys regulate the metabolic acids. If either organs are not functioning 

properly, an acid-base imbalance can result. Determination of bicarbonate and pH levels, 

aids in diagnosing the cause of abnormal blood gas values [13, 16, 17]. Table 2.1 presents 

the normal values of blood gases for a healthy individual. 
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Table2.1: Normal values for blood gas analysis in a healthy patient[13] 

 Quantities Measured in Blood Gas 
Analysis 

Normal Values for a 
Healthy Patient 

1. Partial pressure of oxygen (pO2) 75-100 mm Hg 

2. Partial pressure of carbon dioxide 
(pCO2) 

35-45mm Hg 

3. Oxygen content (O2CT) 75-100 mm Hg 

4. Oxygen saturation (SaO2) 94-100%  

5. Bicarbonate (HCO3) 22-26 mEq/litre 

6. Acidity (pH) 7.35-7.45    

 

The measurement of blood gas aids the medical practitioner to diagnose the health of the 

respiratory system and the kidneys. The partial pressure of oxygen and carbon dioxide 

provides a ready picture of tissue oxygenation and how effectively the lungs are 

functioning. The blood pH value gives an insight of the functioning of the kidney and also 

determines the course of action in critically ill patients if the pH values tend toward the 

acidic values [16]. Blood gases have been measured either by electrochemical methods or 

optical methods. 

2.4.4 Electrochemical Methods 

 

Electrochemistry is a branch of chemistry that has been used to study the chemical 

reactions in a solution with the use of electric potentials and currents. There are two types 

of reactions; a) when a voltage or current has to be applied to drive a chemical reaction 

known as electrolysis, and b) when the chemical reaction drives the voltage or current is 

known as an electrochemical reaction. The principle of the electrochemical reaction has 

been used to develop electrodes to measure the blood gases [18-20].  The development of 

the Clark’s Electrode aided the development of the electrode to measure the partial 

pressure of oxygen. It consists of a platinum cathode and a silver / silver chloride reference 

anode shown in figure 2.3. The platinum cathode has an affinity with oxygen. The 

electrode provides a path for reduction as shown in equation 2.2 

                       2.2 
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The current produced by the cathode is proportional to the partial pressure of oxygen. The 

electrodes are covered by a semi permeable, constant diffusion membrane which allows 

the oxygen molecules to pass through. A potassium chloride electrolyte is also used with 

the membrane; this improves the response, longevity and stability of the electrode. These 

stop the electrode from getting coated in blood and degrade the sensitivity of the 

electrode [16, 21].   

The pH electrode uses a glass electrode instead of a platinum electrode. The electrode 

construction has a glass membrane acting as the sensor for pH. The body houses the silver 

chloride anode and a reference electrode and is covered by the glass membrane at the tip. 

The electrodes are covered by an electrolyte and the glass membrane separates the 

electrolyte from the blood sample. A current is produced when the glass electrode comes 

in contact with the blood sample due to the dissociation of the hydrogen ions from the 

glass membrane [21, 22]. 

 

Figure 2.3: Blood Gas Analyser based on the electrochemical principle and a standard pH probe.[18, 23] 

The pCO2 electrode uses the pH glass electrode to measure the partial pressure of carbon 

dioxide. The glass electrode is immersed in a bicarbonate buffer solution and is covered by 

a silicon membrane to separate the buffer from the blood sample. The membrane allows 

carbon dioxide and water vapour to diffuse through to the bicarbonate buffer. The carbon 

dioxide and water vapour combine to form carbonic acid, this changes the pH of the 

buffer. The change in the pH of the bicarbonate buffer is proportional to the partial 

pressure of carbon dioxide [16, 21, 22].      
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2.4.5 Transcutaneous Methods 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Transcutaneous Method of measuring Blood Gases 

Transcutaneous measurement is a measurement of gas perfusion of the skin. The skin is 

the largest tissue of the human body and respires oxygen. The partial pressure of gas 

measured is called the transcutaneous partial pressure [24]. The technique involves 

heating the skin and measuring the perfusion of the blood gases from the skin. The skin is 

heated for 5-15 minutes to reach equilibrium between the oxygen transported by the 

blood and the oxygen extracted by the skin and the electrode. The measurement of 

perfusion can be done either by optical or by using the electrochemical techniques [25, 

26]. Transcutaneous monitoring is non-invasive and relatively simple to use. In neonates 

and small infants, this monitoring technique may provide very useful clinical information. 

Transcutaneous gas monitoring provides a means of trending the values of pO2 and pCO2 

in most patients with relatively normal cardiovascular function. Typically the skin of the 

patient is heated to 44 °C for measurement of perfusion, this can cause burns at the site of 

measuring hence the probe has to moved constantly. Also the measurement is more 

suitable for neonates and infants as the skin gives better perfusion than adults [20, 24, 25, 

27, 28]. 

2.4.6 Optical Methods 

 

The optical methods for measuring blood gases are based on the absorption, reflection, 

scattering and fluorescence techniques[21, 22]. The principles of fluorescence and 

absorption have been widely used in developing sensors for blood gases. Fluorescence is a 

phenomenon seen with certain materials when they are excited by light. The excitation 

causes the atoms and molecules in the material to a higher energy state. The energy 
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absorbed to rise to this higher state is then released as a photon to return the atoms and 

molecules back to the ground state.  Blood gases affect the fluorescence emissions of the 

material and the change in the fluorescence is used to measure the blood gases [29]. The 

intensity of the fluorescence is measured; the change in the intensity of the fluorescence is 

proportional to the blood gas values [30, 31].  The absorption principle has been used to 

develop sensors for pH and carbon dioxide [32]. A typical optical blood gas system is 

shown in figure 2.5; the system consists of the optical blood gas sensors, circuits to 

measure the light intensity in terms of voltage. The intensity values are digitised by the 

analog to digital controller and are passed on to the processor where the blood gas values 

are calculated. 

Optical Blood Gas 

Sensors 

Intensity detection 

Circuits

Analog to Digital 

Converter
Processor

 

Figure 2.5: Block Diagram of a typical optics based blood gas analysers 

2.4.6.1 Optical pO2 sensor 

 

The principle used in optical sensors to measure the partial pressure of oxygen is the 

fluorescent quenching properties of oxygen [31]. The device includes an optical waveguide 

and an oxygen sensing medium deposited on the waveguide. The sensing medium 

fluoresces in response to light from a light source such that the intensity of fluorescence is 

dependent on the partial pressure of oxygen in the environment [29-31]. The sensing 

medium includes an oxygen sensitive fluorescent dye in a matrix consisting of a plasticized 

polymer. A zero state can be measured by filling the chamber with oxygen concentration 

mixture. The measured intensity is compared with the incident light source and is used to 

calculate the concentration of the sample. The oxygen tension is calculated using the 

Stern-Volmer quenching formula and the pO2 value is calculated empirically [21, 22, 29, 

30, 33] 

)(1/ 20 pOKII                                                       2.3 

Where I (pO2) is the fluorescence intensity in presence of oxygen, I0 is fluorescence 

intensity in absence of oxygen and K is the overall quenching constant. 
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2.4.6.2 Optical pH Sensor 

 

The pH sensor is based on a dye molecule whose optical properties change with the 

change in pH from 6.8 to 7.8. The pH sensitive dye is bonded to a cellulose matrix and is 

attached to the tip of the optical fibre. The dye molecule has distinct optical properties 

when it is in its acid form and when it is in its base form [33, 34]. 

The fluorescence based pH sensor works with dyes which fluoresces at different excitation 

wavelength when in the acid form and the base form. The dye hydroxypyrenetrisulphuric 

acid has maximum excitation at 460 nm in the base form and a maximum excitation of 410 

nm in the acidic form and the emission in both forms occurs at 520 nm. The ratio of the 

fluorescence emission in the base form and in the acid form is used to calculate the pH. 

The pH is calculated using a variation of the Henderson Hasselbalch equation shown in 

equation 2.4 [31]. 

  

 
                      2.4  

Where I is relative fluorescent intensity, H+ is the hydrogen ion concentration, I0 is the 

reference intensity and K is the dissociation constant. 

Absorption based pH sensor measure the absorption of the light by the dye as the pH 

varies. The dye is irradiated with a light of known intensity and the intensity is measured 

after it passes through the dye [35, 36]. The incident light is absorbed by the dye and the 

amount of absorbance varies as the pH changes. The dye phenol red when used in its base 

form displays more absorbance as the pH changes from 6.8 to 7.8 [32, 33, 37]. This change 

in the absorbance can be determined using the Beer-Lamberts law as shown in equation 

2.5. 

   (
  

 
)   [  ]                2.5 

Where I0 is the incident intensity of light, I is the intensity of light after is passes through 

the dye, the logarithm of this ratio is the absorbance. [A-] is the concentration of the dye 

phenol red in its base form,    is the dye pathlength and   is the absorption coefficient of 

the dye phenol red in its base form. The relation between the pH and the base form of the 

dye can be explained using the Henderson Hasselbalch equation 
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[  ]

[  ]
                                                                                                                       2.6 

Where pKa is the negative log of the acid dissociation constant and [HA] is the 

concentration of the dye in the acid form. When equations 2.5 and 2.6 are combined and 

the defining the total concentration of the dye as [dye] = [HA] + [A-] the equation relating 

the pH to measured intensity is derived [33, 35, 36, 38]. 

        (   
[   ]  

   (
  
 
)
  )                                                                                                      2.7 

 

2.4.6.3 Optical pC02 sensor 

 

The optical pCO2 sensor is not different from the electrochemical sensor; it also employs 

the optical pH sensor to measure the pCO2. The pH sensor is covered with a gas permeable 

membrane; inside the membrane the pH sensor is in contact with a bicarbonate 

solution[33, 37, 39, 40]. The pH of the bicarbonate solution is known. The gas permeable 

membrane allows carbon dioxide and water vapour to pass through which combines to 

form carbonic acid. This carbonic acid changes the pH of the bicarbonate solution[33, 40, 

41]. The change in the pH value of the bicarbonate solution is proportional to the partial 

pressure of carbon dioxide. The relation between the pH and pCO2 is described as 

                                               2.8 

Where N is the concentration of the bicarbonate buffer, pK1 is the negative log of the acid 

dissociation constant for H2CO3 times the hydration constant for CO2, and Ks is the 

solubility coefficient for CO2. The optical sensor for pH can be based on the fluorescence or 

absorption methods.  

2.4.6.4 PulseOximetry 

Pulse oximetry is a measurement of oxygen saturation SaO2 in blood. The pulse oximeter is 

a simple and non-invasive technique, where a probe is attached to the earlobe or the 

index finger. The probe then irradiates the body part with red and near red wavelengths of 

light. The wavelengths are measured on the other side after they have passed through the 

measuring site [21, 22, 42]. The ratio of the red and the infrared light intensity is calculated 

and the oxygen saturation is calculated using the following formula 
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Where A1, A2 are functions of the specificabsorptivities of haemoglobinHb 

           B1, B2 are functions of the specific absorptivities of HbO2 

           λ1, λ2 wavelength of red and infrared light respectively 

Pulse oximeters measure the oxygen saturation of blood, which gives an indication of the 

amount of oxygen dissolved in blood. Oxygen saturation is related with the partial 

pressure of oxygen in blood and under controlled conditions it can be used to calculate 

PO2. Figure 2.6 shows the oxygen dissociation curve, oxygen saturation has a sigmoid and 

nonlinear relationship with PO2, and hence 100% oxygen saturation doesn’t mean 100% 

tissue perfusion. Thus pulse oximeters cannot be used to measure blood gas 

accurately[42]. 

 

Figure 2.6: Oxygen Dissociation Curve [42] 
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2.4.7 Mass Spectrometry  

 

Mass spectrometry is an analytical technique that measures the molecular mass of 

individual compounds and atoms by converting them into charged ions. Mass 

spectrometry can also deduce the structure of a molecule. It is used to identify unknown 

compounds and get the chemical properties of molecules.  The mass spectrometer is the 

instrument which measures these characteristics and has four stages. The first stage is the 

ionization stage where the sample is ionized by knocking off one or more electrons to form 

a positive ion. The second stage is the acceleration stage; here the ions are accelerated so 

they all have the same kinetic energy. In the next stage the ions are passed through a 

magnetic field. The magnetic field deflects the ions and the amount deflection of the ions 

is a measure of the molecular mass. The final stage is the detector where the ions are 

detected. A diagram of a mass spectrometer is shown in figure 2.7.[43] 

 

Figure 2.7: Diagram of a mass spectrometer[43] 

Mass spectrometers are used either as stand alone or along with the transcutaneous 

measurement technique to detect the blood gases. In the transcutaneous technique the 

gases respire from the skin from the localized heating and the gases are passed to the 

mass spectrometer which ionises the gas samples and detects the partial pressure of 
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oxygen and carbon dioxide. In the stand alone mode the blood sample is vaporized and 

passed through the mass spectrometer to detect the blood gas values. The mass 

spectrometer can be used in -ivo for continuous measurement of the blood gases [24]. 

2.4.8 Capnometry 

 

Capnometry is the measurement of carbon dioxide in a volume of gas. It is used to 

measure the partial pressure of carbon dioxide in the breath expired out of the lungs. The 

partial pressure of the expired carbon dioxide is an indirect measure of the partial 

pressure of carbon dioxide in arterial blood. In a healthy individual the difference between 

the partial pressure of the exhaled carbon dioxide and the arterial carbon dioxide is very 

small. Capnometers play a vital role in monitoring the carbon dioxide volume for patients 

during anaesthesia and in intensive care and helps avoid hypoxia in the patients [44]. 

A capnometer works on the principle of absorbtion of light. An infrared light is passed 

through the gas sample and the intensity of the transmitted light is measured. The amount 

of light absorbed is dependent on the concentration of carbon dioxide in the sample [44, 

45]. 

2.4.9 Solid State Sensors 

 

Solid state sensors use the properties of the semiconductor materials and the metal oxide 

layers in the device as the sensing medium [46]. The ion sensitive field effect transistor 

(ISFET) is an example of a semiconductor device used for detection of ions in a chemical 

compound. The ISFET is sensitive to the change in concentration of ions and accordingly 

changes the current passing through the transistor. The ISFET is used in place of a glass 

electrode to detect the pH value of a sample as it is sensitive to the H+ ions in a solution. 

The chemical compound in this case acts as the gate terminal controlling the flow of 

current through the transistor [47].   

Recent improvements have identified other semiconductors materials suitable to be used 

as ion sensors. Gallium Nitride (GaN) based structures are part of wide band gap 

semiconductors sensitive for use as chemical sensors. They are used in high electron 

mobility transistors which have high electron mobility, large sheet carrier concentration 

and a fast response. The large sheet carrier concentration is due to the piezoelectric 
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polarisation caused by an Aluminium Gallium Nitride(AlGaN) layer and this piezoelectric 

effect forms a part of the sensing mechanism. The ions in the sample interact with the 

surface charge thereby creating a change in the surface potential which influences the 

sheet concentration leading to a drop in current at the AlGaN/GaN interface [46, 48, 49]. 

2.5 Shortcomings 

 

Figure 2.8 shows a present day blood gas analyser, the analyser works on the principle of 

electrochemical analysis where the blood sample is drawn from the patient using a syringe 

and the syringe is attached to the analyser. The analyser draws the blood to a heated 

sampling chamber where there are miniature electrodes which measure pO2, pCO2 and pH 

values of the blood sample. The unit needs to be properly calibrated to give accurate 

readings [50]. Based on the three readings the unit calculates the values for HCO3
- and 

oxygen saturation. The unit is accurate but is big and bulky and is not easily portable; also 

the unit needs to run on mains supply.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.8: AVL Compact 2 Blood Gas Analyser [50]. 

The optical sensors for blood gas analysis are smaller in size than the electrochemical 

sensors and aid continuous measure of blood gases but they measure the blood in vivo 

thus restricting the mobility of the patient and confining them to the hospital bed. The 
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associated electronics for the optical sensors draw a lot of power thus limiting the 

portability of the optical sensors [37].   

Transcutaneous measurements are non invasive but they are not suitable for adult 

patients [22]. Pulse oximeters provide a non invasive method to measure the oxygen 

saturation which can be used to predict the values of partial pressure of oxygen. However 

the relation between the partial pressure of oxygen to the oxygen saturation is a sigmoid, 

hence can’t predict the partial pressure in all situations. Also the values of pH and pCO2 

cannot be known through oximetry [42].  

The capnometer is a portable instrument is a portable instrument but only measure the 

partial pressure of carbon dioxide from the exhaled air. The mass spectrometer can vary in 

size from a small box to the size of a small room and also requires mains power for 

operation.  

The sensors for pH based on the ISFET require a reference electrode to measure the pH of 

a solution. The conventional type of the reference electrode puts the same limitations on 

the ISFET sensor like that of the conventional glass electrode. The conventional reference 

electrode also puts a limitation on the miniaturization of the sensor and the bulky and 

fragile nature of the reference electrode affects the portability of the system. The 

reference field effect transistors (REFET) alleviate the problems from the conventional 

reference electrodes but they require frequent recalibration as they are not always in 

thermodynamic equilibrium with the test solution. 

2.6 Conclusion 
 

Wearable sensors and home care are breaking new ground in the medical world. They 

allow the doctors access to data from the day to day environment of the patients; which 

allows them to make well informed decisions for diagnosis. The data allows the doctors to 

predict a serious health condition and take remedial actions to avert it which is aligned 

with the new philosophy of Prevention of serious medical condition before care. Blood 

gases are one of the vital signs doctors assess to diagnose the health of the respiratory 

system and the functioning of the kidneys. This chapter attempts to give the reader an 

overview to what blood gases are, their physiology and current techniques for measure 

them. The review focuses on the electrochemical and optical methods to measure the 
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blood gases. The methods were evaluated for portability with focus on size and power 

consumption. The electrochemical and optical techniques utilise the main supply to power 

the unit. The current electrochemical analysers are big and bulky and the optical analysers 

are used in vivo. These factors rule out the techniques for a portable design. The following 

chapter discusses an image based colorimetric technique for portable blood gas analysis. 

The chapter also details the pH and indicator chemistry. 
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Chapter Three: Design Proposal 
 

3.1 Introduction 
 

The preceding chapter discussed the properties of blood gases and the different 

techniques to measure the blood gases. The electrochemical and optical measuring 

techniques are the predominant techniques to measure blood gases. These techniques use 

both invasive and non invasive methods to measure the blood gases[21, 22].  

The non-invasive methods of measuring the blood gases mainly the partial pressure of 

oxygen are based on the measurement of the amount of oxygen saturation.  The relation 

between the partial pressure of oxygen and the saturation of oxygen in blood is a sigmoid 

relation. Thus the partial pressure of oxygen can be predicted accurately from the oxygen 

saturation only in a controlled situation[22].  

The invasive measurements with electrochemical methods required the withdrawal of a 

small quantity of blood from the patient’s body and aspirating it in the analyser to analyse 

the blood gas contents. The optical methods use an optical fibre which is embedded in the 

artery of the patient and the blood gases are measured using the principles of 

fluorescence or absorption [21, 22, 32, 33].  

Both the techniques mentioned above require the patient to be present at the clinic and in 

most cases confined to a bed in the hospital. The instruments are big and bulky and run on 

AC power supply which is a hindrance to portability. 

Solid state sensors are a cheap and a portable alternative for the sensors to be used to 

measure the blood gases. They are an effective replacement for the electrodes in the 

electrochemical process; however they still suffer from the same problems such as drift 

associated with the electrochemical electrodes and need constant recalibration. 

The aim of this project is to find an alternative solution to measure blood gases with a low 

power consumption, area and size suitable for a portable system. 
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3.2 Design Proposal 
 

This research looks at a colour based methodology to measure the blood gases which is 

portable, cost effective and easy to use. The change in colour of an indicator to the change 

in pH of a solution is well known. This thesis explores this change in colour of the indicator 

to assess the blood gases. The change in the colour of a pH Indicator is used as a principle 

to measure the pH in the design[17, 51]. A diagram of the proposed Colorimetry based 

blood gas analyser shown in figure 3.1 below. 

C

Blood Sample Indicator

+
Image

Image 

processing
pH Alogrithm

pH

 

Figure 3.1: The Colorimetric Design Proposal 

The sample is mixed with the indicator and the change in the colour of the indicator is 

imaged. The image is then processed to quantify the colour of the indicator. A 

mathematical relation which defines the relation between the colour of the indicator and 

the corresponding pH level is analysed after receiving the colour values from the image 

and processes this information to give the pH value of the sample. The derivation of the 

mathematical relation and its implementation is one of the central themes of this thesis. 

3.2.1 Research Methodology 

 

The research consists of a literature review on pH chemistry and indicator chemistry which 

is important to understand the chemical processes and reactions of the indicator to 

provide the link between the colour and pH and to select the proper indicator for the 

product. The literature review also provides insight on the colorimetric techniques and 

colour imaging used to quantify the colour value.   

The next stage is the proof of concept for the relation between the colour of the indicator 

to the pH value of the sample; this is achieved using an experimental setup to image the 
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change in colour of the indicator and quantifying the colour change in terms of the 

red,green and blue colour components.  

The literature review on the pH chemistry, the indicator chemistry, colour imaging and 

colorimetry are provided in the following sections which is then followed by the 

experimental setup for proof of concept.  

3.3 pH Chemistry 
 

As it is well known chemistry is the study of materials and its properties and the changes in 

its properties when they come in contact with other materials. Being one of the principal 

sciences, has many applications in the fields of physics, biology, medicine, engineering and 

other subjects. Chemistry involves studying the materials as chemical elements in their 

atomic and molecular form. One of the properties which is studied and measured is the 

acidity and basicity and the chemistry of acids and bases.  Typically acids are described as 

having a sour taste and change the colour of litmus to red, while  bases have a bitter taste, 

feel slippery and change the colour of litmus to blue [17]. 

The first definition of an acid was given by the Arrhenius theory[51]. The Arrhenius theory 

defines an acid as a substance which disassociates to produce a hydrogen ion and a base 

as a substance which disassociates to produce a hydroxide ion. Equation 3.1 shows the 

dissociation of hydrochloric acid when dissolved in water and the release of the hydrogen 

ion. Equation 3.2 shows the dissociation of sodium hydroxide in water and the release of 

the hydroxide ion[17]. 

   
   
→                                   3.1 

    
   
→                                    3.2 

Therefore the Arrhenius theory attributes the acidity of a solution to the activity of the 

hydrogen ions. The Arrhenius theory can only be applied to aqueous solutions of the acids 

and bases and only to certain situations [17, 51]. 

To accommodate all forms a broader definition was proposed by the Bronsted Theory[51]. 

The Bronsted theory states an acid is a proton donor and a base is a proton acceptor. The 

Bronsted theory explains the nature of materials like baking soda NaHCO3 which act like a 
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base even if they do not contain the hydroxide OH- ion. In a reaction with hydrochloric acid 

baking soda accepts a proton H+ thus it acts like a base which is shown in equation 3.3[51]. 

                                                                                      3.3 

The Bronsted theory does not require acids and bases to be in aqueous form. The 

Bronsted theory relates the strength of both an acid and base to the concentration of the 

hydrogen ions present. As the strength of the acid increases the concentration of the 

hydrogen ions increases and as the strength of a base increases the concentration of the 

hydrogen ion decreases. Thus the concentration of the hydrogen ions is used as a measure 

of the acidity or basicity. The concentration of the hydrogen ions in an aqueous solution is 

a very small number and is inconvenient to work with; therefore a practical approach was 

proposed in 1909 called pH[51]. The pH of a solution is defined as the negative logarithm 

of the hydrogen ion concentration shown in equation 3.4[17, 51]. 

                                                                             3.4 

The pH values have scale which goes from 0 to 14 .The concentration  of hydrogen ions in 

acids is greater than  10-7 and the pH values of acids is less than 7. Bases have the 

concentration of hydrogen ions less than 10-7 and have pH values greater than 7. The 

neutral solutions have a hydrogen ion concentration of 10-7 and have a pH value of 7. 

Water is a neutral solution and has a pH of 7. Water has the ability to act as an acid or as a 

base. Water functions as a base in reactions with acid like HCl and as an acid in reactions 

with bases like NH3. The pH of water also changes with the pH of the material it dissolves 

as water is a solvent for many materials. When mixed with an acid the pH of water falls 

below 7 and vice versa when mixed with a base it is greater than seven. Table 3.1 shows 

the ph scale and some of the common household items against it[51, 52]. 

3.4 Indicator Chemistry 
 

The change in colour of dyes by the action of acids and bases is one of the oldest reactions 

in chemistry. The first scale for pH was bases on a table of indicator dyes. Colorimetric 

methods were prevalent before the development of the potentiometric glass electrodes 

and are still used because of their low cost and faster detection time. pH indicators are 

chemical compounds, organic acids, which help detect the hydronium ions and give a 
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visual measurement of the pH. The change in colour occurs as a result of the 

rearrangement of the molecules when hydrogen ions are released or taken up [17, 52].  

Table 3.1:Table showing the ph values of some everyday items[51]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

pH indicators are weak acids or bases themselves. An Indicator can be termed as HIn in the 

acidic form and In- in the base form and Kin is the dissociation constant for the 

indicator[17, 52]. 
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The colour of the indicator at any pH is determined by the ratio of [In-]: [HIn]. As pH 

increases, [H3O+] decreases, [In-]: [HIn] increases, so the indicator has increasingly more of 

the colour of the base form and less of the acid form [53]. Litmus is one of the indicators 

which have been used in chemistry to determine the acidity of a solution. Litmus changes 

to a deep red colour when the solution is acidic and changes to blue if the solution is 

basic[52, 53]. 

The range of an indicator is the range of pH over which the reaction between the indicator 

and the chemical compound causes the indicator to change colour. The change in colour is 

not a sharp change but a change over the range. The range of the indicator is dependent 

Solution pH value 

Gastric Juice 1 

Lemon Juice 2.3 

Vinegar 3.1 

Beer 4.3 

Sour Milk 4.4 

Plum Juice 5-6 

Fresh Milk 6.5 

Saliva 6.7 

Pure Water 7.0 

Blood 7.36 

Sea Water 8.3 

Soap-Suds 8.4 

Lime Water 12.3 

Sodium Hydroxide 14 
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on the dissociation constant Kin of the indicator.  The dissociation constant is always 

referred as pKin which the negative log of Kin. Thus in a chemical reaction when the acid 

and its ion are equal, the pH of the solution indicates the pKin of the indicator.  The end 

points for the indicator are entirely dependent on this value as shown in table3.2 

below[52, 53]. 

Table 3.2:Common Indicators their pKind values and the pH range.[53] 

Indicator pKind pH range 

litmus 6.5 5 – 8 

Methyl Orange 3.7 3.2 -4.4 

phenolphthalein 9.3 8.2 -10.0 

 

The pH value of blood for a healthy human being lies between the ranges of 7.35 to 

7.45[13, 16].  The extreme value for it is 6.9 at its lowest and to 7.8 at its highest and 

human life is not possible if it exceeds this range[16].A suitable indicator for this range is 

bromothymol blue which has a range from 6.0 to 7.6 as shown in table 3.3. The indicator 

exhibits a colour change from yellow to blue over the range which suitable to this 

applicationas it is in contrast with the colour of blood[52]. To determine the relation 

between the changes in colour of the indicator to change in pH, a test bed was setup to 

image the samples. 
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Table 3.3: List of the indicators [52] 

Name Acid Colour 
pH Range of 

Colour Change 
Base Colour 

Methyl violet Yellow 0.0 - 1.6 Blue 

Thymol blue Red 1.2 - 2.8 Yellow 

Methyl orange Red 3.2 - 4.4 Yellow 

Bromocresol green Yellow 3.8 - 5.4 Blue 

Methyl red Red 4.8 - 6.0 Yellow 

Litmus Red 5.0 - 8.0 Blue 

Bromothymol blue Yellow 6.0 - 7.6 Blue 

Thymol blue Yellow 8.0 - 9.6 Blue 

Phenolphthalein Colourless 8.2 - 10.0 Pink 

Thymolphthalein Colourless 9.4 - 10.6 Blue 

Alizarin yellow R Yellow 10.1 - 12.0 Red 

 

3.5 Colour Imaging 
 

Images form a very important part in representing all the visual data taken in by us in the 

day to day life. Pictures were the earliest form of representation followed by photographs 

and now digital images have become a common place. A digital image can be generated by 

a digital camera, video recorder or an image scanner.   

The digital camera works on the same principle of the film based camera. The image is 

projected on to a solid state sensing array which acts as an image sensor instead of a film. 

The solid state array records the image and creates a raw image. The image sensors 

convert the light into electrical charges. The image sensor employs two techniques to 
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achieve this; the Charged Coupled Device (CCD) and the Complementary Metal Oxide 

Semiconductor (CMOS) technology and both convert light into electrons[54].   

 

Figure 3.2: Image sensors with a Charge Coupled Device on the left and a Complementary Metal Semiconductor 

Image Sensor on the right[55]. 

A CCD sensor uses a capacitor array to accumulate an electric charge proportional to the 

light intensity falling on a location and after it has been exposed to the image the control 

circuit causes each capacitor to transfer its content to its neighbour mimicking the 

operation of a shift register. The last capacitor in the array moves the content to a charge 

amplifier which converts the charge to a voltage. The voltage is passed to an analog to 

digital convertor which converts the value to digital form for each pixel[54, 56]. 

The CMOS image sensor also known as an active-pixel sensor contains an integrated circuit 

consisting of an array of pixel sensor, each pixel sensor contains a photo detector and an 

active amplifier. The photo detector converts the light intensity at each pixel to a current; 

which is then converted to digital form using an analog to digital converter similar to the 

CCD sensor[54, 56].  

The CCD sensors can create high quality and low noise images, the CMOS sensors in 

contrast are more susceptible to noise, however has a smaller footprint. The CMOS senor 

has lesser light sensitivity as many of the photons hit the transistors in the CMOS instead 

of the photo detector.  The CMOS sensors consume very little power when compared to 

CCD sensors which consume a lot of power [54]. 
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Both the CCD and CMOS sensors can only produce a black and white image of the original 

image projected on to them as the sensors record only the intensity of the light projected 

on them and not their colour. To get a full colour image filtering is used to measure the 

light in its primary colours. The camera records the image in all three colours and then 

combines it to form the full picture. This can be achieved by using three separate sensors 

each with a filter for one of the colours and use a beam splitter to split the incoming light 

to the three different sensors. This lets the camera record the three colours at each 

location but the system becomes big and bulky.  To reduce the size of the camera a colour 

filter array is used which is permanently fixed over the sensors and record only one of the 

primary colours at a pixel location. The sensor area is broken up in to a variety of red, blue 

and green pixels. The true colour at a pixel can be guessed accurately by interpolating the 

information from the adjoining pixels.  The Bayer filter pattern is the most common 

pattern of the filter used in colour digital cameras. The pattern alternates a row of red and 

green filters with a row of blue and green filters. The pattern has the same number of 

green pixel as the red and blue combined; this is because the human eye is not equally 

sensitive to all the three colours. In order to create an image that the eye will recognize as 

a true colour image more information is needed from the green pixels[54]. The Bayer 

pattern is shown in figure 3.3. 

 

Figure 3.3: The Bayer filter[54] 

The colour image created after the light passes through the Bayer filter and sensor is a raw 

image and is a mosaic of red, blue and green pixels of varying intensity. The camera uses 

an algorithm to create the true colour image from the raw mosaic called a Demosaicing 

Algorithm. The demosaicing algorithm determines the true colour of a single pixel by 

averaging the values from the closest surrounding pixels[54]. 
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3.6 Colorimetry 
 

Colours are an important aspect of life and are necessary information needed for the brain 

to process the visual data received. Colours describe the property of an object and also 

describe the characteristics of the light being reflected from an object. Colours also define 

the brains interpretation of the specific manner in which the light is perceived by the eye. 

Colorimetry is the technique to measure and describe the human colour perception[57]. 

The Human eye is composed of photoreceptors which are called as cones and rods which 

act as the sensors to produce an image in the brain. The rods and cones act in different 

ways, the rods are monochromatic and are used at low light conditions. The cones are the 

receptors which are responsible for the colour image and work in bright light conditions. 

There are three types of cones and each one is sensitive to a different wavelength of light 

spectrum. Figure 3.4 shows the sensitivities of the cones to the different wavelengths. The 

three wavelengths fall in the red, green and blue regions of the spectrum and are referred 

as the long, medium and short wavelength regions. The light entering in the eye is reduced 

to the three colour components and the three cones generate signals based on the energy 

of the spectra falling on them and the values are known as the tristimulus values[57, 58].  

The tristimulus values of a colour are the amounts of the three primary colours needed to 

reproduce the original colour using a three component additive colour model. The 

tristimulus colorimetric model based on the RGB colour model measures the colour in the 

three basic colours red, blue and green and it is called as the RGB colour space. Zero 

intensity for each of the colour components results in the darkest colour black which 

means there is no light and the full intensity of all the colour components gives the colour 

white.[59] When one of the components has the highest intensity then the colour is closer 

to that primary colour for example if the intensity of the component green is the highest 

then the colour will be greenish. A secondary colour is formed when two out of the three 

components have a stronger intensity than the third; high intensity in green and blue 

result in a colour cyan, magenta is the result when red and blue have high intensity and 

yellow  is a result of red and green having higher intensity than blue. Figure 3.5 shows the 
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primary colour components red, green and blue and the secondary colours from their 

varying intensity[57, 58, 60].  
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Figure 3.4: The sensitivities of the cones in the human eye to the different wavelengths of light[61] 

 

Figure 3.5: The RGB colour space[62] 

In a digital image file the data for the colour is stored using the primary coloursand the 

values of the primary colours are used to recreate the colour as the original. Each pixel has 

eight bits to store the intensity values of the primary colours in a range of 0 to 255 and 

when the colour is reproduced on the screen it’s an addition of the three primary colours. 
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Thus the digital image can be read to find the colour of the image in terms of the RGB 

values[60]. 

 

3.7 Experiment Setup 
 

The change in colour of an indicator to change in pH is explained in the previous sections. 

The measurement of colour in terms of the primary colours from a digital image has also 

been discussed. To determine the pH from the colour of the indicator a mathematical 

relation is needed. A test bed was setup to explore the relation between the colour of the 

indicator and the pH. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6: Block Diagram of the experimental setup 

A block diagram of the test setup is shown in figure 3.6. It consists of the pH sample mixed 

with the indicator bromothymol blue, the camera to record the image and the image 

processing software to record the histogram of the colour from the samples. 

The pH samples were prepared in the range of 6.1 to 7.9 in units of 0.1 and the indicator 

bromothymol blue of concentration 0.1 Molar (M). The indicator Bromothymol Blue was 

mixed with pH samples of known values. The samples were backlit with a white light 

source. The samples were then imaged using a 1.3 MP CCD camera. The camera used for 

the experiment is a µEye UI-2240SE-C-HQ from IDS Imaging Development Systems. The 

CCD camera was used as it provides more sensitivity to colour than the CMOS camera. The 

resolution of the camera does not influence the accuracy of the analyser due to the fact 

that the camera used is of very high resolution. 

The camera was controlled using a Lab-VIEW Virtual Instrument (VI).Laboratory Virtual 

Instrumentation Engineering Workbench (Lab-VIEW) is a graphical programming 

Sample

Camera
Image 

Processing
HistogramImage
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environment used to develop sophisticated measurement, test and control systems.  It 

uses graphical icons and wires and the flow of logic resembles a flowchart. The program 

through the use of drivers and interface cards allows the user to interface with different 

instruments and input devices. It provides a seamless approach to integrate the camera 

with the software and control its operations. 

The block diagram of the Lab-VIEW VI is shown in figure 3.7. The camera is initialized by 

the initialization block which sets up the camera and the drivers to operate the camera. 

The next block is the Get Image block which activates the camera to capture the image. 

The image captured by the camera is in a raw format, the next block is an image 

acquisition block which acquires the image from the camera and converts the image to 

one of the standard formats in this case a bitmap format. The final block after this is the 

exit block which handles the exit procedure and delinks the camera and brings it back to 

the initialisation phase.  These blocks act like a set of instructions and are programmed to 

take images of the sample over a period of 70 minutes with an image taken every 5 

minutes. The loop also saves the images automatically to a specified location in the 

memory. 

The stored images were analysed to quantify the change in colour of the indicator. To 

measure the colour of the indicator a colour histogram of each image was recorded. The 

colour histogram was taken in a rectangular cross section of 200 by 200 pixels in the 

centre of the image; this was done as the centre of the sample displayed the most 

homogeneous mix with the indicator than at the edges. The histogram of the images 

provides the information of the colour in the primary Red-Green-Blue (RGB) colours. The 

RGB values of the images were plotted against the pH values. 
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Figure 3.7: Block Diagram of the Lab view VI controlling the camera. 

Figure 3.8 shows the RGB values plotted against varying pH for experiments carried out on 

three different days. Please refer to the appendix to see more plots. The trends in the 

graph are consistent with the change in colour of the indicator from yellow to blue. The 

colour yellow in terms of the RGB spectrum is represented as R=G=255 and B=0 and the 

colour blue is represented as R=G=0 and B=255. The red and green colours are higher at 

the ph values below 7.0 and start to taper down as the pH increases; the colour blue 

comes into effect after a pH value of 7.2.  
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The tests were conducted in certain conditions to check what effect it has on the trends of 

the colours. The samples were imaged in the presence and absence of ambient light and it 

was found the results were much better in the absence of ambient of light. The images for 

rest of the tests were taken in an enclosed environment so as to reduce the interference 

of changes to the ambient light leaving only the back light to affect the colour in the 

images.  

The samples were also imaged from different heights to check for the effect on the colour 

values and to determine a suitable height to place the camera. It was found the height of 

the camera did not influence the trends too much. The samples were imaged over the 

period of an hour to check if the drying of the sample has any effect over the colour values 

and if any changes are observed in the trends of the colours. The same trends in the colour 

values were observed even in the dried out samples. 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 3.8a, b & c: RGB colour plot with respect to the varying pH 
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The trends for the colours were repeated across the data collected from all the tests. The 

trends show a distinguishable change in colour across the range of the pH. The colour 

change is sharp across the pH values from 6.8 to 7.6 which is the range of the pH values for 

blood. This trend in the change in colour is mapped to a mathematical relation to 

determine the pH value from the colour of the indicator. 

3.8 Conclusion 
 

The design proposal looks at a colour based approach to measure the pH and employs the 

change in colour of an indicator as its principle. pH the measure of the acidity or basicity of 

a solution can be determined by electrochemical methods like glass electrodes and also by 

using indicator chemistry. Indicators are weak acids or bases which provide a visual 

measurementof pH and have been used before the potentiometric techniques to measure 

the pH. Bromothymol blue is chosen as a suitable indicator for the design for its range and 

colour change of yellow to blue. The design looks to quantify the change in colour of an 

indicator to the change in pH. This chapter presents the concept of Colorimetry the 

technique used to measure and quantify colour. Colour is the perception of the light 

spectrum entering the human eyes and can be quantified in the three primary colours red, 

green and blue. The chapter also describes the digital imaging process and how the 

information is stored in a digital image. The test bed establishes the relation between the 

colour change of the indicator to the change in pH and from the RGB plots it shows there is 

sharp response in the plot in the pH range 6.8 to 7.6 which is desirable. The relation 

between the colour and pH is mapped to a mathematical relation in the next chapter. The 

next chapter discusses the derivation of the mathematical relation and the associated 

algorithm. 
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Chapter Four: Mathematical Modeling 
 

4.1 Introduction 
 

The previous chapter presents the design proposal for portable blood gas analysis using 

colorimetry. The design quantifies the change in colour of the indicator in terms of the 

primary colours of red, green and blue. The colours values are processed using a 

mathematical equation defining the relation between the colour of the indicator and the 

pH. The mathematical equation determines the pH. The trends of the colour of the 

indicator and the change in pH are shown in the previous chapter. This chapter discusses 

the relation between the colour of the indicator and pH and also present derivation of the 

mathematical equation defining it. The chapter also discusses about curve fitting and 

regression analysis used to derive the mathematical equation. 

4.2 Relation between the colour and pH 
 

The indicator bromothymol blue has a colour change from yellow to blue for the pH range 

of 6.2 to 7.6 and this change in colour of the indicator has been reflected in the tests 

conducted to map the change. The tests show the colour changes from a greenish yellow 

to a blue for the pH samples and are shown in figure 4.1. This colour change is consistent 

with all the data collected in the tests.  

 

Figure 4.1: The change in colour from greenish yellow to blue as the pH changes from 6.1 to 7.9. 

The colour of the indicator was measured in terms of the RGB colours and was plotted 

against the pH value.  The plot shows the trends which reflect the change in colour of the 

indicator with respect to the change in colour of the indicator and similar trends have 

been observed over all the data collected. The pH range of human blood is from 6.8 to 7.8 

and the pH value ofa healthy human being is 7.35 to 7.45, the response of the indicator 

and the trends in the RGB colour values with change in pH in this range are of interest. 
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The data collected was tested to see the effects of the variation of the concentration of 

the bromothymol blue indicator. Bromothymol blue is a very strong colour for the 

indicator and a higher concentration of the indicator solution had a tendency to mask the 

change in colour of the indicator with the change in pH. The change in the concentration 

of the indicator varied the graphs slightly; but overall the trends of the colour change 

remained the same. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

Figure 4.2a, b&c: The trends of the mean values of the colours red, green and blue across the pH range 6.1 to 7.9. 

The observations from the trends show the colours red and green have a sharper response 

to the change in pH than the colour blue. The trends of the colour blue shows an 

inconsistent pattern in some cases showing a more pronounced change in value to the 

change in pH insome cases than on the others and is shown in the figure below. Due to the 

inconsistent and varying nature of the colour blue in the trends it was excluded from the 

data to search for an algorithm to determine a relation for the colour and pH. 

 

Figure 4.3:  The trends for the colour blue with respect to the change in pH and the inconsistent nature of the 

trends across the ph range 
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The trends in the colour red and green were observed to establish a relation between the 

colour and the pH. From the data collected and the trends it was observed the colour 

green has a better response than the colour blue but in the pH range from 6.0 to 6.9 the 

response is almost flat, it shows a small drop from 6.9 to 7.2 and then starts to flatten 

again. The colour green has a shallow response in the human blood pH range.

 

Figure 4.4:  The trends for the colour green from the different samples show a flat response across the pH range 

6.1 to 7.9; especially in the human blood pH range (6.8 to 7.8). 

 

Figure 4.5: Trends of the colour red from the different sample sets across the pH range 6.1 to 7.9 showing the 

sharpest response to change in pH. 

In comparison to the colour green, the response from the colour red is the sharpest and is 

consistent across the data collected and is shown in the figure 4.x which shows the change 
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in the colour red to the change in pH.  The colour red has a sharp response across the 

whole range of the test samples from 6.1 to 7.9 and especially in the range of interest 

from 6.8 to 7.8 the trends show a near linear response.  The figure shows the responses 

for the colour red to pH over the range from 6.1 to 7.9 and figure shows the response of 

the colour red to the pH in human blood pH range.  The response of the colour in the 

blood pH range is sharp and is close to a linear response; given the characteristics of the 

trends and the response of the colour red it was selected to model a relation between the 

colour red and the pH. 

The trends in the colour red were mapped to a mathematical equation using curve fitting 

and regression techniques. The mathematical equation forms the basis of the colorimetric 

algorithm to measure pH based on colour. The next sections explain about curve fitting 

and regression analysis and also discuss the derivation of the mathematical equation. 

 

Figure 4.6: Trends of the colour red from the different sample sets show a consistent pattern and sharp nearly 

linear response sets in the human blood pH range. 
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4.3 Mathematical Relation 
 

4.3.1 Curve Fitting and Regression Analysis 

 

A mathematical function defines the relation between two variables and represents 

empirical data. It can also be used to compute the value of the dependent variable from 

the value of the independent variables.  In most cases the underlying relation between the 

variables is known and it is observed in the data sets collected and this relation is 

represented in graphical forms as a curve. But there are cases in which the relationship is 

not evident directly from the data set and a mathematical equation representing the 

relation is required[63].  

Curve fitting is the process of building a curve or a line governed by a mathematical 

equation which will best fit the data set. The goal of curve fitting is to find the parameter 

values which closely match the data set. The models used to fit to the data are dependent 

on adjustable parameters[64, 65].  

Regression analysis is a process of analysing the data set and modelling the relation 

between the variables in the data set. Regression analysis allows us to predict the value of 

the dependent variable for a given independent variable when the other independent 

variables are held constant. The evaluation of the value of the dependent variable is a 

function of the independent variables, regression parameters and a random error term 

and is known as the regression function [66]. 

The regression function is the model describing the relation between the variables. The 

regression function determined only by a set of parameters is known as parametric 

regressions. There are many methods to determine the parametric relation between the 

dependent variable and the independent variables and different methods and models 

assume different regression functions and error terms. Linear regression and non linear 

regression are two models to determine the regression functions[67]. 
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4.3.2 Linear Regression 

 

Linear regression models the relation as a linear function of the regression parameters and 

random error. The models which define the relation are known as linear models. One of 

the simplest forms of linear regression is known as a simple linear regression. The simple 

regression model tries to fit a straight line to the data set and can be expressed as shown 

in equation 4.1 where y is the dependent variable, a0 is the y intercept, a1 is the slope of 

the regression line, x is the independent variable and e is the random error. 

                        4.1 

The other model is known as a multiple linear regression it also models the regression 

function as a linear function but there are more than one independent variables in the 

model and is expressed in the equation 4.2 where y is the dependent variable, a0, a1, 

a2,…an are the regression coefficients, x1, x2,…, xn are the independent variables and e is 

the random error[66]. 

                               4.2 

Simple and multiple linear regressions both investigate the linear relation between the 

dependent variable and the independent variables while the simple regression focuses on 

the relation between one dependent variable to one independent variable, multiple 

regression focuses on the relation between one dependent variable and many 

independent variables. 

4.3.3 Non Linear Regression 

 

Non linear regression is another type of model applied to data, which assumes the relation 

between the dependent variable and the independent variables is a non linear function of 

the regression parameters. The non linear regression function in one of its forms is shown 

in equation 4.3  

  
 

     
                4.3 

Where y is the dependent variable, a & b are the model parameters, x is the independent 

variable and e is the random error.  Non linear regression models are more complex than a 
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linear model in terms of model parameter estimation, model selection and variable 

selections. It requires a lot of iterations and computing to determine the regression 

parameters[64, 66]. 

4.3.4 Polynomial Regression 

 

The relation between x and y doesn’t always turn out to be a straight line and also a 

nonlinear relation is not better at describing the data; in cases like this polynomial 

regression provides us with a model which helps describe the behaviour of the data and its 

departures from linearity. Polynomial regression is a special case of linear regression; it 

applies a nonlinear model to the data but is still considered linear in statistics. This is 

because the regression function is linear in the unknown parameters estimated from the 

data. Polynomial regression applies an nth order polynomial to define the relation 

between the independent variable x and the dependent variable y[64, 66]. The general 

form of a polynomial regression model is shown in equation 4.4 

            
       

      n < m-1          4.4 

where y is the dependent variable, a0,a1,a2,….an are the regression coefficients, x,x2,…xn are 

the higher orders of the independent variable x and e is the random error and n is the 

order of the polynomial and m is the number of data points. The variable term x explains 

the continuous relation and the higher powers x2, x3, etc. explain the curves in the relation 

between x and y.  

Polynomial models are best suited when interpolating the value within the range of the 

independent variables. The order of the polynomial is dependent on the number of data 

points but polynomials of the order above 6 are rarely used as the fit is not good and it 

doesn’t provide any significant change in the error term. 

4.3.5 Least Squares Method 

 

To describe the relation between the dependent variable and the independent variables 

the regression parameters in the regression function need to be determined. The method 

of least squares is a method which is used to determine the regression parameters. The 
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least squares method can be applied to both linear and nonlinear regression models[64, 

68]. 

The method of least squares is an important application in curve fitting and data fitting. 

The method provides the best fit line for a given set of data. It achieves this by minimizing 

the sum of squared residuals where a residual if the difference between the observed 

value and the fitted value provided by a model. 

A typical simple linear regression model can be described as shown in equation 4.1, the 

parameters a0 and a1 determine the fit of the model and accuracy with which the model 

can predict the dependent variable from the independent variable. The equation can have 

several solutions for the values of a0 and a1 and the method least squares helps in finding 

the values of a0 and a1 which provides the best fit where the error involved is the sum of 

the squares of the difference between the value of the dependent variable y from the 

model and the values in the data set is minimum[69]. The equation to minimise the least 

squares error and the error function is shown below in equation 4.5 

         ∑ [            ]
  

               4.5 

Where a0, a1 are the regression parameters and n represents the number of data points. 

The goal is to minimise the total error for the line of best fit for the given data and for a 

minimum to occur the partial derivatives are taken and set to zero [63, 66, 69]. 

   
 

   
∑ [            ]

  
     ∑                  

           4.6 

and 

   
 

   
∑ [            ]

  
     ∑                  

 
           4.7 

The above equations can be simplified to 

        ∑   
 
    ∑   

 
                4.8 

and 

   ∑   
 
      ∑   

  
    ∑     

 
               4.9  
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When the above equations are solved for a0 and a1 we get the following equations for 

them 

   
∑   

  
   ∑   

 
    ∑     

 
   ∑   

 
   

 (∑   
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                         4.10 

   
∑     
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            4.11 

The least squares method can also be applied for polynomial regression and the general 

form the polynomial model is shown in equation 4.12. In the case of the polynomial model 

the constants a0, a1, a2, a3,…,an are chosen to minimise the least squares error. 

            
       

           4.12 

  

                
       

                        4.13 

Where n <m-1, n is the order of the polynomial and m is the number of data points. 

The error function for minimising the least squares is given as 

              ∑ [        ]
  

             4.14 
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                        4.16 
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         4.17 

Similar to the previous case of simple linear regression for the error function to be 

minimised it is necessary that the partial derivatives
  

   
       , for each j=0,1,2,…,n. 

  
  

   
   ∑   (∑   

 
     

 
) 

     ∑   
 
   (∑   

    
   )       4.18 

This gives n+1 normal in the n+1 unknown aj, 

∑   
 
   (∑     

    
   )  ∑   

 
     

 
          4.19 
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for each j=0,1,2,…,n. The equation can be expanded as shown below, where m is the 

number of data points, a0,a1,a2,…,an are the constants in the polynomial, n is the order of 

the polynomial , x is the independent variable and y is the dependent variable. 
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The above equations can be solved in the same way as the equations for the simple 

regression model and will generate the values of the constants which give the least error 

and best fit for the given data.  

4.3.6 Mathematical Relation 

 

The method of least squares allows the user to apply the regression models to the data 

and determine the regression coefficients for the model chosen for analysis. To determine 

the mathematical equation defining the relation between the colour red and pH the 

method of least squares was applied to the data collected. 

The mean values of the colour red collected from the histogram over the pH range 6.1 to 

7.9 were used to derive the mathematical relation.  The mean values for the colour red 

were normalised to a scale of 0 to 1. The normalised values of the colour red are shown 

below in table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1:  The normalised values of the colour red for the different samples used regression and the 

average of the normalised values 

 

The plot of the normalised values of the colour red from different samples against the ph 

values is shown in figure 4.7 and as it has been observed previously in the plots of the 

colour red against pH they all follow a similar trend. The normalised values of the colour 

red were averaged and have been shown in the last column of the table 4.7 and have also 

been plotted in the figure 4.7. The trendline in the figure 4.7 shows the average values. 

The method of least squares was applied to all the curves in the plot to determine the 

curve which best fit the data. As observed from the plot the relation between the colour 

and the pH is not completely linear and as explained in section 4.3.4, a non-linear relation 

will not provide a better explanation and hence polynomial regression was chosen to 

define the relation. 
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Figure 4.7: A plot of the normalised values of the colour red against the pH. The plot also shows the average 

values on the colour red. 

Polynomial regression using the method of least squares was applied to all the curves in 

the plot to find the curve which will best fit the data. To define the equation in terms of 

the colour red a regression of pH on the colour red was done[64].  The results of the 

regression analysis presented different equations for the data, but the equation which 

best fit the data was from the curve for the average values. The curve with average values 

was used to define the equation in terms of the colour red and a regression of pH on the 

colour red was performed. As a part of the polynomial regression, polynomials from the 

order of two and higher were applied to the curve. Table 4.2 shows the comparison of the 

predicted values of the pH for different orders of the polynomial. Polynomials of orders 

higher than six weren’t applied as they generally don’t provide any improvement in the 

error function. It can be observed from the table the fifth order polynomial predicts the pH 

closest to the actual value and going to the sixth order doesn’t increase the accuracy of the 

predictions.  The fifth order polynomial model was used define the relation and the 

polynomial equation is shown in equation 4.21.    

                                                              4.21 

Where y represents the value of pH and x represents the mean value of the colour red. 
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Table 4.2: The table shows the comparison of the predicted pH values for the different orders of the 

polynomial equation determined by polynomial regression. 

 

The fifth order polynomial equation was chosen as it provides better resolution and avoids 

errors due to rounding up in determining the pH. The higher orders did not present any 

improvements in the resolution or rounding errors. 

4.4 Results 
 

The model was applied to all data sets to determine the accuracy of pH prediction. The 

table 4.3 shows the predicted values of the pH for all the different data sets. The table 

shows the predicted values of the ph in the pH range of human blood. The results show 

the model predicts the value the pH with a maximum deviation of 5% from the expected 

results. 
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Table 4.3: The table shows a comparison of the predicted pH values for the different sample data sets. 

 

Figure 4.8 shows the plot of the predicted values of the pH value of 7.3 across the data sets. 

The plot shows the predicted values have a 5% deviation from the expected value and also 

shows the 95% confidence intervals. 

 

Figure 4.8: A plot of the predicted values of pH for 7.3 across all the data sets with the 95% confidence intervals 
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Figure 4.9: A plot of the predicted values of pH for 7.4 and 7.5 across all the data sets with the 95% confidence 

intervals. 

The plots for the predicted value of 7.4 and 7.5 shown in figure 4.9 also show the same 

deviation of 5% from the expected value and also shows the 95% confidence intervals. 

4.5 Conclusion 
 

The trends from the plot for colour values against the pH show the red and green colours 

with the most consistent pattern. The red colour shows the sharpest response to the 

change in pH and is consistent across all the data sets. The trends of the colour red against 

the pH value have been used to model a mathematical relation between the colour and 

pH. Curve fitting and regression analysis provide the tools to analyse the trends in a given 

data set and model the trends and relation between the variables in terms of a 

mathematical equation. Linear regression and non-linear regression are the common 

models applied to the data to determine a mathematical model. Polynomial regression is a 

modified version of linear regression which is applied to the data where the linear cannot 

be fit to the data and the non linear model cannot explain the data fully. The polynomial 

regression model was applied to the data and the regression model coefficients were 

determined using the method of least squares. A fifth order polynomial equation provided 

the best fit to the data and also provides the necessary resolution in the pH values. The 

mathematical model predicts the pH with a maximum deviation of 5% from the expected 

values. The relation between the colour and pH mapped as a fifth order polynomial is 

implemented in hardware in the next chapter. The next chapter discusses design and 

implementation of the different hardware blocks for the mathematical equation. 
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Chapter Five: Image based Colorimetric pH and pCO2 analyser 

 

 

5.1 Introduction 
 

In chapters three and four the indicator chemistry was presented and explained the 

change in colour of an indicator due to the change in pH. The chapter also presented the 

method of Colorimetry which quantifies the value of colour in the three primary colours of 

red, green and blue. The experiments conducted to map change in colour of the indicator 

to the change in pH showed a definite and repeating trend in which the colour red showed 

the sharpest response. The trends in the colour red were analysed using the curve fitting 

techniques to map the relation between the colour and pH as a mathematical equation. 

The mathematical equation forms the basis of the image based colorimetric pH and 

pCO2analyser.In this chapter, the implementation of the colorimetric algorithm is 

presented. A block diagram of the image based colorimetric ph and pCO2 is shown in figure 

5.1. 

 

Camera
Colour Analyis 

Block

pH Algorithm

pCO2 Algorithm

BMP Image

Rmean Value

pH

pCO2

 

Figure 5.1: Block diagram of the image based colorimetric pH and pCO2analyser. 

The analyser consists of four blocks the camera, the colour extraction block and finally the 

ph and pCO2 algorithms.  The camera is the front end of the device which images the 

sample mixed with the indicator and captures the change in colour of the indicator as a 
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bitmap(bmp) image. The bmp image is processed in thecolour analysis block to generate 

the mean value of the colour red. The pH and pCO2 algorithms process the mean value of 

the colour red to calculate the value of pH and pCO2.The following sections explains the 

implementation of the colour extraction block and the ph and pCO2 algorithms. 

5.2 Colour Analysis Block 
 

The colour analysis block is the first step in the colorimetric analyser. The block processes 

the bmp image received from the camera and extracts the mean value of the colour red 

from the bmp image. The mean value of the colour red is passed on to the pH and pCO2 

algorithm blocks to calculate the pH and pCO2 values. 

5.2.1 Bitmap (bmp) Image Format 

 

The bitmap is one of the standard file formats to store a digital image.Bitmaps is a 

rectangular collection of pixels and each pixel holds the colour value. Figure 5.2 shows a 

representation of bitmap image with each pixel of 24 bits in 3 continuous bytes holding 

the value of the colour[70]. Each colour consisting of One byte (8 bits) for Red, 1 byte (8 

bits) for Green and 1 byte (8 bits) for Blue, where the windows bmp file are characterized 

by the number of pixels and the colour depth per pixel[70, 71].  

The bitmap file stores an image in four different formats; 1 bit, 8 bits, 16 bits and 24bits. 

These different formats represent the size of the data registers holding the information of 

the colour in each of the pixels in the image. In the 24 bit bitmap, it uses 24 bits of data to 

document each single pixel in the bitmap and the structure is divided into 8 bit pieces for 

each pixel. The first 8-bits hold the blue colour value, the next 8 bits hold the green colour 

value, and the final 8 bits hold the red colour value. Each colour value can represent 256 

different states 0 - 255 and the three combined can represent a total of 16777216 

colours[71]. 

The 1 bit format has one bit to represent the colour information of each pixel and is used 

generally for black and white images with a 1 representing the colour white and a 0 

representing the colour black. Similarly the 8 bits and 16 bits formats use one byte and 

two bytes respectively to represent the information of the colour in each pixel of the 

image. 
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The 8bit format has only one byte for all the colour information; as a result of this the 

depth of colour information will be limited. To overcome this a colour table is included 

after the header information and before the pixel data in BMP File.The table for a 256-

colour bitmap can hold up to 256 colours. There is a standard Windows palette of 256-

colours, but bitmaps can also have custom palettes. The byte assigned for each pixel 

doesn’t hold the value of the colour instead holds an index value of the colour table, the 

index value determines the colour based on the values stored for the colours red, green 

and blue. 

 

Figure 5.2:Colour Pixel[70] 

For a bitmap with large dimensions, this palette indexing method of documenting colours 

creates a huge savings in file size. In general, 256-colour bitmaps have much smaller file 

sizes than a 24-bit bitmap with the same dimensions. 

The format in which a bitmap is read is as follows; 

1. File Header file is read 

2. Image Header Information and 

3. Bitmap pixel Data. 

 

Figure 5.3: BMP File Structure 
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5.2.1.1 BMP ImageFile Header 

 

This block is the starting of the block of bytes where the file is identified. A description of 

the contents of a BMP file header is shown in Table 5.1. In an application, the block file is 

checked to see whether the file is a BMP and whether the file is damaged. The first two 

bytes of the BMP file format are the character ‘B’ then the character ‘M’ in 1-byte ASCII 

encoding and are usually stored first. The Colour Map sizes are normally 2, 16 or 256 

entries, but can be smaller if the image does not need a full set of colours[70]. 

 

Table 5.1: BMP File Header 

OFFSET# SIZE PURPOSE 

0000h 2 bytes The header field used to identify the BMP & DIB file is 0x42 0x4D in 
Hexadecimal, same as BM in ASCII. The following entries are possible: 
BM-Windows 3.1x,95,NT,…etc; and it is not mandatory unless file size is 
greater or equal to SIGNATURE 
BA-OS/2 struct Bitmap Array 
CI-OS/2 struct Colour Icon 
&CP-OS/2 const Colour Pointer 
IC-OS/2 struct Icon 
*PT-OS/2 Pointer 

0002h 4 bytes The size of the BMP file in byte 

0006h 2 bytes Reserved; actual value depends on the application that creates the image 

0008h 2 bytes Reserved; actual vale depends on the application that creates the image 

000Ah 4 bytes The offset, i.e. starting address, of the byte where the bitmap image data 
(Pixel Array) can be found. 

 

5.2.1.2 BMP Image Header Information 

 

Information about the image in detail is in the BMP Header Information, where the image 

is displayed and viewed on the screen. The block also matches the header used internally 

by Windows and OS/2 and has several different variants. All of them contain a 32 bit field, 

specifying their size, so that an application can easily determine which header is used in 

the image[70].  
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Table 5.2: BMP Image Information Header 

Size Header Name OS Support Features Added (incremented) 

12 BITMAPCOREHEADER 
OS21XBITMAPHEADER 

OS/2 and also all 
Windows versions since 
Windows 3.0 

 

64 BITMAPCOREHEADER2 
OS22XBITMAPHEADER 

OS/2 Adds Half toning. Adds RLE and 
Huffman 1D compression. 

40 BITMAPINFOHEADER all Windows versions 
since Windows 3.0 

Removes RLE-24 and Huffman 1D 
compression. Adds 16bpp and 
32bpp pixel 

52 BITMAPV2INFOHEADER Undocumented Removes optional RGB bit masks. 
Adds mandatory RGB bit masks. 

56 BITMAPV3INFOHEADER Undocumented Adds mandatory Alpha channel bit 
mask. 

108 BITMAPV4HEADER all Windows versions 
since Windows 95/NT4 

Adds Colour Space type and Gamma 
correction 

124 BITMAPV5HEADER Windows 98/2000 and 
newer 

Adds ICC Colour Profiles 

 

5.2.1.3 Pixel Data 

 

The bitmap pixel data is stored upside down from its actual image as depicted in figure 5.4 

showing the complete structure of the bmp image file. Therefore when reading or writing 

data from a bitmap, it is important to start at the bottom left corner and from left to right, 

and bottom to top in pixel unit. Therefore the RGB is also written in reverse order, starting 

with blue, green and then red[70]. 

A 24 bit pixel is formatted as the following: 

Red (8 bits) = 11011011, Green (8 bits) = 11110110, and Blue (8 bits) = 01111110. 

8 bits is able to hold 256 possible values ranging from 0-255. An 8-bit bitmap requires only 8 

bits of data storage space to document each pixel. This shorthand is accomplished by including 

a palette in the file, which is placed after the header information, and before the pixel data. A 

palette is also called a Colour Table. Each pixel in the bitmap that is to be displayed in colour 

number 1 will have data equal to” 1” in binary numbers. 

The structures of a 256 colour (8-bit) bitmap are as follows: 

 Bitmap header; 

 Indexed palette information;  

 Pixel data requiring 8-bits for each pixel. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OS/2
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Windows_3.0
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Windows_3.0
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Windows_95
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Windows_NT_4.0
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Color_space
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gamma_correction
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gamma_correction
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Windows_98
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Windows_2000
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICC_profile
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Figure 5.4: Structure of BMP file[70] 

5.2.2 Implementation of the colouranalysis block 

 

The colour analysis block is an algorithm to determine the value of the colour red from the 

image. The algorithm extracts the RGB information of the colour from the image and 

determines the mean value of the colour Red from a window of 200x 200 pixels from the 

centreof the 1280 x 1024 pixel image as shown in figure 5.5. The colour information is 

retrieved from the centre of image as it displays the most homogenous mix compared to the 

indicator at the edges of the image. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:BMPfileFormat.png
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Figure 5.5:Reading of the pixel data from the centre of the image. 

The BMP image colour analysis block is composed of the following blocks:  

 Register Interface Block. 

 Colour Table.  

 BMP image Colour Extraction. 

 System control and Initialization. 

 Address Mapping and Memory Interface Block. As shown in figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6:Block diagram of the Colour Analysis Block 
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5.2.2.1 External I/O Interfaces 

 

The BMP Image colour analysis controller block interfaces to the other blocks on-chip using the 

following signals listed in Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3:BMP Controller IO Interface 

Name Dir Widt
h 

Rst Description 

bmp_clk in 1 0 Controller clock 

bmp_reset_n in 1 0 Controller reset 

RegisterInterface     

bmp_reg_re in 1 0 Controller register read enable 

bmp_reg_we in 1 0 Controller register write enable 

bmp_reg_addr in 8 0 Controller register address 

bmp_data_in in 32 0 Controller register Data in 

bmp_data_out out 32 0 Controller register Data out 

External Memory 
Interface 

    

bmp_mem_re out 1 0 Controller memory read enable 

bmp_mem_addr out 32 0 Controller memory address 

bmp_mem_data_in in 8 0 Controller memory Data in 

bmp_mem_data_out out 8 0 Controller memory Data out 

 

5.2.2.2 Register Interface Block 

 

The Register Interface block contains the register which controls the functionality of the 

controller as shown in figure 5.7. 

BMPFHI Reg (32 Bit)

BMPIH Reg (32 Bit)

BMPIW Reg (32 Bit)

BMPPW Reg (32 Bit)

BMPMA Reg (32 Bit)

BMPIAS Reg (32 Bit)

BMPIAL Reg (32 Bit)

BMPRCV Reg (32 Bit) 

BMPRCD Reg (32Bit)

M
U

X

bmp_reg_addr

BMPHID Reg (32 Bit)

BMPFS Reg (32 Bit)

 
 

Figure 5.7: Register Interface Block Diagram 
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The multiplexer is controlled by the register address signal which controls the dataflow for 

the different registers. 

Table 5.4: Register Interface Block IO Interface 

Name Dir Width Rst Description 

bmp_clk in 1 0 Controller clock 

bmp_reset_n in 1 0 Controller reset 

bmp_reg_re in 1 0 Controller register read enable 

bmp_reg_we in 1 0 Controller register write enable 

bmp_reg_addr in 8 0 Controller register address 

bmp_data_in in 32 0 Controller register Data in 

bmp_ca_dn in 1 0 BMP Image Analysis complete 

bmp_hid_reg in 16 0 BMP Header File ID 

bmp_fs_reg in 32 0 BMP Image file size 

bmp_fhi_reg in 8 0 BMP Header Information Size 

bmp_ih_reg in 32 0 BMP Image height in Pixel 

bmp_iw_reg in 32 0 BMP Image width in Pixel 

bmp_pw_reg in 8 0 BMP Image Pixel Width 8Bit  

bmp_red_mv in 32 0 32 Bit Floating  point sum value of pixels  

bmp_red_mf in 32 0 32 Bit Floating  point divider value of pixels 

bmp_data_out out 32 0 Controller register Data out 

bmp_cstart out 1 0 Start image Analysis 

 

BMP Header ID 

BMPHID   REG – 00H   
Bit  Name POR Description 

31-16 r  0 Reserved 
15 – 8  r  0 

This block of bytes is at the start of the file and is used to identify 

the file. A controller reads this block first to ensure that the file is 

actually a BMP file and that it is not damaged. The first two bytes 

of the BMP file format are the character 'B' then the character 'M' 

in 1-byte ASCII encoding. 

7- 0 r  0 

 

BMP File Size 

BMPFS REG – 04H   
Bit  Name POR Description 

31-0 r  0 Size of the BMP Files in Bytes 

 

BMP File Header Info 

BMPFHI REG – 08H   
Bit  Name POR Description 

31-8 r  0 Reserved 
7 - 0 r  0 Returns the size of BMP Info header(Bytes) 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ASCII
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BMP Image Height 

BMPIH REG – 0CH   
Bit  Name POR Description 

31 r  0 Sign Bit  
30-0 r  0 This register returns the Bitmap Image Height in Pixel  

BMP Image Width 

BMPIW REG – 10H   
Bit  Name POR Description 

31 r  0 Sign Bit  
30-0 r  0 This register returns the Bitmap Image Width in Pixel  

 

BMP Pixel Widths 

BMPPW REG – 14H   
Bit  Name POR Description 

31- 16 r  0 Reserved 
15 - 0 r  0 The number of bits per pixel, which is the colour depth of the image. 

Typical values are 1, 4, 8, 16, 24 and 32. For Controller its value 
should be 8. 

 

BMP Image Mem Address 

 
BMPMA REG – 18H   

Bit  Name POR Description 

31- 0 r/w  0 Start address of  BMP file in Memory 

 

BMP Image Analysis 

 
BMPIAS REG – 1CH   

Bit  Name POR Description 

31- 1 r  0 Reserved 
0 r/w sanylsis 0 Start image analysis process 

 

BMP Interrupt Register 

 
BMPIAL REG – 20H   

Bit  Name POR Description 

31- 1 r  0 Reserved 
0 r/c ANAD 0 BMP image Analysis process complete 

 

BMP Red Colour Value 

 
BMPRCV REG – 24H   

Bit  Name POR Description 

31 r  0 Sign Bit 
30-24  r  0 Mantissa  
23 - 0 r  0 Exponent 

 

BMP Red Colour Divider 
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BMPRCD REG – 28H   

Bit  Name POR Description 

31 r  0 Sign Bit 
30-24  r  0 Mantissa  
23 - 0 r  0 Exponent 

 

5.2.2.3 Colour Table 

 

The Colour Table is a block of bytes (a table) listing the colours used by the BMP image. 

Each pixel in an indexed colour image is described by a number of bits (1, 4, or 8) which is 

an index of a single colour described by this colour table. The purpose of the colour palette 

in indexed colour bitmaps is to inform the application about the actual colour that each of 

these index values corresponds to. The purpose of the Colour Table in non-indexed (non-

palletized) bitmaps is to list the colours used by the bitmap for the purposes of 

optimization on devices with limited colour display capability and to facilitate future 

conversion to different pixel formats and paletization[70, 71]. 

The colour table occurs in the BMP image file directly after the BMP file header, the DIB 

header. The colours in the Colour Table are usually specified in the 4-byte per entry 

8.8.8.0.8 format (in RGBAX notation) In order to save area and time we only read Red 

colour value and save in colour table RAM.  

 

Table 5.5:Colour Table Block IO Interface 

Name Dir Width Rst Description 

bmp_clk in 1 0 Controller clock 

bmp_ram_we in 1 0 Write enable signal to write data in Colour Table 
RAM 

bmp_ram_addr in 8 0 Colour Table RAM Address 

bmp_ram_datain in 8 0 True Colour Value 

bmp_ram_dataout out 8 0 True Colour Value output from Colour Table 

 

5.2.2.4 Colour Table Block Timing Diagram 

In Initialization Phase system control block reads the Red colour value from the BMP file 

and writes thedata in the Colour Table RAM and the timing diagram if the initialization 

phase is shown in figure 5.8. 
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C_Index1 C_Index2 C_Index3 C_Index4 C_Index5
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Data from External 
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Figure 5.8:Colour Table Timing Diagram in Initialization 

In Normal mode system control block reads the Pixel Value from the BMP file and pixel 

valuebecomes the address of the colour table in the RAM and the timing diagram of the 

normal phase is shown in figure 5.9. 

bmp_mem_addr

bmp_mem_re

bmp_mem_din

Pixel Addr0

clk

D_pixel0 D_pixel1 D_pixel2 D_pixel3 D_pixel4 D_pixel5

bmp_ram_addr

During Normal mode 

Data from External 

RAM becomes addr to 

Colour Table RAM

Pixel Addr1 Pixel Addr2 Pixel Addr3 Pixel Addr4 Pixel Addr5

D_pixel0 D_pixel1 D_pixel2 D_pixel3 D_pixel4 D_pixel5

bmp_ram_dataout R_pixel0 R_pixel1 R_pixel2 R_pixel3 R_pixel4 R_pixel5

 

Figure 5.9:Colour Table Timing Diagram in Normal Mode 

5.2.2.5 BMP Image Colour Extraction 

 

The BMP image colour extraction block reads the actual red colour value from colour table 

block for an 8 bit bitmap or the red colour value from the pixel data directly for a 24 bit 

bitmap. The red colour values extracted from the pixels are added together and repeated 

for all (200 * 200) 40,000 pixels from centre of the image to generate the mean value of 

the colour red. Table 5.4 shows the interface for the extraction block. The block diagram 

for the colour extraction block is shown in figure 5.6. 
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Table 5.6:Colour Extraction Block IO interface 

Name Dir Width Rst Description 

bmp_clk in 1 0 Controller clock 

bmp_reset_n in 1 0 Controller reset 

bmp_con_flt in 1 0 Start converting the Integer Value to Floating 
Point Value 

bmp_strt_val in 1 0 Start adding the Red colour Value 

bmp_ca_dn in 1 0 BMP colour analysis of image complete 

bmp_ca_strt in 1 0 Start BMP colour Analysis 

bmp_ram_dataout in 1 0 Red Colour Value from Colour Table 

bmp_cflt_dn out 1 0 Conversion to Floating point format complete  

bmp_red_mv out 32 0 Sum of 40,000 pixel red colour value in 32 Bit 
single Precision floating point format 

bmp_red_mf out 32 0 Dividing Factor of Red Colour Mean Value i.e. 
40,000 in 32 Bit single Precision floating point 
format 
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Figure 5.10: Block Diagram of Colour Extraction Block 

A flow chart of the entire operation of the colour extraction block is shown in figure 5.32. 

The sum of all 40,000 pixels is added together and converted into IEEE 754 single precision 

32Bit Format. To convert the sum to floating point the number of leading zeros in the final 

sum register is counted. The final sum register is a 24 bit register and the number of 

leading zeroes is counted from the MSB of the register which determine the exponent of 

the floating point number and the rest of the bits after the first bit with the value 1 form 

the mantissa. 
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Figure 5.11:Colour Extraction Block Data Flow Diagram 

5.2.2.6 System Control & Initialization Block 

The System Control Block (FSM Based) controlsthe operation of the BMP image analysis 

controller and its sequence of operation is given below 

 Read BMP image file parameters and store in register for controllability and 

observability 

o BMP Image Header 

o BMP File Size  

o BMP image width  

o BMP image Height 

o BMP image Pixel Size 

o BMP image Pixel data address 

 Generate BMP image Pixel Address to read the Index value of each Pixel. 

 Generate Control Signals for Colour Extraction Block, Colour Table Block, and 

Register Interface Block and address Mapping and Memory interface block.   
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Figure 5.12: System Control Block operations/Performance 

 

Name Dir Width Rst Description 

bmp_clk in 1 0 Controller clock 

bmp_reset_n in 1 0 Controller reset 

bmp_cstart in 1 0 Start image Analysis 

bmp_mem_data_in in 8 0 Controller memory Data in 

bmp_con_flt out 1 0 Start converting the Integer Value to Floating 
Point Value 

bmp_strt_val out 1 0 Start adding the Red colour Value 

bmp_ca_dn out 1 0 BMP colour analysis of image complete 

bmp_mem_re out 1 0 Controller memory read enable 

bmp_mem_addr out 32 0 Controller memory address 

bmp_ca_dn out 1 0 BMP Image Analysis complete 

bmp_hid_reg out 16 0 BMP Header File ID 

bmp_fs_reg out 32 0 BMP Image file size 

bmp_fhi_reg out 8 0 BMP Header Information Size 

bmp_ih_reg out 32 0 BMP Image height in Pixel 

bmp_iw_reg out 32 0 BMP Image width in Pixel 

bmp_pw_reg out 8 0 BMP Image Pixel Width 8Bit  
Figure 5.13: System Control Block IO Interface 

 

5.2.2.6.1 System Initialization 

 

System control Block in system initialization phase reads the BMP File Information and 

save in registers and also read Colour Table values of Red colour from BMP image file and 

save True colour values in Colour Table Block. The flowchart of the system initialization 

and the initialization of the colour table is shown in figure 5.14 and 5.15. 
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Figure 5.14: System Initialization Phase Data Flow & Logic Diagram 

 

Addr_counter=BMPFS

BMPCTL State

Addr_counter= Addr_counter - 4
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bmp_mem_addr = Addr_counter

 

Figure 5.15: System Initialization Colour Table Data Flow 

 

5.2.2.6.2 Normal Mode 

 

In Normal System control block reads the pixel data from BMP image file and convert pixel 

index value to the true colour red value. In the normal mode the system control also 

generate the control signal of the other blocks. 
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Figure 5.16: System Initialization Normal Mode Data Flow 

 

5.2.2.6.3 Result Formation Mode 

 

In Result Formation Mode; System control block generates the control signals to convert 

values to the 32 Bit Single precision Floating Point format and load values in BMPRCV, 

BMPRCD registers. 

 

5.2.2.6.4 System Control & Initialization Block SM 

 

The flowchart of the system control and intialisation state machine is shown in figure 5.17. 

The first state is the bmp_cstart state where the controller is intialised with the address of 

the image in the memory. In the next state the header information is read giving the 

controller the information of the size of the image and the address of the colour table. The 

colour table is read in the next state and is used to determine the value of the red 

colourcomponent from the 40,000 pixels selected from the centre of the image. In the 

final state is the conversion of the mean value of the colour red to the floating point 

format and the bmp_cflt_dn signal is asserted when the process of conversion is 

completed. 
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Figure 5.17: System Control Block State Machine Data Flow Diagram 

 

5.2.2.7 Address Mapping and Memory Interface Block 

 

The Address Mapping and Memory Interface Block generates the addresses to read the 

pixel value (Index) from the Bit map image file and pass this index value to Colour table 

block which will convert the Pixel index value to the true Red Colour value of the Pixel 
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which is then used in colour extraction block to calculate the mean value of The Red 

Colour.  

Pixel address calculation expression is given below   

NR          = Number of Rows of Pixel in BMP Image = 1280 

NC          = Number of Cols of Pixel in BMP Image   = 1024 

BMPMA = Address of BMP Image in external memory 

BMPFS   = Start Address of BMP Pixel Data in BMP Image File 

PL           = Pixel Location (Column) in BMP image   

Valid Pixel address is given by the following Relation  

VP_ADD = (NR / 2 + I) * NC + PL + BMPMA + BMPFS 

(NC / 2 - 100)  ≤ PL ≥ (NC / 2 + 100) 

-100 < I > 100 

 

5.2.2.8 Colour Analysis Block Data Flow/PIO 

 

The data flow diagram of the complete colour analysis block is shown in figure 5.18. The 

first step is the initialization of the address location in the external memory where the 

bmp image is stored. The next step the information of the bmp file is read to determine 

where the pixel data starts and the information about the colour table or palette. The 

colour table is read and stored in the internal colour table registers. The next step the pixel 

data is read for a window of 200 x 200 pixels from the centre of the image and the index 

values are corresponded with the colour table to read the true value of the colour red. The 

colour values are added to generate the sum of 40,000 pixels and converted to floating 

point. The values are updated in the registers passing the data to the algorithm blocks for 

calculation of pH and pCO2. 
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Figure 5.18: BMP Image Controller Data Flow/PIO 
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5.3 pH and pCO2 algorithm blocks 
 

In the preceding chapter the regression analysis applied on the trends of the colour red 

showed that a fifth order polynomial equation fitted the data the best and explained the 

relation between the pH and the colour red. This fifth order polynomial equation forms 

the basis of the design of the colorimetric algorithm calculating the pH from the colour of 

the indicator. The pH algorithm block is an implementation of this fifth order polynomial 

equation. 

5.3.1 pCO2Algorithm Block 

 

The fluorescence and absorption based optical sensors use the pH sensor to measure the 

partial pressure of carbon dioxide pCO2. A similar approach is used to measure the partial 

pressure of carbon dioxide in the image based colorimetric technique presented in this 

project. A diagram of the pCO2 measurement technique is shown in figure 5.19. 
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Figure 5.19: The PCO2measurement technique using the image based pH measurement technique 

 The measurement technique uses a bicarbonate ion buffer of a known pH value 

suspended in a gas permeable membrane. The gas permeable membrane only allows 

carbon dioxide and water vapour to pass through  [33].  

Carbonic acid is formed as a result of the combination between water vapour and carbon 

dioxide combine and is shown in equations 5.4 to 5.6.  
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                            5.4 

             
               5.5 

    
        

                                                                   5.6 

The carbonic acid alters the pH of the bicarbonate buffer and this change in pH of the 

bicarbonate buffer is dependent on the partial pressure of carbon dioxide. The partial 

pressure of carbon dioxide can be related to the measured pH through equilibrium 

constants and is shown in equation 5.7 [13, 21, 22, 33]. 

p                                                          5.7 

where  N     = concentration of the bicarbonate ion in the sensor 

pK1= negative log of the acid dissociation constant of H2CO3 timesthe hydration 

constant of CO2 = 6.37 

Ks = solubility coefficient of CO2 = 0.57 

When equation 5.7 is solved for pCO2the result is shown in equation 5.8 and is 

implemented to form the pCO2 algorithm block in the colorimetric analyser[33]. 

                                       5.8 

where A = log N + pK1 –log Ks 

 

5.4 Fractional number Representation 
 

The equation for the colorimetric algorithm for pH and the exponential equation for pCO2 

have fractional weighted coefficients. It is very important that the fractional coefficients 

are represented accurately as changes in the values of the coefficients will lead to errors in 

the calculated value. The representation of fractional data in binary requires an accurate 

representation of both the integer and fractional part of the number. Typically fractional 

numbers have been represented by fixed point or floating point representations. 
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5.4.1 Fixed Point Representation 

 

The binary representation of data is a collection of m binary bits and has 2m possible 

combinations or states. The binary representation has no inherent meaning and it can be 

adapted to represent any form of data that is conceivable. The meaning of the binary 

representation is entirely dependent on the way it is interpreted and in general it has been 

interpreted as a positive integer. An example of an 8 bit binary number and its 

interpretation as a positive integer is shown in figure 5.20[72, 73].  

 

Figure 5.20: Binary representation and its interpretation 

Thus, an m-bit binary word will correspond to an integer with a value between 0 and 2m-1 

and this representation is called as an unsigned integer as it represents only positive 

values. To represent signed integers the two’s complement representation is used and an 

example of an 8 bit two’s complement representation is shown in the figure 5.21.  The 

Most Significant Bit (MSB) is used to denote the sign of the number; 0 for positive and 1 

for negative[72-74].  

 

Figure 5.21: Two’s Complement representation for signed integers. 

Fractional numbers have two components the integer part before the decimal point and 

the fractional part after the decimal point. The fixed point representation of fractional 

numbers has a fixed number of bits for representing the integer part and the fractional 

part, thereby a fixed binary point and hence is called as fixed point. In figure 5.22 the fixed 

point representation of the fractional number 0.75 is shown; the MSB is reserved for the 

sign bit, the bit after the MSB is reserved for the integer and the rest of the bits after that 

represent the fractional part of the number.  The range of the fractional number which can 

be covered depends on the number bits of the binary word and the number of bits 

allocated to the integer part. The accuracy of the fractional part is dependent on the 

number of bits allocated to the fractional part. The advantage of the fixed point 
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representation is that it can be easily implemented and the arithmetic operations used for 

integers can be used for fixed point fractional numbers[72, 73]. 

 

Figure 5.22: Fixed point representation of a fractional number. 

The disadvantage with fixed point representation is that it has a limited range and it is 

susceptible to computational inaccuracies. The floating point representation has a broader 

range from 3.4 x 1038 to -3.4 x10-38[75, 76]. 

5.4.2 Floating Point Representation 

  

The floating point representation represents a fractional similar to the scientific notation 

with the only difference being the numbers are binary instead of a base 10 as shown 

below in equation 5.9; s represents the sign bit, f is the fractional part and e is the 

exponent. 

                           5.9 

The IEEE 754 -2008 is the standard for the floating point representation and the single 

precision format is shown in figure 5.23. The single precision format is 32 bits long and can 

be broken into three parts a) the sign bit, b) the exponent 8 bits and c) the mantissa 23 

bits. The sign bit is 0 if the number is positive and 1 if it is negative similar to the two’s 

complement representation [72, 74-77]. 

 
Figure 5.23: IEEE 754-2008 single precision floating point representation. 

The exponent has a range from -126 to 127 but is not represented in the typical two’s 

complement representation. The value of the exponent is calculated by adding the bias 

value 127 to the actual exponent, thus allowing the representation of both positive and 

negative exponents without the two’s complement format.  The mantissa represents the 

fractional number. It is composed of an implicit leading bit and the fraction bits. The 

implicit leading bit has a value of one, thus the complete mantissa would be 1.f where f is 
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the fraction bits. The values stored in the mantissa are a normalised binary representation 

of the decimal number. An example of the floating point representation is shown in figure 

5.24[72, 74-77]. 

 

Figure 5.24: Example of a fractional number in the floating point representation 

The floating point representation has a broader range and is more precise in representing 

fractional numbers. Also they are less susceptible to the inaccuracies created by rounding 

off during computation. The floating point representation allows accurate representation 

of the fractional weighted coefficients of the polynomial equation.    

5.5 Implementation of the Colorimetric Equations 
 

The colorimetric algorithms are mathematical equations defining the relation between the 

change in colour of the indicator and the pH value of the sample. The blocks operate using 

floating point numbers and the arithmetic blocks need to have an architecture that can 

handle floating point numbers and operations. The two key arithmetic operations 

performedare the floating point multiplication and the floating point addition.  

The colorimetric algorithm is aimed at providing a portable solution for blood gas analysis; 

keeping this in mind it is important that the power consumption of the device is low so as 

to run on a battery power source. The architectures of the designs for the floating point 

multiplier and adder were based on this primary thought of low power consumption.  

The arithmetic operations on a floating point number are different from the arithmetic 

operations on a fixed point number or an integer representation in binary. The arithmetic 

operation has to take into consideration both the fractional part and the exponential part 

of the floating point number and the mantissa and exponent need to be adjusted to the 

normalised form in which the number is stored.  
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5.5.1 Floating Point Addition 

 

The adding operation of floating point numbers is one of the most complex operations in 

floating point arithmetic. The addition of two floating point numbers requires the 

exponents of both the numbers to be the same. The example in figure 5.7 shows the 

addition of two numbers x and y represented in the floating point format. The number y is 

shifted to the right by one place so the exponent of x and y are the same. Now both the 

number are added to generate the result z, but the result is not in the normalised form in 

which the result will be stored in the floating point format and hence the number is shifted 

to the right again by one bit and the exponent is increased by one and this generates the 

number shown below in the proper floating point format as shown in figure 5.25[72, 74-

76]. 

 

Figure 5.25: Example of a floating point addition procedure 

The steps mentioned above in the example form the basis of the standard algorithm for 

floating point addition. The steps of the standard algorithm are as follows 

a) Compare the exponents of both the input numbers and determine which of them 

has a greater value. The exponent of the result is assigned the greater exponent 

value. 

b) The difference between the two exponents is calculated, this is determine how 

many places the mantissa of the input number with the lower exponent value has 

to be shifted. 

c) Shift the mantissa of the input number with the lower exponent value to the right 

for the bit positions equal to the difference value to align both the mantissas 

d) Add the two mantissas and the result is the mantissa of the final result. 
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e) The mantissa of the result is checked for special cases like if the mantissa of the 

result is 0 then the exponent value of the result is set to -128 and goes to step h. 

f) If the mantissa of the result overflows the mantissas is shifted right by one bit 

position and increases the exponent by one and go to step h. 

g) If the addition result has leading zeros in the mantissa as shown in the example 

below, z=00.000000111000000001110, then the mantissa is shifted to left  by the 

number of zero bits leading the first bit with the value 1. The exponent is also 

decreased by the same number of leading zero bits. 

h) If the exponent of the result underflows then the result is set to 0 i.e. the exponent 

of the result is set to -128 and the mantissa is set to 0. If the exponent overflows 

then the result is set to the most positive value if the mantissa is positive or is set 

to the most negative number if the mantissa is negative. No adjustment is done to 

the value of the result if the exponent doesn’t overflow or underflow. 

 

5.5.1.1 Leading One Predictor Algorithm 

 

The standard algorithm is the most common implementation of the floating point adder 

but it has a higher degree of latency, however it has a considerably smaller size in terms of 

area. There are other algorithms which have focussed on reducing the latency of the adder 

and increasing the speed of the adder.  

One of them is the Leading one Predictor (LOP) algorithm, the standard algorithm is based 

on finding the leading one in the result after addition to normalise the result and this is 

termed as the Leading One Detector (LOD). The LOD contributes to the latency as you have 

to wait for the addition result to detect the leading zeros in order to shift them to 

normalise the result. The LOP algorithm predicts the number of leading zeros in the result 

and this operation goes in parallel thereby reducing the latency and increases the speed of 

the algorithm.  A block diagram showing the difference between a LOD and LOP adder is 

depicted in the figure 5.26[75, 78-80]. 
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Figure 5.26: Block diagram of a LOD and LOP adder 

As can be seen in the block diagram the LOD adder starts detecting the leading zeroes only 

after the result from the adder is available; on the other hand the LOP adder uses an 

algorithm to predict the number of leading zeroes from the inputs and does it in parallel 

along with the addition. The block diagram of the LOP algorithm is shown in figure 5.27. 

The LOP algorithm consists of a pre-encoding stage, a leading one detector (LOD) and an 

error compensation block [78, 79, 81]. 
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Figure 5.27: Block diagram of a LOP algorithm 

The pre-encoding block analyses the inputs and produces a string of zeros and ones and 

the leading one has the same position in the string as it would have from the result of the 

addition. This string is used by the LOD block to encode the leading position to determine 
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the number bits the shifter has to shift the result from the addition. This encoding of the 

leading one can have an error of one bit and as a result of this the error needs to be 

corrected and hence the result of the addition after the first shifting is passed through the 

error compensation block to perform a one bit left shift operation[78-80, 82]. 

5.5.1.2 Far and Close Data path Algorithm 

 

The far and close data path algorithm is another algorithm which looks to reduce the 

latency in the floating point addition and also increase the speed of operation of the 

design.  In most cases of the floating point addition the difference between the exponents 

of the input numbers is either 0 or 1. The leading number of zeros only needed to be 

counted when the effective operation is a subtraction operation and the exponent 

difference is 0 or 1; the rest of the cases there is no need to count the leading number of 

zeros. This principle is used in the far and close data path architecture for the adder with 

one path with the leading one detector called the close path and one path without the 

leading one detector called the far path. This approach for the addition allows reducing 

the latency in floating point addition and also allows improvement in the speed of the 

adder[82]. 

5.5.1.3 Floating Point Adder Design 

 

The above mentioned algorithms provide an improvement in the latency of the addition 

and also a marked improvement in the speed of the operation but they require extra 

components and thereby increase the area of the integrated circuit chip. The standard 

algorithm is more efficient in terms of the area required for the implementation. The 

latency in the standard algorithm can be improved by using pipelining. The nature of the 

application for this thesis doesn’t require high speed floating operations and the standard 

algorithm works out to be the best solution for low speed applications in terms of 

complexity, high accuracy, area and power consumption[30, 78, 80].  Chang’s adaption of 

the standard algorithm was chosen for implementing the floating point adder. A flow chart 

of the design for the floating point adder based on the standard algorithm is shown in 

figure 5.28[83]. 
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Figure 5.28: Flow chart for the floating point adder design 

The first step to the addition of two floating point numbers is to unpack the two numbers. 

The unpacking procedure separates the sign bit, the exponent and the mantissa from the 

format in which the number is represented. The mantissa is normalised when stored in the 

IEEE 754 format and only 23 bits without the one leading the decimal point and during the 
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unpacking the mantissa is stored in a 24bit format with the leading one included. The 

unpacking step is shown in figure 5.29[72, 75]. 

 

Figure 5.29: Unpacking of the IEEE 754 floating point number 

The next step after the unpacking of the numbers is the comparison of the exponent 

values to determine which exponent has the higher value and a comparator unit does the 

job and a block diagram of the unit is shown in figure 5.30. The exponent of the two input 

numbers are compared and if exponent of x is greater than or equal to the exponent of y 

the exponent of the result is given the value of the exponent of x. If exponent of x is lesser 

than the exponent of y then the exponent of the result is given the value of the exponent 

of y. 
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Figure 5.30: The exponent comparison block 
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The difference between the exponents is calculated to determine the number of bits the 

mantissa of the number with the lower exponent needs to be shifted.  It is also 

determined if the difference between the two exponents is too large; in our case it is 23 

bit as we are using the single precision format of the IEEE 754 format; then the number 

with the smaller exponent becomes insignificant as all the bits in the mantissa will be 

shifted out. 

The next step in the addition is the scaling of the mantissa; this involves shifting the 

mantissa of the number with the smaller exponent to the right for the same number of 

bits as the difference in the exponents. The mantissa of the number with the bigger 

exponent is stored as the bigger mantissa and the other mantissa as the smaller mantissa. 

If the difference in the exponents is large then the mantissa of the smaller exponent 

number is set to zero.  

If the exponents of both the numbers are same then the mantissas of both the numbers 

are compared to determine the bigger mantissa and the smaller mantissa but no shifting 

of the smaller mantissa is done as the exponents are equal. A block diagram of this step is 

shown in figure 5.31. 

Once the big and small mantissas are determined and the small mantissa is shifted 

according to the shift count provided by the exponent difference the mantissas are now 

ready to be added. The addition process starts with the comparison of the sign bits of the 

two numbers and the determination of the sign of the result. The sign of the result is 

always the sign of the number with the bigger exponent or in the case of the exponents 

being equal the sign of the number with the bigger mantissa is given to the sign of the 

result. 
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Figure 5.31: Scaling of the mantissa and the determination of the big and small mantissa 

 

The sign bits of the input numbers determine the operation of addition or subtraction. If 

the sign bits of the two numbers are equal then the two mantissas are proceeded to be 

added and if the sign bits don’t match then the smaller mantissa is subtracted from the 

bigger mantissa. The actual addition of the two mantissas is in itself similar to the addition 

of two fixed point numbers. As explained earlier the application in this thesis is not of a 

very high speed nature the simple adder architecture was used to implement the mantissa 

adder. During the addition of the mantissas an extra bit is added in front of the most 

significant bit of the mantissa. This bit is added to account for the overflow due to carry 

during an addition operation.  A block diagram of this unit is shown in figure 5.32.  
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Figure 5.32: Mantissa addition and the determination of the sign for the result. 

The final step after the addition result is determined is the normalisation of the result and 

packing the result in the IEEE 754 format. As explained earlier the result generated from 

the addition operation is 25 bits long as an extra bit is included for the carry overflow. The 

result in the IEEE format needs to be adjusted back to the 23 bit format with the implied 1 

bit in the front; this also results in the exponent of the result being adjusted. 

The adjustment of the result starts with the leading one detector. The mantissa from the 

addition is passed through leading one detector. A block diagram of the normalising block 

is shown in figure 5.33. 

The leading one detector starts from the leftmost bit of the mantissa and checks if it’s a 

one, if so the mantissa is shifted to the right by one bit and the exponent of the result is 

incremented by one. If the bit is not a one the leading one detector moves on to the next 

bit and increments a counter by one and checks to see if its value is a one; this action is 

continued till the leading one detector finds the first bit with a value of one. The counter 

value is the number of bits the mantissa needs to be shifted left to get the mantissa in the 

normalised format. The number bits that have been shifted left are subtracted from the 
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exponent value of the result to adjust it for the shifting. Once the normalising is performed 

the first two bits of the mantissa are excluded and the next 23 bits are passed on along 

with the adjusted value of the exponent and the sign bit to be packed together to 

represent the result from the addition of the two floating point numbers. 
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Figure 5.33: Result Normalisation block 

 

The floating point adder was implemented in Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware 

Descriptive Language (VHDL) and simulated inModelsim. The design has a latency of seven 

clock cycles. The simulation results for the floating point adder are shown in figure 5.34. A 

schematic of the implementation is shown in figure 5.35. 
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Figure 5.34: Simulation results for the floating point adder. 

 

Figure 5.35: Dataflow Diagram for the floating point adder. 

 

5.5.2 Floating Point Multiplication 

 

The floating point multiplication operation is a simpler operation when compared with the 

addition operation. The value of a floating point number x can be represented as                        

Addition Result  
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x(man) x 2x(exp) and the multiplication of two floating point numbers can be represented as 

follow  x(man) *y(man) x 2(x(exp)+y(exp)).[72, 74-76]. 

The steps in the standard algorithm for floating point multiplication are as follows 

a) Multiply the input mantissas to generate the mantissa for the result. 

b) Add the exponents of the inputs to generate the exponent for the result. 

c) To determine the sign of the result perform an exclusive or operation of the sign 

bits of the input numbers. 

d) Normalise the mantissa and shift right by 1 or 2 bits if required and accordingly 

increment the exponent by 1 or 2. If the result mantissa is zero then the exponent 

value of the result is set to -128. 

e) If the exponent of the result underflows then the result is set to 0 i.e. the exponent 

of the result is set to -128 and the mantissa is set to 0. If the exponent overflows 

then the result is set to the most positive value if the mantissa is positive or is set 

to the most negative number if the mantissa is negative. No adjustment is done to 

the value of the result if the exponent doesn’t overflow or underflow. 

S SExponent ExponentMantissa Mantissa

Input X Input Y

+
Fixed point 

multiplier

Leading one 

Detector
Mantissa Shift right+

S Exponent Mantissa

Result  

Figure 5.36: Block diagram of the floating point multiplier. 

The block diagram of the floating point multiplier is shown in figure 5.36 and it is a simple 

architecture when compared with the floating point adder. The architecture can be 

divided into three parts. The first part consists of the exclusive or function of the sign bits 

from the inputs which determines the sign of the product thus the multiplication of two 
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positive numbers and two negative number will generate a positive number as the result 

and the multiplication of a positive number and negative number will generate a negative 

number as the result. The second part determines the exponent of the product by adding 

the exponents of the inputs and subtracting the bias in this case 127 for the single 

precision format from the addition result [72, 74, 76]. 

The third part is the mantissa of the product which is calculated by multiplying the 

mantissas of the two inputs. The mantissa multiplier is a fixed point multiplier and in case 

of the single precision floating point multiplier it is a 24 x 24 bit multiplier. The multiplier 

architecture determines the performance in terms of the speed of the operations and the 

power consumed.  The commonly used algorithms for the multiplier are the Bit array 

multiplier algorithm, Carry Save multiplier, Wallace Tree multiplier and the Baugh Wooley 

multiplier[84, 85]. 

5.5.2.1 Bit Array Multiplier 

 

The array multiplier originates from the multiplication parallelogram and a block diagram 

of a 4x4 bit array multiplier is shown in figure 5.37. 
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Figure 5.37: Block diagram of the 4x4 bit array multiplier.[86] 

The partial products are generated by multiplying all the bits of the multiplicand with one 

bit of the multiplier. The partial products are shifted left according to the order of the bits 

from the multiplier and then added. The number of partial product terms depends on the 
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number of multiplier bits as the partial products for all the multiplier bits need to be 

generated. The AND gates in the design generate the partial products and for a X x Y bit 

multiplier X * Y number of AND gates are required.  The design also requires (Y-1) X-bit 

adders to perform the addition of the partial products. The shifting of the partial products 

to align them correctly is done by routing and no extra logic is needed[84-89]. 

The bit array multiplier is very area intensive as it requires a large area for all the adders 

required to perform the partial product addition. The critical path in the multiplier is from 

the least significant bit (LSB) to the most significant bit of the product and remains the 

same whichever path is taken in the multiplier.  The delay for the multiplier can be given 

as  

             [           ]       

Where Tandis the delay contributed by the AND gates used to generated the partial 

product. Tsum is the delay between the input carry and the sum bit of the full adder, Y is the 

width of the multiplicand, X is the width of the multiplier and the Tcarry is the propagation 

delay between the input and output carry[86, 90]. 

5.5.2.2 Carry save Multiplier 

 

The carry save multiplier has a structure similar to the array multiplier except for the way 

the carry generated by the adders is used in the circuit. The basis of the algorithm is that 

the multiplication result doesn’t change if the output carry bits are passed diagonally 

downwards instead of only right as in the case of the bit array multiplier. The carry bits are 

not added immediately rather they are saved and added in the next addition stage hence 

it’s called as a carry save multiplier. In the final stage the carries and the sums are merged 

together using a fast- carry propagate adder like a carry look ahead adder. The block 

diagram of the multiplier is shown in figure 5.38[84, 86, 90-92]. 

The use of the additional adder in the final stage increases the area slightly but the delay in 

the circuit is reduced. The circuit can be easily pipelined thereby increasing the throughput 

of the circuit. It has only one critical path as opposed to multiple critical paths in the array 

multiplier.  
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The delay for this multiplier can be given as  

                           

Where Tandis the delay contributed by the AND gates used to generated the partial 

product. Tfinalis the delay from the final stage adder, X is number of partial product stages, 

and the Tcarry is the propagation delay between the input and output carry.[86] 
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Figure 5.38: Block diagram of the 4x4 carry save array multiplier.[86] 

 

5.5.2.3 Wallace Tree Multiplier 

 

The Wallace tree implementation is designed for minimum propagation delay. The 

implementation doesn’t add up the partial products completely like the array multiplier; 
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rather it allocates weights to the partial products and sums up all the bits of the same 

weight in the same tree. The steps to process the multiplication operation are 

1) Formation of the bit products 

2) Reduction of the bit product matrix into a two row matrix by means of a carry save 

adder 

3) The remaining two rows are summed using a fast carry propagate adder to 

produce the product. 

A 4x4 Wallace tree multiplier structure is shown in figure 5.39[86]. 
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Figure 5.39: Block diagram of the 4x4 Wallace Tree multiplier. 

 

The multiplier usually uses full adder as 3 equally weighted bits can be combined to 

generate two bits: the carry which has a weight of n+1 and the sum which has weight of n. 

Thus each layer of the tree reduces the number of vectors by a factor of 3:2. The multiplier 

is considerably faster than the array multiplier as its height is logarithmic in word size as 

opposed to linear in the array multiplier[84, 85, 88, 90-94]. 

The Wallace tree achieves high speeds in the multiplication function at the cost of the area 

which is increased considerably because of the number of adders required and complexity 

in the circuit connection and layout. 
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5.5.2.4 Baugh Wooley Multiplier 

 

The Baugh Wooley Multiplier is primarily used for 2’s complement multiplication. The 

partial products are adjusted to maximise the regularity of the multiplication array. The 

partial products with negative signs are moved to the last steps and also the design 

performs addition of the negation partial products rather than subtraction. A gate level 

diagram of a 4 bit Baugh Wooley multiplier is shown in figure 5.40[85, 86, 90]. 
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Figure 5.40: A Gate level representation of a 4x4 Baugh Wooley multiplier[95] 

The equation of the Baugh Wooley algorithm for a  MxM multiplier is given by equation 

5.10. 
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Where X and Y are M-bit operands, so their product is a 2M bits number. As a result the 

most significant bit is 2M-1, and the first term -22M-1 is accounted for by adding a 1 in the 

most significant cell of the multiplier[84]. 

The partial products generated by AND gates and inverters are used at the inputs of 

specific AND gates to generate the complements needed for the algorithm. The partial 

products are then added together similar to the array multiplier.  

The Baugh Wooley multiplier algorithm can be used to multiply both unsigned and signed 

numbers. The multiplier has the same delay equation as that of the array multiplier[88, 

95]. 

The four architectures mentioned above were compared in terms of power consumption, 

speed and area. The array multiplier has the maximum delay and requires the highest in 

terms of the area. The multiplier architecture has multiple critical paths thus requiring 

changes to the whole architecture to affect the transmission delay. The delay in the array 

multiplier increases linearly with the bit width of the multiplier and a new row of adders 

and AND gates is required for the partial products. They also have high power 

consumption[85, 86]. 

The Wallace tree and other tree structured multipliers are designed to reduce the 

propagation delay in the multiplier circuit. They do so by the reducing the multiple critical 

paths in the array multiplier to a single critical path. They reduce the delay by reducing the 

number of partial products and employ a logarithmic depth reduction. The logarithmic 

reduction also reduces the number of adders used and reduces the power consumption of 

the circuit. The drawback with this implementation is the irregularity in the layout and the 

complicated interconnects. In comparison the array multiplier has a more regular layout 

and has simpler interconnects[88, 91, 92]. 

The Wallace tree multipliers are very suitable for high speed low power applications as 

they offer low propagation delay and low power consumption. The array multipliers are 

more suitable for low speed applications where the delay will not affect the result[85, 86, 

89, 90, 94]. 
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As the nature of the application in this thesis does not require very high speeds of 

operation the array multiplier was chosen for the implementation of the fixed point 

multiplier in the floating point multiplier. The carry save array multiplier was chosen as it 

can be pipelined to reduce the delay and it has only one critical path when compared with 

a standard array multiplier. 

5.5.2.5 Floating point multiplier design 

 

The design and implementation for the floating point multiplier can be divided in four 

parts the first part is the sign determination, the second part is the calculation of the 

exponent for the product, the third part is the fixed point multiplier and the final part is 

the normalisation of the product. The first step to the floating point multiplication is the 

unpacking of the input floating point numbers into the sign bits, exponents and the 

mantissas with the implied bit as explained in section 5.5.1.3 and figure 5.29. 

5.5.2.5.1 Product Sign Determination 

 

The sign determination of the product is an exclusive or operation. The sign bits of the 

multiplier and the multiplicand are passed to an exclusive or gate to generate the sign of 

the product. Thus when two positive numbers or two negative numbers are multiplied the 

sign of the product will be positive and when a positive number and a negative number is 

multiplied the result is negative[87, 96, 97]. 

5.5.2.5.2 Product Exponent Calculation 

 

The exponent of the product is the sum of the exponents of the input numbers. A block 

diagram of the exponent calculation block is shown in figure 5.41. 

Add Subtract

Exponent B

Exponent A

Bias

Product Exponent

 

Figure 5.41: Block Diagram of the product exponent calculation 
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The exponents from the multiplier and the multiplicand are inputs to the addition block 

and are appended with an extra bit with a value of ‘0’ to their MSB’s; the extra bits are 

appended to take care of the overflow from the addition of the exponent values. The 

adder circuit is a simple 9 bit unsigned adder.  

The exponents in the IEE 754 format are adjusted by bias of 127 for the single precision 

format, this allows the representation of negative exponent values using the unsigned 

format of representation and not requiring them to represent in the traditional two’s 

complement format. In the calculation of the product exponent the bias value needs to be 

subtracted from the sum of the input exponent values to adjust the exponent value to the 

IEEE 754 format. The subtraction operation was achieved by adding the two’s complement 

value of 127 to the sum of the input exponents[72, 93, 98, 99]. 

5.5.2.5.3 Fixed Point Multiplier 

 

The third part of the implementation of the floating point multiplier is the fixed point 

multiplier. The carry save array multiplier architecture was chosen for the implementation 

of the fixed point multiplier. The carry save multiplier uses the carry save adder instead of 

the normal ripple carry adder used in the bit array multiplier. The carry is sent forward to 

the next row instead of being passed to the left in the bit array multiplier. The block 

diagram of the carry save multiplier is shown in figure 5.38. 

5.5.2.5.4Normalisation of the Product 
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Figure 5.42: Block Diagram of the product normalization. 
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The mantissa of the product generated from the fixed point multiplier needs to be 

adjusted and normalised before packing with the exponent of the product and the sign of 

the product; a block diagram is shown in figure 5.42. The MSB of the mantissa of the 

product generated from the fixed point multiplier is checked if it is one and if so it is taken 

as the implied bit and the bits from numbers 46 to 24 are stored as the final product 

mantissa and the exponent is incremented by one. If the MSB is not one the bit next to the 

MSB is taken as the implied bit and the bits from number 45 to 24 are stored as the final 

product mantissa and the exponent value remains untouched. The final value of the 

mantissa, exponent and the sign are packed together to give the final product value[87, 

96-98, 100, 101].The floating point multiplier was implemented in VHDL and simulated 

using Modelsim. The multiplier has a latency of 4 clock cycles. The simulation results are 

shown in figure 5.43 and a schematic of the implementation is shown in figure 5.44. 

 

Figure 5.43: Simulation Result for the floating point multiplier. 

 

Figure 5.44: Data flow diagram for the floating point multiplier. 

 

Multiplication Result 
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5.5.3 Implementation of the pH equation 

 

The design for the pH measurement is based on the colorimetric algorithm calculating the 

pH from the colour of the indicator and a block diagram of its implementation is shown in 

figure 5.45. The implementation of the block is the implementation of the fifth order 

polynomial equation. The Rmean value is the mean value of the colour red calculated from a 

histogram of the image received from the colour analysis block. The higher powers of the 

Rmean value are calculated and multiplied with the coefficients of the polynomial equation 

and finally added to derive the pH value of the sample. 

Floating point 

Multiplier

Flaoting point 

Adder

Coefficients of the 

Polynomial 

Equation

Rmean Value pH

 

Figure 5.45: Block Diagram of the pH measurement based on the colorimetric algorithm 

 

The pH equation is implemented in VHDL using Modelsim. Simulation results for the 

design are shown in figure 5.46. The pH equation is simulated for a clock with a period of 

20ns. The first clock cycle is the reset state where all the registers are cleared, in the next 

clock edge the data from the colour analysis block is read and passed through the equation 

to calculate the pH. The pH calculation requires 32 clock cycles to calculate the pH value. 
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Figure 5.46: Simulation Result for the pH equation. 

 

5.5.4 Implementation of the pCO2equation 

  

The equation for the partial pressure of carbon dioxide is a logarithmic expression and 

requires the implementation of a logarithm function more specifically the anti-logarithm 

function to the base 10 for floating point operations.The function can be implemented by 

using a look up table but the implementation requires a lot of memory. The accuracy of 

the operation depends on the size of the look up table[102-104]. A different approach was 

looked at with improved accuracy without the need for big memory. The logarithmic 

expression can be expressed as an exponential expression which is shown in equations 

5.11 and 5.12. 
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To implement the exponential function it was expressed using the Taylor Series and 

representation is shown in equation 5.13[105, 106]. 

   ∑
  

  

 
                5.13 

Equation 5.14 shows the relation for pCO2 expressed as a Taylor series. 
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             5.14 

where A = log N + pK1 –log Ks 

The terms pK1 and Ks are constantsin the equation and are stored in the memory. The 

concentration of the bicarbonate buffer determines the range of the change in pH when 

the buffer comes in contact with the carbonic acid formed from the carbon dioxide and 

water vapour in the blood. Previous experiments conducted on this technique have shown 

that a buffer concentration of 0.035Molar gives a pH change between the range of 6.8 and 

7.8[33].This is the range of the blood pH allowing us to use the same colorimetric 

algorithm to measure the pH without needing it to be recalibrated to measure the change 

in pH of the bicarbonate buffer.    
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Figure 5.47: Block diagram of the pCO2equation implementation 

Figure 5.47 shows a block diagram of the implementation of the equation for pCO2.The 

image of the indicator combined with the bicarbonate buffer is analysed and the mean 

value of the colour red is passed to the colorimetric algorithm to calculate the pH of the 

bicarbonate buffer. The pH value obtained from the algorithm along with the constants is 
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substituted in the Taylor series equation. The Taylor series was restricted to the first 20 

terms as they gave the necessary resolution needed of two decimal places in the result. 

Taylor series implementation uses the floating point multiplier and adder design used in 

the pH measurement block.There is a division operation in the implementation which was 

eliminated by storing the factorial term values inversed in the memory as they are 

constant. The inverse values of the factorial terms were multiplied to the power terms 

thus achieving the division function without needing to implement a floating point division 

algorithm. The powers of pH from n= 0 to 20 were calculated using the floating point 

multiplier. The inverse factorial values were multiplied with the powers of pH and then 

added using the floating point adder. The final result from the adder is the partial 

pressure of carbon dioxide.Figure 5.48 shows the simulation results for the 

implementation of the equation for pCO2 in VHDL. The implementation requires 128 clock 

cycles to calculate the pCO2 value including the 32 clock cycles to generate the pH value 

needed for the pCO2 equation. 

 

Figure 5.48: Simulation Result for the pCO2 equation. 
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5.6 Conclusion 
 

This chapter presents the design and implementation of the Image based Colorimetric pH 

and pCO2analyser. The analyser has three distinct parts: the camera, the colour analysis 

block and the colorimetric algorithm blocks. 

The colour analysis block implemented can adapt to read an 8 bit, 16 bit and 24 bit format 

bitmap image. The block analyses the image and reads the value of the red colour 

components for each pixel in a 200 x200 window from the centre of the image. The colour 

data from the 40,000 pixels is averaged to find the mean value of the colour red. The mean 

value is converted to a floating point value by using a leading zero counter and a shift 

register. 

The colorimetric algorithms for pH and pCO2 are mathematical equations with fractional 

coefficients requiring the need to use floating point architecture to implement the 

equations in hardware. The equations have two primary operations: addition and 

multiplication required to implement the mathematical equations.  

The leading one predictoralgorithm and the far and close data path algorithmfor floating 

point addition were compared with the standard algorithm in terms of speed of operation 

and power consumption. The LOP and far and close algorithm provided an advantage over 

the standard algorithm in terms of speed of operation but required extra components to 

enhance the speed thus increasing the area.  The standard algorithm was chosen as speed 

of operation is not the primary criteria rather low power consumption and lower area is. 

The floating adder based on the standard algorithm is implemented and has a latency of 7 

clock cycles.  

The floating point multiplier is implemented based on the standard algorithm with a carry 

save multiplier to multiply the mantissa. The carry save multiplier provides an easy to 

layout architecture with good performance in low speed operations. The floating point 

multiplier implementation has a latency of 4 clock cycles.The pH and pCO2 equations are 

implemented using the floating point multipliers and the implementation have a latency of 

32 and 128 clock cycles respectively. The next chapter discusses the implementation of the 

complete system on a 0.35 µCMOS process and Xilinx Spartan3 FPGA. 
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Chapter Six: Implementation Results and Analysis 
 

 

6.1 Introduction 
 

The design for the individual blocks in the Image based Colorimetric Analyser was 

completed in chapter 5. The next step is the integration of all the blocks to form the Image 

based Colorimetric Analyser. The design of the integrated block and its implementation 

are presented in this chapter. 

This chapter is divided in two parts. Section 6.2 presents the design of the integrated block 

and the synthesis of the block in a Xilinx Spartan 3 FPGA and in 0.35 µ CMOS. The section 

also presents the results from the performance analysis of the design and implementation. 

Section 6.3 evaluates the performance of the Colorimetric analyser against the current 

analysers. 

6.2 Implementation results of the Image based Colorimetric analyser 

 

Figure 6.1a and b shows the block diagram of the complete Image based colorimetric 

analyser and the implementation of the image processing and colorimetric analysis blocks.  

 

Camera
Colour Analysis 

Block

pH Algorithm

pCO2 Algorithm

pH

pCO2

Image Rmean

Image Processing

 

Figure 6.1a: Block diagram of the complete Colorimetric Analyser 
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Figure 6.1b: Block diagram of the implementation of the complete Colorimetric Analyser 

 

The register interface block provides the interface for the external I/O signals. The bmp 

image control and the address mapping block interfaces with the memory where the 

images are stored. The System Control and Timing Synchronisation block controls the 

operation of the analyser. Figure 6.2 shows the flow chart for the controller.  

The controller is finite state machine based; the first step initialises the unit and the 

address location of the RAM holding the images are initialised in the Image Control and 

Address Mapping block. In the next step the colour analysis unit reads the image for the 

pH reaction and extracts the mean value of the colour red from the image. The mean value 

of the colour red is fed to the pH algorithm and the pH value of the sample is calculated 

and stored. The controller goes back to the colour analysis unit to read the images for the 

pCO2 reaction and generate the mean value of the colour red. The mean value is passed to 

the pH unit to calculate the pH of the sample and then is passed on to the pCO2 algorithm 

block to calculate the value of pCO2. The controller returns back to the start state. 
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Figure 6.2: Flowchart for the system control and timing synchronization block 
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Figure 6.3: Implementation of the pH algorithm block 

 

Figure 6.3, 6.4a and 6.4b shows the implementation of the pH and pCO2 algorithm blocks. 

The implementation uses two floating point multipliers and two floating point adders to 

implement the mathematical operations. The multiplier in case of the pH equation 

receives inputs from two 9 to 1 multiplexers and the select lines of the multiplexers are 

controlled by a 4 bit counter.  Similarly the floating point adder receives the inputs from 

two 5 to 1 multiplexers also controlled by a 4 bit counter.   
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Figure 6.4a: Implementation of the pCO2algorithm block 
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Figure 6.4b: Implementation of the pCO2algorithm block 

 

The intermediate results from the addition and multiplication are stored in a bank of 

registers result_float. The multiplexers in the implementation of the pCO2 equation are 

controlled by a 5 bit counter.  This implementation of the pH and pCO2 saves a lot of area 

as there are multiple floating point multiplication and addition operations required for the 

implementation of the pH and pCO2 algorithms. 

The design of the image based colorimetric analyser is implemented in VHDL using 

ModelSim.The complete VHDL code for the design can be seen in Appendix B. Table 6.1 

presents the simulation results for the mathematical equation to calculate pH. The table 
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also compares the pH values calculated from the equation and the implementation of the 

equation in VHDL. The implementation results show a deviation of ±1% from the expected 

values of pH which is shown in figure 6.5. 

Table 6.1: Comparison of the calculated pH values 

 

 

Figure 6.5: % deviation of the calculated pH value from the expected values 

Table 6.2 presents the simulation results for the implementation of the equation to 

calculate PaCO2. The table also compares the PaCO2 values calculated from the equation 
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and the implementation of the equation in VHDL. The implementation results show a 

deviation of ±10% from the expected values of PaCO2 shown in figure 6.6. 

Table 6.2: Comparison of the calculated pCO2 values 

 

 

 

Figure 6.8: % deviation of the calculated pCO2 value from the expected values 
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6.2.1 Synthesis Results 

 

The design was synthesised for both FPGA based hardware and an ASIC based hardware. 

The synthesis results for the FPGA Implementation are shown in Table 6.3. The design met 

the timing constraints and has a maximum operating frequency of 70.671 MHz. 

Table 6.3: The Implementation and Analysis results for the Xilinx FPGA 

 

 

The design was synthesized using the RTL compiler for an implementation in 0.35µm 

technology. The implementation results are shown in table 6.4 and a schematic of the 

implementation is shown in figure6.9. The design meets the constraints set for timing and 

has a positive slack. The design used 58316 cells and has a total power consumption of 

495.11 mW. 
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Table 6.4: Power and Timing Analysis for the implementation in 0.35µ CMOS 

 

 

Figure 6.9: RTL Schematic of the implementation 

The layout of the design was performed on the Cadence SoC-Encounter tool using the 

0.35µ CMOS technology library from Austria Microsystems. Figure 6.10 illustrates the 

layout of the Image based colorimetric analyser. 
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Figure 6.10: Layout of the Image based Colorimetric Analyser 

6.3 Performance Evaluation 
 

In this section the performance of the Colorimetric Analyser is evaluated against the 

current analysers available in the market. Table 6.5 presents the performance 

characteristics based on their size, power consumption, accuracy and cost and those of the 

colorimetric analyser in comparison to them. The above mentioned characteristics were 

chosen as the performance criteria as the Colorimetric analyser is aimed as a portable 

solution for blood gas analysis. 

6.3.1 Size: 

 

The colorimetric analyser as a system has no moving parts and the processing of the 

analysis is fit on a single chip therefore significantly reducing the size of the analyser. The 

only parts external to the chip are the camera and the indicator chemistry apparatus. The 

colorimetric analyser matches the i-STAT analyser and the ISFET/HEMT based solid State 

sensors in terms of size and will be a handheld device. 
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6.3.2 Power Consumption: 

 

The total power consumption of the chip is 495.11m w at an operating speed of 50 MHz. 

The latest advances in the technology of cameras used in mobile phones and digital 

camera has greatly reduced the power consumption of the camera and its associated 

electronics.  Thus the power consumption of the colorimetric analyser can be limited to be 

operable on a battery powered power supply. 

 

Table 6.5: Performance characteristics of current analysers in the market[45, 50, 107-109] 

 

 

6.3.3 Accuracy: 

 

The Colorimetry based analyser can calculate the pH value with a deviation of ±1 % and 

the partial pressure of carbon dioxide with a deviation of ±10%. The results are not 

comparable with the accuracy of the other analysers but are comparable with the analyser 

based on the semiconductor sensors. The accuracy of the product can be improved using 

an indicator with a tighter range. 
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6.3.4 Cost: 

 

The cost of the analyser is greatly reduced as the construction of the analyser is simple and 

the camera and the indicator chemistry material can come from off the shelf products. The 

use of CMOS technology to develop the processor for the analyser also helps in the 

reduction of the cost of the product. The use of simple construction, CMOS for the 

processor and off the shelf components makes this a cheap and cost effective solution in 

comparison to the other analysers listed on the table.  The semiconductor based solid 

state sensors are the only other solution which can provide the same cost effectiveness 

but they suffer from performance related issues discussed in chapter 2. The total cost of 

the system including the off chip components and the camera will not exceed more than 

$US 500. 

The image based colorimetric blood gas analysis system matches the performance criteria 

set in terms of accuracy and outperforms the current solutions in terms of the size, power 

consumption and cost of the system when put in perspective for a portable blood gas 

system. 

 

6.4 Conclusion 
 

The focus of this chapter was to present the design and implementation of the integrated 

Images based Colorimetric algorithm for portable blood gas analysis and analyse the 

performance of the device. 

The design of the complete block is first presented with the implementation strategies for 

the pH and pCO2 algorithm blocks. The design of the algorithm blocks utilizes a 

combination of multiplexers and counters to control the multiplexers to execute the 

multiple addition and multiplication operations using only two floating point multipliers 

and two floating point adders; thus reducing the area required for the implementation of 

the algorithm blocks. The results from the implementation show the deviation from the 

observed results for the mathematical equation for pH is ±1% and for the PaCO2 equation 

the deviation is ±10%. 
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The design is synthesized for hardware implementation both on a FPGA and an ASIC. The 

synthesis results for the FPGA show that the design meets the timing constraints set for 

the design. The ASIC synthesis results for a 0.35µ CMOS process show the design meeting 

the timing constraints of the design and a power consumption of 495mW at an operating 

speed of 50 MHz. 

The performance of the design was evaluated for portability based on the criteria of size, 

power consumption, cost and accuracy. The design with the use of a simple construction 

with no moving parts and off shelf components for the camera and indicator chemistry 

proves to be very cost effective. The use of CMOS technology for both the processor and 

the camera reduces the size of the product. The use of CMOS technology and lesser parts 

also reduces the power consumption of the product. The accuracy of the device is 

comparable to some of the current techniques available; thus proving the suitability of the 

system as a solution for portable blood gas analysis. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusion and Future Work 
 

 

This thesis presented the design and implementation of an Image based Colorimetric 

technique for portable blood gas analysis. The design is based on a floating point 

architecture comprising of two floating point adders, two floating point multipliers and 

eight multiplexers. The design detects the colour of the indicator and calculates the pH 

value from the colour value. The pH value is utilized to calculate the partial pressure of 

carbon dioxide. 

 

Previous work involved with blood gas analysis has shown two major techniques 

electrochemical analysis and optical commonly used to detect the blood gases. The 

analysers based on these techniques have predominately been high powered machines 

with a bulky size and high cost which is not suitable for portability. The design presented in 

this thesis was an attempt to implement a colorimetric algorithm for blood gas analysis. 

The target of this work was to implement a technique based on colour analysis performed 

on an image capturing the change in colour of an indicator to determine the pH and partial 

pressure of carbon dioxide providing a cheaper, smaller and a low power solution for a 

portable system. The design presented in this thesis addresses the requirements of power, 

area, cost and size for the application of this technique for blood gas analysis. The work 

demonstrates the effectiveness of the colorimetric technique in meeting these 

requirements.  

 

Section 7.1 presents some of the key research outcomes from this work and Section 7.2 

concludes this thesis and presents the future direction and scope of work for the research 

presented in this thesis. 

 

7.1 Summary of research Contribution 
 

This thesis presents the design and implementation of an Image based Colorimetric 

technique for portable blood gas analysis. The portability of the technique was based on 

the use of the colorimetric approach to reduce the size of the analyser and its power 
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consumption. The colorimetric technique is based on measuring change in colour of an 

indicator in reaction to a change in pH. The research explored the indicator chemistry and 

mapped the relation between the change in colour of the indicator and pH to a 

mathematical equation. To evaluate the colour of the indicator the reaction is imaged and 

the image is analysed to provide a histogram which quantifies the colour of the indicator in 

the three primary colours Red Green and Blue. The experiments conducted to map the 

relation of the colour of the indicator to pH value show the colour red reacts the sharpest 

to the change in pH. The trends in the colour red with respect to the change in pH were 

chosen to map the mathematical relation. The mathematical equation was derived using 

curve fitting and regression analysis techniques and the regression analysis yielded a fifth 

order polynomial equation defining the relation between the colour red and pH. The 

determination of the partial pressure of carbon dioxide (pCO2) is based on the pH 

measurement technique which results in an exponential equation. 

 

The implementation of the colorimetric technique is an implementation of the fifth order 

polynomial equation and the exponential equation. The implementation is based on 

floating point architecture as the coefficients in the polynomial equation are fractional and 

require accurate representation to provide an accurate answer. The pH equation was 

implemented using one floating point adder, one floating point multiplier and four 

multiplexers controlled by a 5 bit counter. The pCO2 equation; an exponential equation is 

implemented as a Taylor Series and implemented using one floating point adder, one 

floating point multiplier and four 32 to 1 multiplexer controlled by a 6 bit counter. The 

design also includes a Colour Analysis Block which reads the image file from the memory 

and processes the image file to generate a mean value of the colour red from the selected 

pixels. A top level controller based on a finite state machine controls the operations of the  

Colour analysis block and the colorimetric equation for pH and pCO2.  

Some of the key contributions from this research work are listed below; 

 Investigation into Blood Gases and the current techniques to measure the blood 

gases focussing on the requirements for a portable solution for measuring blood 

gases. A review of the current measurement techniques for blood gas analysis, 

with an in-depth study of the suitability to build a portable solution. 

 The pH chemistry and indicator chemistry were investigated as a part of this work 

and the relation between the colour of the indicator and the pH value was 
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explored.  The quantification of colour in terms of the three primary colour 

components red, green, and blue using colorimetry was also explored. 

 Experiments conducted to establish a relation between the colour of the indicator 

and pH showed a definite and repeatable trend. The trends established the colour 

component red as the colour with the sharpest response to the change in pH. 

 Mathematical modelling of the trends of the colour component red with respect to 

the change in pH using curve fitting and regression analysis. The relation was 

modelled using a polynomial regression model to derive a fifth order polynomial 

equation. 

 Design and implementation of the fifth order polynomial equation to calculate the 

pH value using floating point architecture. The polynomial equation with fractional 

constants was implemented in floating point for accuracy in calculations. Design 

and implementation of the exponential equation calculating the partial pressure of 

carbon dioxide. The exponential equation was implemented as a Taylor Series. 

 Design and implementation of a colour analysis block. The block reads a bitmap 

format image from the memory location and determines the mean value of the 

colour component red from a selected group of pixels. It achieves this by reading 

the specific pixel locations in the memory and adds the values to produce the 

mean value. 

  Test and analysis of the designs show that the pH results are calculated with a ±1% 

deviation from the expected value and the pCO2 results are calculated with a ±10% 

deviation from the expected results. The implementation results of the design 

using FPGA and ASIC devices show that the design has a power consumption of 

495.15mW at a speed of 50MHz. 

 The design matches the requirements set in terms of power, area and size as the 

design is a simple construction and the processing unit can be fit in single chip. The 

off-chip components the camera and the indicator can be used off the shelf. The 

size of the complete system is comparable to the size of a handheld blood pressure 

meter; the system has low power consumption and can run on batteries. The cost 

of the complete system including the off chip components and the camera should 

not exceed more than USD 500.  
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7.2 Future Research Directions 
 

The work presented in this thesis has discussed the use of colour as an agent to identify 

the characteristics of the blood sample. The method of Colorimetry to quantify the colour 

has been successfully implemented to measure the pH and partial pressure of carbon 

dioxide. The technique has not been applied to the measurement of the partial pressure of 

oxygen as a suitable indicator which provides the same colour change as the bromothymol 

blue indicator for pH was not available. It is hoped that research into an indicator which 

reacts to oxygen and produces a change in colour will allow the use of the colorimetric 

algorithm to detect the partial pressure of oxygen. 

The colorimetric algorithm can be applied to detect the blood gas parameters other than 

the ph and pCO2. The measurement of the bicarbonate ion status in blood can be 

calculated from the pH and pCO2 using the Henderson Hasselbalch equation.  The 

colorimetric technique can be used with applications other than the biomedical ones 

targeted in this project. It can be applied in the food industry to map the colour of the 

product to the quality of the product. The technique can be modified for any application 

where colour is used to identify the state of a product. 

The research presented in this work is a practical attempt to deal with the shortcomings 

present in the current techniques to build a portable system. The author hopes that the 

contributions towards this research are measurable and appropriate. 
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Appendix A: Trends for the colours against the pH 
 

 

Figure: Plot of the RGB coloursvs pH 01/07/08 

 

Figure: Plot of the RGB coloursvs pH 03/07/08 
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Figure: Plot of the RGB coloursvs pH 07/07/08 

 

 

Figure: Plot of the RGB coloursvs pH 22/07/08 
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Figure: Plot of the RGB coloursvs pH 05/07/08 

 

 

Figure: Plot of the RGB coloursvs pH 05/07/08 
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Figure: Plot of the RGB coloursvs pH 30/06/08 

 

 

Figure: Plot of the RGB coloursvs pH 23/11/08 
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Figure: Plot of the RGB coloursvs pH 20/12/08 

 

 

Figure: Plot of the RGB coloursvs pH 23/12/08 
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Figure: Plot of the RGB coloursvs pH 27/12/08 

 

 

Figure: Plot of the RGB coloursvs pH 29/12/08 
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Appendix B: VHDL Code for the image based colorimetric analyser 
 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* File Name  : cph_analyzer.vhd                                             

* 

--* Designer   : Jaideep Chandran                                                        

* 

--* Date       : 10/03/2011                                                     

* 

--* Description: Colour Base PH Analyzer of Blood.                            

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Include Libraries                                                         

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

library IEEE; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_ARITH.ALL; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Entity Decleration, I/O ports                                             

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

entity cph_analyzer is 

    Port ( 

           hclk            : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           hreset_n        : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           haddr_s         : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           hwdata_s        : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           htrans_s        : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (1 downto 0); 

           hsel_s          : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           hsize_s         : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (2 downto 0); 

           hready_in       : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           hwrite_s        : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_mem_data_in : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

           hrdata_s        : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           hready_out      : out STD_LOGIC; 

           hresp_s         : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (1 downto 0); 

           bmp_mem_re      : out STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_mem_addr    : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_mem_data_out: out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0)); 

end cph_analyzer; 

 

architecture Behavioral of cph_analyzer is 
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--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Signal Decleration                                                        

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

   signal  bmp_msaddr_ph   : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

   signal  bmp_msaddr_co2  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

   signal  bmp_icext_strt  : STD_LOGIC; 

   signal  bmp_iph_ana     : STD_LOGIC; 

   signal  bmp_ipc02_ana   : STD_LOGIC; 

   signal  bmp_phcext_dn   : STD_LOGIC; 

   signal  bmp_pco2cext_dn : STD_LOGIC; 

   signal  bmp_ram_we      : STD_LOGIC; 

   signal  bmp_ram_addr    : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

   signal  bmp_ram_datain  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

   signal  bmp_strt_val    : STD_LOGIC; 

   signal  bmp_sr_sav      : STD_LOGIC; 

   signal  bmp_hid_reg_ph  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (15 downto 0); 

   signal  bmp_fs_reg_ph   : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

   signal  bmp_fhi_reg_ph  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

   signal  bmp_ih_reg_ph   : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

   signal  bmp_iw_reg_ph   : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

   signal  bmp_pw_reg_ph   : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

   signal  bmp_hid_reg_co2 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (15 downto 0); 

   signal  bmp_fs_reg_co2  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

   signal  bmp_fhi_reg_co2 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

   signal  bmp_ih_reg_co2  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

   signal  bmp_iw_reg_co2  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

   signal  bmp_pw_reg_co2  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

   signal  bmp_red_mv      : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

   signal  bmp_red_mf      : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

   signal  bmp_iph_sext    : STD_LOGIC; 

   signal  bmp_phext_dn    : STD_LOGIC; 

   signal  cph_ph_val      : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

   signal  bmp_ipco2_sext  : STD_LOGIC; 

   signal  bmp_iph_val     : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

   signal  bmp_pco2ext_dn  : STD_LOGIC; 

   signal  cph_co2_val     : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

   signal  bmp_ca_dn       : STD_LOGIC; 

   signal  bmp_cstart      : STD_LOGIC; 

   signal  bmp_pco2phext_dn: STD_LOGIC; 

 signal  bmp_ram_dataout : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

      

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Component Decleration                                                     

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  component cph_analyzer_csync 

    Port ( 

           hclk             : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           hreset_n         : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_cstart       : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_phcext_dn    : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_phext_dn     : in  STD_LOGIC; 
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           bmp_pco2cext_dn  : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_pco2phext_dn : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_pco2ext_dn   : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_iph_sext     : out STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_ipco2_sext   : out STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_icext_strt   : out STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_iph_ana      : out STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_ipc02_ana    : out STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_ca_dn        : out STD_LOGIC); 

 

  end component; 

 

  component cph_analyzer_reg 

    Port ( 

           hclk            : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           hreset_n        : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           haddr_s         : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           hwdata_s        : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           htrans_s        : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (1 downto 0); 

           hsel_s          : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           hsize_s         : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (2 downto 0); 

           hready_in       : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           hwrite_s        : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_ca_dn       : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_hid_reg_ph  : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (15 downto 0); 

           bmp_fs_reg_ph   : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_fhi_reg_ph  : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

           bmp_ih_reg_ph   : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_iw_reg_ph   : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_pw_reg_ph   : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

           bmp_hid_reg_co2 : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (15 downto 0); 

           bmp_fs_reg_co2  : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_fhi_reg_co2 : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

           bmp_ih_reg_co2  : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_iw_reg_co2  : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_pw_reg_co2  : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

           cph_ph_val      : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           cph_co2_val     : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_cstart      : out STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_msaddr_ph   : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_msaddr_co2  : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           hready_out      : out STD_LOGIC; 

           hresp_s         : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (1 downto 0); 

           hrdata_s        : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0)); 

 

  end component; 

  component cph_analyzer_phcal 

    Port ( 

           hclk             : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           hreset_n         : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_iph_ana      : in STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_ipc02_ana    : in STD_LOGIC;      

           bmp_iph_sext     : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_red_mv       : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_red_mf       : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_phext_dn     : out STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_pco2phext_dn : out STD_LOGIC;      

           cph_ph_val       : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_iph_val      : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0)); 

  end component; 
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  component cph_analyzer_co2cal 

    Port ( 

           hclk             : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           hreset_n         : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_ipco2_sext   : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_iph_val      : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_pco2ext_dn   : out STD_LOGIC; 

           cph_co2_val      : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0)); 

  end component; 

 

  component cph_analyzer_ctbl 

    Port (  

         hclk            : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_ram_we      : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_ram_addr    : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

           bmp_ram_datain  : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

           bmp_ram_dataout : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0)); 

  end component; 

 

  component cph_analyzer_cext 

    Port (  

         hclk            : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           hreset_n        : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_strt_val    : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_sr_sav      : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_ram_dataout : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

           bmp_red_mv      : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_red_mf      : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0)); 

  end component; 

 

  component cph_analyzer_ictl 

    Port ( 

           hclk            : in STD_LOGIC; 

           hreset_n        : in STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_msaddr_ph   : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_msaddr_co2  : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_mem_data_in : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

           bmp_icext_strt  : in STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_iph_ana     : in STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_ipc02_ana   : in STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_phcext_dn   : out  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_pco2cext_dn : out  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_mem_re      : out STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_mem_addr    : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_ram_we      : out STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_ram_addr    : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

           bmp_ram_datain  : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

           bmp_strt_val    : out STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_sr_sav      : out STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_hid_reg_ph  : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (15 downto 0); 

           bmp_fs_reg_ph   : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_fhi_reg_ph  : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

           bmp_ih_reg_ph   : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_iw_reg_ph   : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_pw_reg_ph   : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

           bmp_hid_reg_co2 : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (15 downto 0); 

           bmp_fs_reg_co2  : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_fhi_reg_co2 : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

           bmp_ih_reg_co2  : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_iw_reg_co2  : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_pw_reg_co2  : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0)); 
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  end component; 

 

begin 

    bmp_mem_data_out <= (others => '0'); 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Module Instantiation                                                      

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  cph_csync: 

    cph_analyzer_csync 

    Port map ( 

               hclk             => hclk, 

               hreset_n         => hreset_n, 

               bmp_cstart       => bmp_cstart, 

               bmp_phcext_dn    => bmp_phcext_dn, 

               bmp_phext_dn     => bmp_phext_dn, 

               bmp_pco2cext_dn  => bmp_pco2cext_dn, 

               bmp_pco2phext_dn => bmp_pco2phext_dn, 

               bmp_pco2ext_dn   => bmp_pco2ext_dn, 

               bmp_iph_sext     => bmp_iph_sext, 

               bmp_ipco2_sext   => bmp_ipco2_sext, 

               bmp_icext_strt   => bmp_icext_strt, 

               bmp_iph_ana      => bmp_iph_ana, 

               bmp_ipc02_ana    => bmp_ipc02_ana, 

               bmp_ca_dn        => bmp_ca_dn 

              ); 

 

  cph_reg: 

    cph_analyzer_reg 

    Port map ( 

               hclk             => hclk, 

               hreset_n         => hreset_n, 

               haddr_s          => haddr_s, 

               hwdata_s         => hwdata_s, 

               htrans_s         => htrans_s, 

               hsel_s           => hsel_s, 

               hsize_s          => hsize_s, 

               hready_in        => hready_in, 

               hwrite_s         => hwrite_s, 

               bmp_ca_dn        => bmp_ca_dn, 

               bmp_hid_reg_ph   => bmp_hid_reg_ph, 

               bmp_fs_reg_ph    => bmp_fs_reg_ph, 

               bmp_fhi_reg_ph   => bmp_fhi_reg_ph, 

               bmp_ih_reg_ph    => bmp_ih_reg_ph, 

               bmp_iw_reg_ph    => bmp_iw_reg_ph, 

               bmp_pw_reg_ph    => bmp_pw_reg_ph, 

               bmp_hid_reg_co2  => bmp_hid_reg_co2, 

               bmp_fs_reg_co2   => bmp_fs_reg_co2, 

               bmp_fhi_reg_co2  => bmp_fhi_reg_co2, 

               bmp_ih_reg_co2   => bmp_ih_reg_co2, 

               bmp_iw_reg_co2   => bmp_iw_reg_co2, 

               bmp_pw_reg_co2   => bmp_pw_reg_co2, 

               cph_ph_val       => cph_ph_val, 

               cph_co2_val      => cph_co2_val, 

               bmp_cstart       => bmp_cstart, 

               bmp_msaddr_ph    => bmp_msaddr_ph, 

               bmp_msaddr_co2   => bmp_msaddr_co2, 
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               hready_out       => hready_out, 

               hresp_s          => hresp_s, 

               hrdata_s         => hrdata_s 

              ); 

 

  cph_phcal: 

    cph_analyzer_phcal 

    Port map ( 

               hclk             => hclk, 

               hreset_n         => hreset_n, 

               bmp_iph_ana      => bmp_iph_ana, 

               bmp_ipc02_ana    => bmp_ipc02_ana,   

   

               bmp_iph_sext     => bmp_iph_sext, 

               bmp_red_mv       => bmp_red_mv, 

               bmp_red_mf       => bmp_red_mf, 

               bmp_phext_dn     => bmp_phext_dn, 

               bmp_pco2phext_dn => bmp_pco2phext_dn,     

      

               cph_ph_val       => cph_ph_val, 

               bmp_iph_val      => bmp_iph_val 

              ); 

 

  cph_co2cal: 

    cph_analyzer_co2cal 

    Port map ( 

              hclk             => hclk, 

              hreset_n         => hreset_n, 

              bmp_ipco2_sext   => bmp_ipco2_sext, 

              bmp_iph_val      => bmp_iph_val, 

              bmp_pco2ext_dn   => bmp_pco2ext_dn, 

              cph_co2_val      => cph_co2_val 

             ); 

 

  cph_ctbl: 

    cph_analyzer_ctbl 

    Port map ( 

              hclk             => hclk, 

              bmp_ram_we       => bmp_ram_we, 

              bmp_ram_addr     => bmp_ram_addr, 

              bmp_ram_datain   => bmp_ram_datain, 

              bmp_ram_dataout  => bmp_ram_dataout 

             ); 

 

  cph_cext: 

  cph_analyzer_cext 

    Port map ( 

              hclk             => hclk, 

              hreset_n         => hreset_n, 

              bmp_strt_val     => bmp_strt_val, 

              bmp_sr_sav       => bmp_sr_sav, 

              bmp_ram_dataout  => bmp_ram_dataout, 

              bmp_red_mv       => bmp_red_mv, 

              bmp_red_mf       => bmp_red_mf 

             ); 

 

  cph_ictl: 

    cph_analyzer_ictl 

    Port map ( 

              hclk             => hclk, 

              hreset_n         => hreset_n, 
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              bmp_msaddr_ph    => bmp_msaddr_ph, 

              bmp_msaddr_co2   => bmp_msaddr_co2, 

              bmp_mem_data_in  => bmp_mem_data_in, 

              bmp_icext_strt   => bmp_icext_strt, 

              bmp_iph_ana      => bmp_iph_ana, 

              bmp_ipc02_ana    => bmp_ipc02_ana, 

              bmp_phcext_dn    => bmp_phcext_dn, 

              bmp_pco2cext_dn  => bmp_pco2cext_dn, 

              bmp_mem_re       => bmp_mem_re, 

              bmp_mem_addr     => bmp_mem_addr, 

              bmp_ram_we       => bmp_ram_we, 

              bmp_ram_addr     => bmp_ram_addr, 

              bmp_ram_datain   => bmp_ram_datain, 

              bmp_strt_val     => bmp_strt_val, 

              bmp_sr_sav       => bmp_sr_sav, 

              bmp_hid_reg_ph   => bmp_hid_reg_ph, 

              bmp_fs_reg_ph    => bmp_fs_reg_ph, 

              bmp_fhi_reg_ph   => bmp_fhi_reg_ph, 

              bmp_ih_reg_ph    => bmp_ih_reg_ph, 

              bmp_iw_reg_ph    => bmp_iw_reg_ph, 

              bmp_pw_reg_ph    => bmp_pw_reg_ph, 

              bmp_hid_reg_co2  => bmp_hid_reg_co2, 

              bmp_fs_reg_co2   => bmp_fs_reg_co2, 

              bmp_fhi_reg_co2  => bmp_fhi_reg_co2, 

              bmp_ih_reg_co2   => bmp_ih_reg_co2, 

              bmp_iw_reg_co2   => bmp_iw_reg_co2, 

              bmp_pw_reg_co2   => bmp_pw_reg_co2 

             ); 

end Behavioral; 

 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* File Name  : cph_analyzer_add.vhd                                         

* 

--* Designer   : Jaideep Chandran                                                        

* 

--* Date       : 10/03/2011                                                     

* 

--* Description: Floating Point Multiplier.                                   

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Include Libraries                                                         

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

library IEEE; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_ARITH.ALL; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 
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--* Entity Decleration, I/O ports                                             

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

entity cph_analyzer_add is 

  port (op_a,op_b : in std_logic_vector(31 downto 0); 

        hreset_n,hclk:in std_logic; 

    result: out std_logic_vector(31 downto 0)); 

end cph_analyzer_add; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Main Block Logic                                                          

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

architecture Behavioral of cph_analyzer_add is 

 

signal x_man,y_man: std_logic_vector(23 downto 0);                                                   

signal z_man : unsigned(24 downto 0);                                                        

--signal z_man1 : std_logic_vector(23 downto 0);                                             

signal x_exp,y_exp,z_exp,z_exp1 : std_logic_vector(7 downto 0);                                               

signal x_sign,y_sign,z_sign : std_logic;  

--signal compare_x_y : std_logic_vector(1 downto 0); 

signal bigger_x :std_logic; 

signal exp_diff_x_y, exp_diff_y_x : std_logic_vector(8 downto 0);  

signal diff_exp : std_logic_vector(8 downto 0); 

signal man_big : std_logic_vector (23 downto 0); 

signal too_small : std_logic; 

signal man_small : std_logic_vector(23 downto 0);                                                   

signal man_add : std_logic_vector(24 downto 0); 

signal man_shifted_small : UNSIGNED(23 downto 0); 

signal shift_check_positive,adbit1  : std_logic; 

--signal adbit2 : std_logic_vector(1 downto 0);  

 

begin 

x_sign <= op_a(31);                                                                        

y_sign <= op_b(31);                                                                        

x_exp <= op_a(30 downto 23);                                                       

y_exp <= op_b(30 downto 23);                                                       

x_man <= '1' & op_a(22 downto 0);                                                      

y_man <= '1' & op_b(22 downto 0); 

adbit1 <= '0'; 

                                                    

                                                                                             

-- diff_exp : it contains the counter for shifting 

--man_exp : it contains the greater mantissa 

-- compare_x_y : it is used to compare x and y for bigger number 

-- bigger_x: it returns boolean expression whether x is bigger than y 

or not                                                                                            

P1:process(op_a,op_b,hreset_n,hclk)                                                          

--variable diff_exp: signed(8 downto 0);                                                       

--variable man_big,man_less : unsigned(x_man'range);                                           

--variable result_exp :SIGNED (8 downto 0);                                                    

--variable result_man :UNSIGNED (22 downto 0);                                                 

--variable flag : BOOLEAN; 

variable shift_check_negative: std_logic_vector(4 downto 0); 

--variable i: integer := 23;  
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constant one: unsigned(1 downto 0):= "01";                                                                   

begin                                                                                        

if hreset_n = '0' then                                                                          

  result <= (others => '0');  

--  test<=(others => '0');                                                                

elsif (hclk'event and hclk= '1') then 

 

exp_diff_x_y <= ('0' & x_exp) - ('0' & y_exp); 

exp_diff_y_x <= ('0' & y_exp) - ('0' & x_exp); 

 

--check which exponent is bigger  

--compare_x_y <= x_exp(7) & y_exp(7); 

--if compare_x_y = "00" then  

--  bigger_x <= not(exp_diff_x_y(8)); 

--elsif compare_x_y = "01" then  

--  bigger_x <= '0'; 

--elsif compare_x_y = "10" then 

--  bigger_x <= '1'; 

--else  

--  bigger_x <= not (exp_diff_x_y(8)); 

--end if; 

 

 

-- find out whether the shifting counter is not too high i.e. more 

than 23  

--too_small <= diff_exp(8) or diff_exp(7) or diff_exp(6) or 

diff_exp(5); 

-- man_small: it contains the smaller mantissa with its right shifted 

version with counter diff_Exp; 

if x_exp = y_exp then 

  if x_man > y_man then 

  z_exp <= x_exp; 

  diff_exp <= (others => '0'); 

  man_big <= x_man; 

  man_small <= y_man; 

  bigger_x <= '1'; 

  else 

  z_exp <=  y_exp; 

  diff_exp <= (others => '0'); 

  man_big <= y_man; 

  man_small <= x_man; 

  bigger_x <='0'; 

  end if; 

elsif x_exp > y_exp then 

  z_exp <= x_exp; 

  diff_exp <= exp_diff_x_y; 

  man_big <= x_man; 

  man_small <= y_man; 

  bigger_x <= '1'; 

else  

  z_exp <=  y_exp; 

  diff_exp <= exp_diff_y_x; 

  man_big <= y_man; 

  man_small <= x_man; 

  bigger_x <='0'; 

end if; 

 

 

-- find out whether the shifting counter is not too high i.e. more 

than 23  

too_small <= diff_exp(8) or diff_exp(7) or diff_exp(6) or diff_exp(5); 
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if(too_small= '1')  then  

    man_shifted_small <= (others => '0'); 

else  

    man_shifted_small <= shr(unsigned(man_small),unsigned(diff_exp)); 

end if; 

 

 

-- now add the two mantissa smaller one and the bigger one and also 

check the sign bit whether both are same or not. 

if (x_sign = y_sign) then  

  result(31) <= x_sign; 

  man_add <= (adbit1 & man_big) + (adbit1 & 

std_logic_vector(man_shifted_small)); 

  if ( man_add(24) = '1' ) then  

    z_man <= shr(unsigned(man_add),one); 

    result(30 downto 23) <= z_exp + "01";  

  else  

    z_man <= unsigned(man_add); 

    result(30 downto 23) <= z_exp; 

  end if; 

  --result(22 downto 0) <= std_logic_vector(z_man(22 downto 0)); 

else 

  if (bigger_x = '1') then  

    result(31) <= x_sign; 

  else  

    result(31) <= y_sign; 

  end if; 

  man_add <= (adbit1 & man_big) - (adbit1 & 

std_logic_vector(man_shifted_small)); 

 

-- check for the msb's position i.e. first '1' from left; 

 

--  L1:while i >= 0  loop 

--  if man_add(i) = '0' then 

--     shift_check_negative := shift_check_negative + "01"; 

--      i := i-1;   

--  else   

--  exit L1; --when man_add(i)='1'; 

--  end if; 

--  end loop L1; 

   

--P2: process(man_add) 

--begin 

shift_check_negative := (others => '0'); 

loop1: for i in 23 downto 0 loop  

 --wait on man_add;  

 if (man_add(i) = '0') then 

    shift_check_negative := shift_check_negative + 1; 

 else  

     exit loop1; 

 end if; 

 end loop loop1; 

 --end process P2; 

-- test <= shift_check_negative; 

 z_man   <= shl(unsigned(man_add),unsigned(shift_check_negative)); 

  z_exp1  <= z_exp - shift_check_negative; 

  result(30 downto 23)<= z_exp1; 

 end if; 

  result(22 downto 0)<= std_logic_vector(z_man(22 downto 0)); 

end if; 
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--wait on op_a,op_b,clk,hreset_n; 

end process P1; 

 

end Behavioral; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* File Name  : cph_analyzer_cext.vhd                                        

* 

--* Designer   : Jaideep Chandran                                                        

* 

--* Date       : 10/03/2011                                                     

* 

--* Description: Block calculate BMP image Red Color value, and 

returns 32-Bit* 

--*              single precision floating point format                       

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Include Libraries                                                         

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

library IEEE; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_ARITH.ALL; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Entity Decleration, I/O ports                                             

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

entity cph_analyzer_cext is 

    Port ( hclk            : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           hreset_n        : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_strt_val    : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_sr_sav      : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_ram_dataout : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

           bmp_red_mv      : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_red_mf      : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0)); 

end cph_analyzer_cext; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Main Block Logic                                                          

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 
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architecture Behavioral of cph_analyzer_cext is 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Signal Decleration                                                        

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  signal cvr_sum   : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (23 downto 0); 

  begin 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--*                                                                           

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     cvr_sum <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if (bmp_strt_val = '1') then 

      cvr_sum <= cvr_sum + (X"0000" & bmp_ram_dataout); 

     end if; 

    end if; 

   end if; 

  end process; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* bmp_red_mf : BMP image mean factor value                                  

* 

--* As we have to calculate the Red color Value of 200 * 200 Pixel 

from the   * 

--* center of the image. so we divide the sum of 200 * 200 pixel by 

40,000    * 

--* bmp_red_mf contains the [1/40,000 = 0.00025 base 10] binary value 

in 32Bit* 

--* single precision floating point format                                    

* 

--* 32Bit Single Precision Floating Point Format:                             

* 

--* ============================================                              

* 

--* 31          24,23                                                      

0  * 

--* <||-------------||------------------------------------------------

-----|> * 

--* s  Mantissa                          Exponent                             

* 

--* Bit[31]    = s = Sign Bit                                                 

* 

--* Bit[30:23] = Mantissa                                                     

* 

--* Bit[23:0]  = Exponent                                                     

* 
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--* 1/40,000 = 

0000_0000_0000_0001_1011_1011_1110_0111_0110_1100_1000_1011(2) * 

--* After Normalize                                                           

* 

--* 1/40,000 = 0.000025                                                       

* 

--*        = 

0.0000_0000_0000_0001_1011_1011_1110_0111_0110_1100_1000_1011(2) * 

--*          1.1011_1011_1110_0111_0110_1100_1000_1011 2 ^ -16                

* 

--* Mantissa = 1011_1011_1110_0111_0110_110                                   

* 

--* Exponent = -16 + 127 = 121 = 0111_1001                                    

* 

--* sign bit = 0                                                              

* 

--* 32 Bit Floating Point Final Value                                         

* 

--* 0011_1100_1101_1101_1111_0011_1011_0110                                   

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     bmp_red_mf <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

     if (bmp_sr_sav = '1') then 

      bmp_red_mf <= X"3cddf3b6"; 

    end if; 

    end if; 

   end if; 

  end process; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Convert Red colour Value to Floating Point Numbers                        

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     bmp_red_mv <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if (bmp_sr_sav = '1' and cvr_sum(23) = '1') then 

      bmp_red_mv <= "0" & X"96" & cvr_sum (22 downto 0); 

     else if (bmp_sr_sav = '1' and cvr_sum(22) = '1') then 

      bmp_red_mv <= "0" & X"95" & cvr_sum (21 downto 0) & "0"; 

     else if (bmp_sr_sav = '1' and cvr_sum(21) = '1') then 

      bmp_red_mv <= "0" & X"94" & cvr_sum (20 downto 0) & "00"; 

     else if (bmp_sr_sav = '1' and cvr_sum(20) = '1') then 

      bmp_red_mv <= "0" & X"93" & cvr_sum (19 downto 0) & "000"; 

     else if (bmp_sr_sav = '1' and cvr_sum(19) = '1') then 

      bmp_red_mv <= "0" & X"92" & cvr_sum (18 downto 0) & X"0"; 

     else if (bmp_sr_sav = '1' and cvr_sum(18) = '1') then 

      bmp_red_mv <= "0" & X"91" & cvr_sum (17 downto 0) & "00000"; 

     else if (bmp_sr_sav = '1' and cvr_sum(17) = '1') then 
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      bmp_red_mv <= "0" & X"90" & cvr_sum (16 downto 0) & "000000"; 

     else if (bmp_sr_sav = '1' and cvr_sum(16) = '1') then 

      bmp_red_mv <= "0" & X"8F" & cvr_sum (15 downto 0) & "0000000"; 

     else if (bmp_sr_sav = '1' and cvr_sum(15) = '1') then 

      bmp_red_mv <= "0" & X"8E" & cvr_sum (14 downto 0) & "00000000"; 

     else if (bmp_sr_sav = '1' and cvr_sum(14) = '1') then 

      bmp_red_mv <= "0" & X"8D" & cvr_sum (13 downto 0) & "000000000"; 

     else if (bmp_sr_sav = '1' and cvr_sum(13) = '1') then 

      bmp_red_mv <= "0" & X"8C" & cvr_sum (12 downto 0) & 

"0000000000"; 

     else if (bmp_sr_sav = '1' and cvr_sum(12) = '1') then 

      bmp_red_mv <= "0" & X"8B" & cvr_sum (11 downto 0) & 

"00000000000"; 

     else if (bmp_sr_sav = '1' and cvr_sum(11) = '1') then 

      bmp_red_mv <= "0" & X"8A" & cvr_sum (10 downto 0) & 

"000000000000"; 

     else if (bmp_sr_sav = '1' and cvr_sum(10) = '1') then 

      bmp_red_mv <= "0" & X"89" & cvr_sum (9 downto 0) & 

"0000000000000"; 

     else if (bmp_sr_sav = '1' and cvr_sum(9) = '1') then 

      bmp_red_mv <= "0" & X"88" & cvr_sum (8 downto 0) & 

"00000000000000"; 

     else if (bmp_sr_sav = '1' and cvr_sum(8) = '1') then 

      bmp_red_mv <= "0" & X"87" & cvr_sum (7 downto 0) & 

"000000000000000"; 

     else if (bmp_sr_sav = '1' and cvr_sum(7) = '1') then 

      bmp_red_mv <= "0" & X"86" & cvr_sum (6 downto 0) & 

"0000000000000000"; 

     else if (bmp_sr_sav = '1' and cvr_sum(6) = '1') then 

      bmp_red_mv <= "0" & X"85" & cvr_sum (5 downto 0) & 

"00000000000000000"; 

     else if (bmp_sr_sav = '1' and cvr_sum(5) = '1') then 

      bmp_red_mv <= "0" & X"84" & cvr_sum (4 downto 0) & 

"000000000000000000"; 

     else if (bmp_sr_sav = '1' and cvr_sum(4) = '1') then 

      bmp_red_mv <= "0" & X"83" & cvr_sum (3 downto 0) & 

"0000000000000000000"; 

     else if (bmp_sr_sav = '1' and cvr_sum(3) = '1') then 

      bmp_red_mv <= "0" & X"82" & cvr_sum (2 downto 0) & 

"00000000000000000000"; 

     else if (bmp_sr_sav = '1' and cvr_sum(2) = '1') then 

      bmp_red_mv <= "0" & X"81" & cvr_sum (1 downto 0) & 

"000000000000000000000"; 

     else if (bmp_sr_sav = '1' and cvr_sum(1) = '1') then 

      bmp_red_mv <= "0" & X"80" & cvr_sum (0) & 

"0000000000000000000000"; 

     else if (bmp_sr_sav = '1' and cvr_sum(0) = '1') then 

      bmp_red_mv <= "0" & X"7F" & "00000000000000000000000"; 

     end if; 

     end if; 

     end if; 

     end if; 

     end if; 

     end if; 

     end if; 

     end if; 

     end if; 

     end if; 

     end if; 

     end if; 

     end if; 
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     end if; 

     end if; 

     end if; 

     end if; 

     end if; 

     end if; 

     end if; 

     end if; 

     end if; 

     end if; 

     end if; 

   end if; 

   end if; 

  end process; 

 

end Behavioral; 

 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* File Name  : cph_analyzer_co2cal.vhd                                      

* 

--* Designer   : Jaideep Chandran                                                        

* 

--* Date       : 10/03/2011                                                     

* 

--* Description:                                                              

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Include Libraries                                                         

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

library IEEE; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_ARITH.ALL; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Entity Decleration, I/O ports                                             

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

entity cph_analyzer_co2cal is 

    Port ( 

           hclk             : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           hreset_n         : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_ipco2_sext   : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_iph_val      : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_pco2ext_dn   : out STD_LOGIC; 

           cph_co2_val      : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0)); 
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end cph_analyzer_co2cal; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Main Block Logic                                                          

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

architecture Behavioral of cph_analyzer_co2cal is 

 

  signal co2_ip_mreg0   : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg1   : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg2   : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg3   : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg4   : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg5   : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg6   : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg7   : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg8   : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_areg9   : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal co2_ip_mreg10  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg11  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg12  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg13  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg14  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg15  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg16  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg17  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg18  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg20  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg22  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg24  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg26  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg28  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg30  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg32  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg34  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg36  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg38  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);  

  signal co2_ip_mreg40  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg42  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg44  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg46  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg48  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg50  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg52  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg54  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg56  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_mreg59  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

 

  signal co2_ip_areg19  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);  

  signal co2_ip_areg21 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_areg23 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_areg25 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_areg27 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_areg29 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_areg31 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 
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  signal co2_ip_areg33 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_areg35 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_areg37 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_areg39 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_areg41 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_areg43 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal co2_ip_areg45 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_areg47 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_areg49 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_areg51 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_areg53 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_areg55 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_areg58 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal co2_ip_areg57 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

   

  signal co2_inv_loge    : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);  

  signal co2_bicarb_con  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal co2_one_const   : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal co2_factorial0  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal co2_factorial1  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal co2_factorial2  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal co2_factorial3  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal co2_factorial4  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal co2_factorial5  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal co2_factorial6  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal co2_factorial7  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal co2_factorial8  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal co2_factorial9  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal co2_factorial10  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);     

  signal co2_factorial11  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal co2_factorial12  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal co2_factorial13  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal co2_factorial14  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal co2_factorial15  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal co2_factorial16  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal co2_factorial17  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal co2_factorial18  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

 

 

  signal co2_ip_mcnt   : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (5 downto 0); 

  signal co2_ip_acnt   : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (4 downto 0);   

  signal co2_mresult   : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);  

  signal co2_aresult   : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);  

  signal co2_muxa_data : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);  

  signal co2_muxb_data : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal co2_muxc_data : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal co2_muxd_data : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);     

  signal co2_muxa_sel  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (4 downto 0);   

  signal co2_muxb_sel  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (4 downto 0);  

  signal co2_ipreg_we  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (39 downto 0);   

  signal co2_iareg_we : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (20 downto 0);  

   

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Pipeline Register                                                         

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 
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  signal co2_muxa_data_p : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);  

  signal co2_muxb_data_p : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal co2_muxc_data_p : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal co2_muxd_data_p : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);  

   

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Component Decleration                                                     

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  component cph_analyzer_add is 

    port ( 

          hclk     : in STD_LOGIC; 

          hreset_n : in STD_LOGIC; 

          op_a     : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

          op_b     : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

          result   : out std_logic_vector(31 downto 0)); 

  end component; 

 

  component cph_analyzer_mul is 

    port ( 

          hclk     : in STD_LOGIC; 

          hreset_n : in STD_LOGIC; 

          op_a     : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

          op_b     : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

          result   : out std_logic_vector(31 downto 0)); 

  end component;   

 

begin 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Constant values used in equations calculation                             

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  co2_one_const   <= "00111111100000000000000000000000"; 

  co2_bicarb_con  <= "11000001000100010110100100111101";-- bicarbonate 

constants logN+pka-logKs 

  co2_inv_loge    <= "11000000000100110101110110001110";-- 1/log e 

  co2_factorial0  <= "00111111000000000000000000000000" ;--2! 

  co2_factorial1  <= "00111110001010101010101010101011" ;--3!  

  co2_factorial2  <= "00111101001010101010101010101011" ;--4! 

  co2_factorial3  <= "00111100000010001000100010001001" ;--5! 

  co2_factorial4  <= "00111010101101100000101101100001" ;--6! 

  co2_factorial5  <= "00111001010100000000110100000001" ;--7! 

  co2_factorial6  <= "00110111110100000000110100000001" ;--8! 

  co2_factorial7  <= "00110110001110001110111100011101" ;--9! 

  co2_factorial8  <= "00110100100100111111001001111110" ;--10! 

  co2_factorial9  <= "00110010110101110011001000101011" ;--11! 

  co2_factorial10 <= "00110001000011110111011011000111" ;--12! 

  co2_factorial11 <= "00101111001100001001001000110001" ;--13! 

  co2_factorial12 <= "00101101010010011100101110100101" ;--14! 

  co2_factorial13 <= "00101011010101110011111110011111" ;--15! 

  co2_factorial14 <= "00101001010101110011111110011111" ;--16! 

  co2_factorial15 <= "00100111010010101001011000111100" ;--17! 

  co2_factorial16 <= "00100101001101000001001111000011" ;--18! 
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  co2_factorial17 <= "00100011000101111010010011011010" ;--19! 

  co2_factorial18 <= "00100000111100101010000101011101" ;--20! 

  cph_co2_val     <= co2_ip_areg57;  

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Logic to Calculate the Intermediate product of multiplication             

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     co2_ip_mcnt <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if ( bmp_ipco2_sext = '1' and co2_ip_mcnt < "100111") then 

        co2_ip_mcnt <= co2_ip_mcnt + 1; 

      else if (bmp_ipco2_sext = '1' and co2_ip_mcnt = "100111") then 

        co2_ip_mcnt <= co2_ip_mcnt; 

      else  

        co2_ip_mcnt <= (others => '0'); 

      end if; 

      end if; 

    end if; 

    end if; 

  end process; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Multiplexer                                                               

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process(co2_ip_mcnt) 

  begin 

     case (co2_ip_mcnt) is 

       when "000000"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "00000"; 

       when "000001"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "00001"; 

       when "000010"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "00010"; 

       when "000011"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "00011"; 

       when "000100"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "00100"; 

       when "000101"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "00101"; 

       when "000110"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "00110"; 

       when "000111"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "00111"; 

       when "001000"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "01000"; 

       when "001001"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "01001"; 

       when "001010"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "01010"; 

       when "001011"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "01011"; 

       when "001100"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "01100"; 

       when "001101"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "01101"; 

       when "001110"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "01110"; 

       when "001111"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "01111"; 

       when "010000"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "10000"; 

       when "010001"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "10001"; 

       when "010010"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "10010"; 

       when "010011"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "10011"; 

       when "010100"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "10100"; 

       when "010101"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "00010"; 
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       when "010110"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "00011"; 

       when "010111"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "00100"; 

       when "011000"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "00101"; 

       when "011001"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "00110"; 

       when "011010"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "00111"; 

       when "011011"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "01000"; 

       when "011100"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "01001"; 

       when "011101"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "01010"; 

       when "011110"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "01011"; 

       when "011111"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "01100"; 

       when "100000"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "01101"; 

       when "100001"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "01110"; 

       when "100010"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "01111"; 

       when "100011"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "10000"; 

       when "100100"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "10001"; 

       when "100101"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "10010"; 

       when "100110"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "10011"; 

       when "100111"  => co2_muxa_sel <= "10100"; 

       when others    => co2_muxa_sel <= (others => '0'); 

     end case; 

  end process; 

 

  process(co2_ip_mcnt) 

  begin 

     case (co2_ip_mcnt) is 

       when "000000"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "00000"; 

       when "000001"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "00001"; 

       when "000010"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "00001"; 

       when "000011"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "00001"; 

       when "000100"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "00001"; 

       when "000101"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "00001"; 

       when "000110"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "00001"; 

       when "000111"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "00001"; 

       when "001000"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "00001"; 

       when "001001"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "00001"; 

       when "001010"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "00001"; 

       when "001011"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "00001"; 

       when "001100"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "00001"; 

       when "001101"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "00001"; 

       when "001110"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "00001"; 

       when "001111"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "00001"; 

       when "010000"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "00001"; 

       when "010001"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "00001"; 

       when "010010"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "00001"; 

       when "010011"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "00001"; 

       when "010100"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "00001"; 

       when "010101"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "00010"; 

       when "010110"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "00011"; 

       when "010111"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "00100"; 

       when "011000"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "00101"; 

       when "011001"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "00110"; 

       when "011010"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "00111"; 

       when "011011"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "01000"; 

       when "011100"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "01001"; 

       when "011101"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "01010"; 

       when "011110"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "01011"; 

       when "011111"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "01100"; 

       when "100000"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "01101"; 

       when "100001"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "01110"; 

       when "100010"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "01111"; 

       when "100011"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "10000"; 
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       when "100100"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "10001"; 

       when "100101"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "10010"; 

       when "100110"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "10011"; 

       when "100111"  => co2_muxb_sel <= "10100"; 

       when others    => co2_muxb_sel <= (others => '0'); 

     end case; 

  end process; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Multiplexer for Multiplier OperandA                                       

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process(co2_ip_mreg0 , co2_ip_mreg1 , co2_ip_mreg2 , co2_ip_mreg3,  

          co2_ip_mreg4 , co2_ip_mreg5 , co2_ip_mreg6 , co2_ip_mreg7, 

          co2_ip_mreg8 , co2_ip_areg9 , co2_ip_mreg10, co2_ip_mreg11, 

          co2_ip_mreg12, co2_ip_mreg13, co2_ip_mreg14, co2_ip_mreg15, 

          co2_ip_mreg16, co2_ip_mreg17, co2_ip_mreg18, co2_ip_mreg59, 

          co2_ip_areg58, co2_muxa_sel) 

  begin 

     case (co2_muxa_sel) is 

       when "00000"  => co2_muxa_data <= co2_ip_areg58; 

       when "00001"  => co2_muxa_data <= co2_ip_mreg59; 

       when "00010"  => co2_muxa_data <= co2_ip_mreg0; 

       when "00011"  => co2_muxa_data <= co2_ip_mreg1; 

       when "00100"  => co2_muxa_data <= co2_ip_mreg2; 

       when "00101"  => co2_muxa_data <= co2_ip_mreg3; 

       when "00110"  => co2_muxa_data <= co2_ip_mreg4; 

       when "00111"  => co2_muxa_data <= co2_ip_mreg5; 

       when "01000"  => co2_muxa_data <= co2_ip_mreg6; 

       when "01001"  => co2_muxa_data <= co2_ip_mreg7; 

       when "01010"  => co2_muxa_data <= co2_ip_mreg8; 

       when "01011"  => co2_muxa_data <= co2_ip_areg9; 

       when "01100"  => co2_muxa_data <= co2_ip_mreg10; 

       when "01101"  => co2_muxa_data <= co2_ip_mreg11; 

       when "01110"  => co2_muxa_data <= co2_ip_mreg12; 

       when "01111"  => co2_muxa_data <= co2_ip_mreg13; 

       when "10000"  => co2_muxa_data <= co2_ip_mreg14; 

       when "10001"  => co2_muxa_data <= co2_ip_mreg15; 

       when "10010"  => co2_muxa_data <= co2_ip_mreg16; 

       when "10011"  => co2_muxa_data <= co2_ip_mreg17; 

       when "10100"  => co2_muxa_data <= co2_ip_mreg18; 

       when others   => co2_muxa_data <= co2_ip_areg58; 

     end case; 

  end process; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Multiplexer for Multiplier OperandB                                       

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process(co2_factorial0 , co2_factorial1 , co2_factorial2 , 

co2_factorial3,  

          co2_factorial4 , co2_factorial5 , co2_factorial6 , 

co2_factorial7, 
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          co2_factorial8 , co2_factorial9 , co2_factorial10, 

co2_factorial11, 

          co2_factorial12, co2_factorial13, co2_factorial14, 

co2_factorial15, 

          co2_factorial16, co2_factorial17, co2_factorial18, 

co2_ip_mreg59, 

          co2_inv_loge   , co2_muxb_sel) 

  begin 

     case (co2_muxb_sel) is 

       when "00000"  => co2_muxb_data <= co2_inv_loge; 

       when "00001"  => co2_muxb_data <= co2_ip_mreg59; 

       when "00010"  => co2_muxb_data <= co2_factorial0; 

       when "00011"  => co2_muxb_data <= co2_factorial1; 

       when "00100"  => co2_muxb_data <= co2_factorial2; 

       when "00101"  => co2_muxb_data <= co2_factorial3; 

       when "00110"  => co2_muxb_data <= co2_factorial4; 

       when "00111"  => co2_muxb_data <= co2_factorial5; 

       when "01000"  => co2_muxb_data <= co2_factorial6; 

       when "01001"  => co2_muxb_data <= co2_factorial7; 

       when "01010"  => co2_muxb_data <= co2_factorial8; 

       when "01011"  => co2_muxb_data <= co2_factorial9; 

       when "01100"  => co2_muxb_data <= co2_factorial10; 

       when "01101"  => co2_muxb_data <= co2_factorial11; 

       when "01110"  => co2_muxb_data <= co2_factorial12; 

       when "01111"  => co2_muxb_data <= co2_factorial13; 

       when "10000"  => co2_muxb_data <= co2_factorial14; 

       when "10001"  => co2_muxb_data <= co2_factorial15; 

       when "10010"  => co2_muxb_data <= co2_factorial16; 

       when "10011"  => co2_muxb_data <= co2_factorial17; 

       when "10100"  => co2_muxb_data <= co2_factorial18; 

       when others   => co2_muxb_data <= co2_ip_mreg59; 

     end case; 

  end process; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Logic to generate intermediate(multiplication) reg write enable 

signals   * 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process(co2_ip_mcnt) 

  begin 

     case (co2_ip_mcnt) is 

       when "000000"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0000000001"; 

       when "000001"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0000000002"; 

       when "000010"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0000000004"; 

       when "000011"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0000000008"; 

       when "000100"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0000000010"; 

       when "000101"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0000000020"; 

       when "000110"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0000000040"; 

       when "000111"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0000000080"; 

       when "001000"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0000000100"; 

       when "001001"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0000000200"; 

       when "001010"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0000000400"; 

       when "001011"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0000000800"; 

       when "001100"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0000001000"; 

       when "001101"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0000002000"; 

       when "001110"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0000004000"; 

       when "001111"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0000008000"; 
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       when "010000"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0000010000"; 

       when "010001"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0000020000"; 

       when "010010"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0000040000"; 

       when "010011"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0000080000"; 

       when "010100"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0000100000"; 

       when "010101"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0000200000"; 

       when "010110"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0000400000"; 

       when "010111"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0000800000"; 

       when "011000"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0001000000"; 

       when "011001"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0002000000"; 

       when "011010"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0004000000"; 

       when "011011"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0008000000"; 

       when "011100"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0010000000"; 

       when "011101"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0020000000"; 

       when "011110"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0040000000"; 

       when "011111"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0080000000"; 

       when "100000"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0100000000"; 

       when "100001"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0200000000"; 

       when "100010"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0400000000"; 

       when "100011"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"0800000000"; 

       when "100100"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"1000000000"; 

       when "100101"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"2000000000"; 

       when "100110"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"4000000000"; 

       when "100111"  => co2_ipreg_we <= X"8000000000"; 

       when others    => co2_ipreg_we <= (others => '0'); 

     end case; 

  end process; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Logic to Calculate the Intermediate product of Addition                   

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     co2_ip_acnt <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if (bmp_ipco2_sext = '1' and co2_ip_mcnt = "100111") then 

        co2_ip_acnt <= co2_ip_acnt + 1; 

      end if; 

    end if; 

    end if; 

  end process; 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     bmp_pco2ext_dn <= '0'; 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if ( co2_ip_acnt = "1001") then 

        bmp_pco2ext_dn <= '1'; 

      end if; 

    end if; 

    end if; 

  end process; 
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--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Multiplexer for Adder OperandA                                            

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process(bmp_iph_val  , co2_ip_acnt  , co2_ip_mreg59, co2_ip_areg19, 

          co2_ip_mreg22, co2_ip_mreg24, co2_ip_mreg26, co2_ip_mreg28, 

          co2_ip_mreg30, co2_ip_mreg32, co2_ip_mreg34, co2_ip_mreg36, 

          co2_ip_mreg38, co2_ip_mreg40, co2_ip_mreg42, co2_ip_mreg44, 

          co2_ip_mreg46, co2_ip_mreg48, co2_ip_mreg50, co2_ip_mreg52, 

          co2_ip_mreg54, co2_ip_mreg56) 

  begin                                 

     case (co2_ip_acnt) is              

       when "00000"  => co2_muxc_data <= bmp_iph_val; 

       when "00001"  => co2_muxc_data <= co2_ip_mreg59; 

       when "00010"  => co2_muxc_data <= co2_ip_areg19; 

       when "00011"  => co2_muxc_data <= co2_ip_mreg22; 

       when "00100"  => co2_muxc_data <= co2_ip_mreg24; 

       when "00101"  => co2_muxc_data <= co2_ip_mreg26; 

       when "00110"  => co2_muxc_data <= co2_ip_mreg28; 

       when "00111"  => co2_muxc_data <= co2_ip_mreg30; 

       when "01000"  => co2_muxc_data <= co2_ip_mreg32; 

       when "01001"  => co2_muxc_data <= co2_ip_mreg34; 

       when "01010"  => co2_muxc_data <= co2_ip_mreg36; 

       when "01011"  => co2_muxc_data <= co2_ip_mreg38; 

       when "01100"  => co2_muxc_data <= co2_ip_mreg40; 

       when "01101"  => co2_muxc_data <= co2_ip_mreg42; 

       when "01110"  => co2_muxc_data <= co2_ip_mreg44; 

       when "01111"  => co2_muxc_data <= co2_ip_mreg46; 

       when "10000"  => co2_muxc_data <= co2_ip_mreg48; 

       when "10001"  => co2_muxc_data <= co2_ip_mreg50; 

       when "10010"  => co2_muxc_data <= co2_ip_mreg52; 

       when "10011"  => co2_muxc_data <= co2_ip_mreg54; 

       when "10100"  => co2_muxc_data <= co2_ip_mreg56; 

       when others   => co2_muxc_data <= bmp_iph_val; 

     end case; 

  end process; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Multiplexer for Adder  OperandB                                           

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process(co2_one_const, co2_ip_acnt  , co2_bicarb_con, co2_ip_mreg20, 

          co2_ip_areg21, co2_ip_areg31, co2_ip_areg41 , co2_ip_areg49, 

          co2_ip_areg23, co2_ip_areg33, co2_ip_areg43 , co2_ip_areg51, 

          co2_ip_areg25, co2_ip_areg35, co2_ip_areg45 , co2_ip_areg53, 

          co2_ip_areg27, co2_ip_areg37, co2_ip_areg47 , co2_ip_areg55, 

          co2_ip_areg29, co2_ip_areg39) 

  begin                                 

     case (co2_ip_acnt) is              

       when "00000"  => co2_muxd_data <= co2_one_const; 

       when "00001"  => co2_muxd_data <= co2_bicarb_con; 

       when "00010"  => co2_muxd_data <= co2_ip_mreg20; 

       when "00011"  => co2_muxd_data <= co2_ip_areg21; 
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       when "00100"  => co2_muxd_data <= co2_ip_areg23; 

       when "00101"  => co2_muxd_data <= co2_ip_areg25; 

       when "00110"  => co2_muxd_data <= co2_ip_areg27; 

       when "00111"  => co2_muxd_data <= co2_ip_areg29; 

       when "01000"  => co2_muxd_data <= co2_ip_areg31; 

       when "01001"  => co2_muxd_data <= co2_ip_areg33; 

       when "01010"  => co2_muxd_data <= co2_ip_areg35; 

       when "01011"  => co2_muxd_data <= co2_ip_areg37; 

       when "01100"  => co2_muxd_data <= co2_ip_areg39; 

       when "01101"  => co2_muxd_data <= co2_ip_areg41; 

       when "01110"  => co2_muxd_data <= co2_ip_areg43; 

       when "01111"  => co2_muxd_data <= co2_ip_areg45; 

       when "10000"  => co2_muxd_data <= co2_ip_areg47; 

       when "10001"  => co2_muxd_data <= co2_ip_areg49; 

       when "10010"  => co2_muxd_data <= co2_ip_areg51; 

       when "10011"  => co2_muxd_data <= co2_ip_areg53; 

       when "10100"  => co2_muxd_data <= co2_ip_areg55; 

       when others   => co2_muxd_data <= co2_one_const; 

     end case; 

  end process; 

 

 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Logic to generate intermediate(addition) reg write enable signals         

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process(co2_ip_acnt) 

  begin                                 

     case (co2_ip_acnt) is              

       when "00000"  => co2_iareg_we <= "0" & X"00001"; 

       when "00001"  => co2_iareg_we <= "0" & X"00002"; 

       when "00010"  => co2_iareg_we <= "0" & X"00004"; 

       when "00011"  => co2_iareg_we <= "0" & X"00008"; 

       when "00100"  => co2_iareg_we <= "0" & X"00010"; 

       when "00101"  => co2_iareg_we <= "0" & X"00020"; 

       when "00110"  => co2_iareg_we <= "0" & X"00040"; 

       when "00111"  => co2_iareg_we <= "0" & X"00080"; 

       when "01000"  => co2_iareg_we <= "0" & X"00100"; 

       when "01001"  => co2_iareg_we <= "0" & X"00200"; 

       when "01010"  => co2_iareg_we <= "0" & X"00400"; 

       when "01011"  => co2_iareg_we <= "0" & X"00800"; 

       when "01100"  => co2_iareg_we <= "0" & X"01000"; 

       when "01101"  => co2_iareg_we <= "0" & X"02000"; 

       when "01110"  => co2_iareg_we <= "0" & X"04000"; 

       when "01111"  => co2_iareg_we <= "0" & X"08000"; 

       when "10000"  => co2_iareg_we <= "0" & X"10000"; 

       when "10001"  => co2_iareg_we <= "0" & X"20000"; 

       when "10010"  => co2_iareg_we <= "0" & X"40000"; 

       when "10011"  => co2_iareg_we <= "0" & X"80000"; 

       when "10100"  => co2_iareg_we <= "1" & X"00000"; 

       when others   => co2_iareg_we <= (others => '0'); 

     end case; 

  end process; 
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--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Store intermediate results in reg                                         

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     co2_ip_mreg59 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg0  <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg1  <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg2  <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg3  <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg4  <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg5  <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg6  <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg7  <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg8  <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg10 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg11 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg12 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg13 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg14 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg15 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg16 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg17 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg18 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg20 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg22 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg24 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg26 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg28 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg30 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg32 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg34 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg36 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg38 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg40 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg42 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg44 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg46 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg48 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg50 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg52 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg54 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_mreg56 <= (others => '0'); 

 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(0) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_mreg59 <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(1) = '1') then       

       co2_ip_mreg0  <= co2_mresult; 

      end if; 

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(2) = '1') then        

       co2_ip_mreg1  <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(3) = '1') then        
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       co2_ip_mreg2  <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(4) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_mreg3  <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(5) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_mreg4  <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(6) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_mreg5  <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(7) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_mreg6  <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(8) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_mreg7  <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(9) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_mreg8  <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(10) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_areg9  <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(11) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_mreg10 <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(12) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_mreg11 <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(13) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_mreg12 <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(14) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_mreg13 <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(15) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_mreg14 <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(16) = '1') then        

       co2_ip_mreg15 <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(17) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_mreg16 <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(18) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_mreg17 <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(19) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_mreg18 <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

--      if ( co2_ipreg_we(20) = '1') then 

--       co2_ip_areg19 <= co2_mresult; 

--      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(21) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_mreg20 <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(22) = '1') then        

       co2_ip_mreg22 <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(23) = '1') then        

       co2_ip_mreg24 <= co2_mresult; 
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      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(24) = '1') then        

       co2_ip_mreg26 <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(25) = '1') then        

       co2_ip_mreg28 <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(26) = '1') then        

       co2_ip_mreg30 <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(27) = '1') then        

       co2_ip_mreg32 <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(28) = '1') then        

       co2_ip_mreg34 <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(29) = '1') then        

       co2_ip_mreg36 <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(30) = '1') then        

       co2_ip_mreg38 <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(31) = '1') then        

       co2_ip_mreg40 <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(32) = '1') then        

       co2_ip_mreg42 <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(33) = '1') then        

       co2_ip_mreg44 <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(34) = '1') then        

       co2_ip_mreg46 <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(35) = '1') then        

       co2_ip_mreg48 <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(36) = '1') then        

       co2_ip_mreg50 <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(37) = '1') then        

       co2_ip_mreg52 <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(38) = '1') then        

       co2_ip_mreg54 <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_ipreg_we(39) = '1') then        

       co2_ip_mreg56 <= co2_mresult; 

      end if;       

    end if; 

    end if; 

  end process; 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     co2_ip_areg58 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_areg19  <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_areg21  <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_areg23  <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_areg25  <= (others => '0'); 
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     co2_ip_areg27  <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_areg29  <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_areg31 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_areg33 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_areg35 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_areg37 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_areg39 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_areg41 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_areg43 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_areg45 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_areg47 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_areg49 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_areg51 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_areg53 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_areg55 <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_ip_areg57 <= (others => '0'); 

      

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if ( co2_iareg_we(0) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_areg58 <= co2_aresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_iareg_we(1) = '1') then       

       co2_ip_areg19  <= co2_aresult; 

      end if; 

      if ( co2_iareg_we(2) = '1') then        

       co2_ip_areg21  <= co2_aresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_iareg_we(3) = '1') then        

       co2_ip_areg23  <= co2_aresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_iareg_we(4) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_areg25  <= co2_aresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_iareg_we(5) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_areg27  <= co2_aresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_iareg_we(6) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_areg29  <= co2_aresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_iareg_we(7) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_areg31  <= co2_aresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_iareg_we(8) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_areg33  <= co2_aresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_iareg_we(9) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_areg35  <= co2_aresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_iareg_we(10) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_areg37  <= co2_aresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_iareg_we(11) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_areg39 <= co2_aresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_iareg_we(12) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_areg41 <= co2_aresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_iareg_we(13) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_areg43 <= co2_aresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_iareg_we(14) = '1') then 
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       co2_ip_areg45 <= co2_aresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_iareg_we(15) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_areg47 <= co2_aresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_iareg_we(16) = '1') then        

       co2_ip_areg49 <= co2_aresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_iareg_we(17) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_areg51 <= co2_aresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_iareg_we(18) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_areg53 <= co2_aresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_iareg_we(19) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_areg55 <= co2_aresult; 

      end if;  

      if ( co2_iareg_we(20) = '1') then 

       co2_ip_areg57 <= co2_aresult; 

      end if;  

    end if; 

    end if; 

  end process; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Pipeline Mux Logic                                                        

* 

--

**********************************************************************

*******   

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     co2_muxa_data_p <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_muxb_data_p <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_muxc_data_p <= (others => '0'); 

     co2_muxd_data_p <= (others => '0');    

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

     co2_muxa_data_p <= co2_muxa_data; 

     co2_muxb_data_p <= co2_muxb_data; 

     co2_muxc_data_p <= co2_muxc_data; 

     co2_muxd_data_p <= co2_muxd_data; 

    end if; 

    end if; 

  end process;    

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* PH Extraction Block Multiplier Instantiation                              

* 

--

**********************************************************************

*******   

  co2_mul: 

    cph_analyzer_mul  

      port map( 

               hclk     => hclk, 

               hreset_n => hreset_n, 

               op_a     => co2_muxa_data_p, 
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               op_b     => co2_muxb_data_p, 

               result   => co2_mresult 

              ); 

 

  co2_add: 

    cph_analyzer_add  

      port map( 

               hclk     => hclk, 

               hreset_n => hreset_n, 

               op_a     => co2_muxc_data_p, 

               op_b     => co2_muxd_data_p, 

               result   => co2_aresult 

              ); 

 

 

end Behavioral; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* File Name  : cph_analyzer_csync.vhd                                       

* 

--* Designer   : Jaideep Chandran                                                        

* 

--* Date       : 10/03/2011                                                     

* 

--* Description:                                                              

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Include Libraries                                                         

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

library IEEE; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_ARITH.ALL; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Entity Decleration, I/O ports                                             

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

entity cph_analyzer_csync is 

    Port ( 

           hclk             : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           hreset_n         : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_cstart       : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_phcext_dn    : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_phext_dn     : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_pco2cext_dn  : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_pco2phext_dn : in  STD_LOGIC; 
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           bmp_pco2ext_dn   : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_iph_sext     : out STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_ipco2_sext   : out STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_icext_strt   : out STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_iph_ana      : out STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_ipc02_ana    : out STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_ca_dn        : out STD_LOGIC); 

 

end cph_analyzer_csync; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Main Block Logic                                                          

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

architecture Behavioral of cph_analyzer_csync is 

  Type state is (BMP_IA_START   , BMP_IPH_CEXT     , BMP_IPH_EXT, 

BMP_IPCO2_CEXT,  

                 BMP_IPCO2_PHEXT, BMP_IPCO2_PCO2EXT, BMP_IA_DN); 

  signal p_state, n_state: state; 

begin 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* State Machine Sequential Part                                             

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     p_state <= BMP_IA_START; 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

    p_state <= n_state; 

   end if; 

    end if; 

  end process; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* State Machine Combinational Part                                          

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process (bmp_cstart       , bmp_phcext_dn , bmp_phext_dn, 

bmp_pco2cext_dn , 

           bmp_pco2phext_dn , bmp_pco2ext_dn, p_state) 

  begin 

    case p_state is 

     when BMP_IA_START    => 

      if (bmp_cstart = '1') then 

        n_state <= BMP_IPH_CEXT; 

      else 

        n_state <= BMP_IA_START; 

      end if; 
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    when BMP_IPH_CEXT   => 

      if (bmp_phcext_dn = '1') then 

        n_state <= BMP_IPH_EXT; 

      else 

        n_state <= BMP_IPH_CEXT; 

      end if; 

    when BMP_IPH_EXT  => 

      if (bmp_phext_dn = '1') then 

        n_state <= BMP_IPCO2_CEXT; 

      else 

        n_state <= BMP_IPH_EXT; 

      end if; 

    when BMP_IPCO2_CEXT => 

      if (bmp_pco2cext_dn = '1') then 

        n_state <= BMP_IPCO2_PHEXT; 

      else 

        n_state <= BMP_IPCO2_CEXT; 

      end if; 

    when BMP_IPCO2_PHEXT  => 

      if (bmp_pco2phext_dn = '1') then 

        n_state <= BMP_IPCO2_PCO2EXT; 

      else 

        n_state <= BMP_IPCO2_PHEXT; 

      end if; 

    when BMP_IPCO2_PCO2EXT    => 

      if (bmp_pco2ext_dn = '1') then 

        n_state <= BMP_IA_DN; 

      else 

        n_state <= BMP_IPCO2_PCO2EXT; 

      end if; 

    when BMP_IA_DN    => 

        n_state <= BMP_IA_START; 

    when others   => n_state <= BMP_IA_START; 

   end case; 

  end process; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Output assignment for synchronization                                     

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process (p_state) 

  begin 

    case p_state is 

     when BMP_IA_START      => 

       bmp_iph_sext   <= '0'; 

       bmp_ipco2_sext <= '0'; 

       bmp_icext_strt <= '0'; 

       bmp_ca_dn      <= '0'; 

       bmp_iph_ana    <= '0'; 

       bmp_ipc02_ana  <= '0'; 

     when BMP_IPH_CEXT      => 

       bmp_iph_sext   <= '0'; 

       bmp_ipco2_sext <= '0'; 

       bmp_icext_strt <= '1'; 

       bmp_ca_dn      <= '0'; 

       bmp_iph_ana    <= '1'; 

       bmp_ipc02_ana  <= '0'; 
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     when BMP_IPH_EXT       => 

       bmp_iph_sext   <= '1'; 

       bmp_ipco2_sext <= '0'; 

       bmp_icext_strt <= '0'; 

       bmp_ca_dn      <= '0'; 

       bmp_iph_ana    <= '1'; 

       bmp_ipc02_ana  <= '0'; 

     when BMP_IPCO2_CEXT    => 

       bmp_iph_sext   <= '0'; 

       bmp_ipco2_sext <= '0'; 

       bmp_icext_strt <= '1'; 

       bmp_ca_dn      <= '0'; 

       bmp_iph_ana    <= '0'; 

       bmp_ipc02_ana  <= '1'; 

     when BMP_IPCO2_PHEXT   => 

       bmp_iph_sext   <= '1'; 

       bmp_ipco2_sext <= '0'; 

       bmp_icext_strt <= '0'; 

       bmp_ca_dn      <= '0'; 

       bmp_iph_ana    <= '0'; 

       bmp_ipc02_ana  <= '1'; 

     when BMP_IPCO2_PCO2EXT => 

       bmp_iph_sext   <= '0'; 

       bmp_ipco2_sext <= '1'; 

       bmp_icext_strt <= '0'; 

       bmp_ca_dn      <= '0'; 

       bmp_iph_ana    <= '0'; 

       bmp_ipc02_ana  <= '1'; 

     when BMP_IA_DN         => 

       bmp_iph_sext   <= '0'; 

       bmp_ipco2_sext <= '0'; 

       bmp_icext_strt <= '0'; 

       bmp_ca_dn      <= '1'; 

       bmp_iph_ana    <= '0'; 

       bmp_ipc02_ana  <= '0'; 

     when others            =>  

       bmp_iph_sext   <= '0'; 

       bmp_ipco2_sext <= '0'; 

       bmp_icext_strt <= '0'; 

       bmp_ca_dn      <= '0'; 

       bmp_iph_ana    <= '0'; 

       bmp_ipc02_ana  <= '0'; 

   end case; 

  end process; 

 

end Behavioral; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* File Name  : cph_analyzer_ctbl.vhd                                        

* 

--* Designer   : Jaideep Chandran                                                        

* 

--* Date       : 10/03/2011                                                     

* 

--* Description: BMP image Red Color Table.                                   

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 
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--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Include Libraries                                                         

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

library IEEE; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_ARITH.ALL; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Entity Decleration, I/O ports                                             

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

entity cph_analyzer_ctbl is 

    Port ( hclk            : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_ram_we      : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_ram_addr    : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

           bmp_ram_datain  : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

           bmp_ram_dataout : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0)); 

end cph_analyzer_ctbl; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Main Block Logic                                                          

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

architecture Behavioral of cph_analyzer_ctbl is 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Signal Decleration                                                        

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  type mem_ram is array (0 to 255) of STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

  signal memory : mem_ram ; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Process to write data in memory                                           

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

begin 

  process (hclk , bmp_ram_we) 
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  begin 

    if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') 

   then 

      if (bmp_ram_we = '1') 

    then 

      memory (conv_integer (bmp_ram_addr)) <= bmp_ram_datain; 

    end if; 

    end if; 

  end process; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Read data from memory                                                     

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  bmp_ram_dataout <= memory (conv_integer (bmp_ram_addr)); 

 

end Behavioral; 

 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* File Name  : cph_analyzer_ictl.vhd                                        

* 

--* Designer   : Jaideep Chandran                                                        

* 

--* Date       : 10/03/2011                                                     

* 

--* Description: BMP image color Analysis contol logic.                       

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Include Libraries                                                         

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

library IEEE; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_ARITH.ALL; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Entity Decleration, I/O ports                                             

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

entity cph_analyzer_ictl is 

    Port ( hclk            : in STD_LOGIC; 

           hreset_n        : in STD_LOGIC; 
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           bmp_msaddr_ph   : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_msaddr_co2  : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

     

           bmp_mem_data_in : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

           bmp_icext_strt  : in STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_iph_ana     : in STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_ipc02_ana   : in STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_phcext_dn   : out  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_pco2cext_dn : out  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_mem_re      : out STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_mem_addr    : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_ram_we      : out STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_ram_addr    : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

           bmp_ram_datain  : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

           bmp_strt_val    : out STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_sr_sav      : out STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_hid_reg_ph  : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (15 downto 0); 

           bmp_fs_reg_ph   : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_fhi_reg_ph  : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

           bmp_ih_reg_ph   : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_iw_reg_ph   : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_pw_reg_ph   : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

           bmp_hid_reg_co2 : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (15 downto 0); 

           bmp_fs_reg_co2  : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_fhi_reg_co2 : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

           bmp_ih_reg_co2  : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_iw_reg_co2  : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_pw_reg_co2  : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0)); 

end cph_analyzer_ictl; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Main Block Logic                                                          

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

architecture Behavioral of cph_analyzer_ictl is 

  Type state is (START, BMPFIF, BMPCTBL, BMPPDATA, BMPCDAT, BMPDN); 

  signal p_state, n_state: state; 

  signal bmp_fif_dn     : STD_LOGIC; 

  signal bmp_ctbl_dn    : STD_LOGIC; 

  signal bmp_pdat_dn    : STD_LOGIC; 

  signal bmp_ram_we_p   : STD_LOGIC; 

  signal sys_init_cnt   :STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (4  downto 0); 

  signal sys_init_addr  :STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal sys_ictbl_addr :STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal sys_ictbl_cnt  :STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7  downto 0); 

  signal bmp_pix_addr   :STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal bmp_reg_we     :STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (19 downto 0); 

  signal bmp_pcol_loc   :STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (9 downto 0); 

  signal bmp_prow_loc   :STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (10 downto 0); 

  signal bmp_mstrt_addr :STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

 

begin 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* State Machine Sequential Part                                             

* 
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--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     p_state <= START; 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

    p_state <= n_state; 

   end if; 

    end if; 

  end process; 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     bmp_mstrt_addr <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

    if (bmp_ipc02_ana = '1') then 

        bmp_mstrt_addr <= bmp_msaddr_co2; 

  else 

    bmp_mstrt_addr <= bmp_msaddr_ph; 

  end if; 

    end if; 

    end if; 

  end process;   

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* State Machine Combinational Part                                          

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process (bmp_fif_dn , bmp_ctbl_dn, bmp_pdat_dn, p_state, 

bmp_icext_strt) 

  begin 

    case p_state is 

     when START    => 

      if (bmp_icext_strt = '1') then 

        n_state <= BMPFIF; 

      else 

        n_state <= START; 

      end if; 

    when BMPFIF   => 

      if (bmp_fif_dn = '1') then 

        n_state <= BMPCTBL; 

      else 

        n_state <= BMPFIF; 

      end if; 

    when BMPCTBL  => 

      if (bmp_ctbl_dn = '1') then 

        n_state <= BMPPDATA; 

      else 

        n_state <= BMPCTBL; 

      end if; 

    when BMPPDATA => 

      if (bmp_pdat_dn = '1') then 

        n_state <= BMPCDAT; 

      else 
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        n_state <= BMPPDATA; 

      end if; 

    when BMPCDAT  => 

          n_state <= BMPDN; 

    when BMPDN    => 

        n_state <= START; 

    when others   => n_state <= START; 

   end case; 

  end process; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--*                      External Memory Address                              

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     bmp_mem_addr <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if ( p_state = BMPFIF and bmp_fif_dn = '0') then 

        bmp_mem_addr <= bmp_mstrt_addr + sys_init_addr; 

      else if ( (p_state = BMPCTBL and bmp_ctbl_dn = '0') or 

                ( p_state = BMPFIF and bmp_fif_dn = '1')) then 

        bmp_mem_addr <= bmp_mstrt_addr + sys_ictbl_addr; 

      else if (p_state = BMPPDATA or 

        (p_state = BMPCTBL and bmp_ctbl_dn = '1')) then 

      bmp_mem_addr <= bmp_mstrt_addr + bmp_pix_addr + (x"00" & "000" & 

bmp_prow_loc & bmp_pcol_loc); 

    end if; 

    end if;     

    end if; 

   end if; 

    end if; 

  end process; 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     bmp_mem_re <= '0'; 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if ( p_state = BMPFIF or p_state = BMPCTBL or p_state = 

BMPPDATA) then 

      bmp_mem_re <= '1'; 

    else 

      bmp_mem_re <= '0'; 

    end if; 

   end if; 

    end if; 

  end process; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--*                      System Initialization Phase                          

* 

--*                      ===========================                          

* 
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--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Read Values of These Register                                             

* 

--* BMPHID --> bmp_hid_reg                                                    

* 

--* BMPFS  --> bmp_fs_reg                                                     

* 

--* BMPFHI --> bmp_fhi_reg                                                    

* 

--* BMPIH  --> bmp_ih_reg                                                     

* 

--* BMPIW  --> bmp_iw_reg                                                     

* 

--* BMPPW  --> bmp_pw_reg                                                     

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

      bmp_phcext_dn   <= '0'; 

      bmp_pco2cext_dn <= '0';         

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if ( p_state = BMPCDAT and bmp_iph_ana = '1') then 

        bmp_phcext_dn<= '1'; 

  else  

    bmp_phcext_dn <= '0'; 

  end if; 

      if ( p_state = BMPCDAT and bmp_ipc02_ana = '1') then 

        bmp_pco2cext_dn <= '1'; 

  else  

    bmp_pco2cext_dn <= '0'; 

  end if;   

 

   end if; 

    end if; 

  end process; 

 

  process (p_state) 

  begin 

    case (p_state) is 

     when BMPCDAT  => bmp_sr_sav      <= '1'; 

                      bmp_strt_val    <= '0'; 

     when BMPPDATA => bmp_sr_sav   <= '0'; 

                      bmp_strt_val <= '1'; 

     when BMPDN    => bmp_sr_sav   <= '0'; 

                      bmp_strt_val <= '0';    

     

      when others  => bmp_sr_sav   <= '0'; 

                      bmp_strt_val <= '0'; 

    end case; 

  end process; 

 

  process (sys_init_cnt) 

  begin 

    case (sys_init_cnt) is 

     when "10100" => bmp_fif_dn <= '1'; 

      when others  => bmp_fif_dn <= '0'; 
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    end case; 

  end process; 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     sys_init_cnt <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if ( p_state = BMPFIF) then 

    sys_init_cnt <= sys_init_cnt + 1; 

    end if; 

   end if; 

    end if; 

  end process; 

 

  process(sys_init_cnt) 

  begin 

    case (sys_init_cnt) is 

      when "00000"  => sys_init_addr <= x"00000000"; --BMPHID 

      when "00001"  => sys_init_addr <= x"00000001"; -- 

    when "00010"  => sys_init_addr <= x"00000002"; --BMPFS 

      when "00011"  => sys_init_addr <= x"00000003"; -- 

      when "00100"  => sys_init_addr <= x"00000004"; -- 

      when "00101"  => sys_init_addr <= x"00000005"; -- 

    when "00110"  => sys_init_addr <= x"0000000A"; -- bmp_pix_addr 

      when "00111"  => sys_init_addr <= x"0000000B"; -- 

      when "01000"  => sys_init_addr <= x"0000000C"; -- 

      when "01001"  => sys_init_addr <= x"0000000D"; -- 

      when "01010"  => sys_init_addr <= x"0000000E";  -- BMPFHI 

      when "01011"  => sys_init_addr <= x"00000012";  -- BMPIH 

      when "01100"  => sys_init_addr <= x"00000013"; 

      when "01101"  => sys_init_addr <= x"00000014"; 

      when "01110"  => sys_init_addr <= x"00000015"; 

      when "01111"  => sys_init_addr <= x"00000016";  -- BMPIW 

    when "10000"  => sys_init_addr <= x"00000017"; 

      when "10001"  => sys_init_addr <= x"00000018"; 

    when "10010"  => sys_init_addr <= x"00000019"; 

    when "10011"  => sys_init_addr <= x"0000001A";    -- BMPPW 

      when others   => sys_init_addr <= x"00000000"; 

    end case; 

  end process; 

 

  process(hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     bmp_reg_we <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      case (sys_init_cnt) is 

        when "00000" => bmp_reg_we <= x"00001"; --BMPHID 

        when "00001" => bmp_reg_we <= x"00002"; -- 

        when "00010" => bmp_reg_we <= x"00004"; --BMPFS 

        when "00011" => bmp_reg_we <= x"00008"; -- 

        when "00100" => bmp_reg_we <= x"00010"; -- 

        when "00101" => bmp_reg_we <= x"00020"; -- 

        when "00110" => bmp_reg_we <= x"00040"; -- bmp_pix_addr 

        when "00111" => bmp_reg_we <= x"00080"; 

        when "01000" => bmp_reg_we <= x"00100"; 

        when "01001" => bmp_reg_we <= x"00200"; 

        when "01010" => bmp_reg_we <= x"00400"; -- BMPFHI 

        when "01011" => bmp_reg_we <= x"00800"; -- BMPIH 

        when "01100" => bmp_reg_we <= x"01000"; 
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        when "01101" => bmp_reg_we <= x"02000"; 

        when "01110" => bmp_reg_we <= x"04000"; 

        when "01111" => bmp_reg_we <= x"08000"; -- BMPIW 

      when "10000" => bmp_reg_we <= x"10000"; 

        when "10001" => bmp_reg_we <= x"20000"; 

      when "10010" => bmp_reg_we <= x"40000"; 

      when "10011" => bmp_reg_we <= x"80000"; -- BMPPW 

        when others  => bmp_reg_we <= x"00000"; 

      end case; 

  end if; 

   end if; 

  end process; 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     bmp_hid_reg_ph <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if (bmp_reg_we(0) = '1' and bmp_iph_ana = '1') then 

      bmp_hid_reg_ph (7 downto 0) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

    end if; 

      if (bmp_reg_we(1) = '1' and bmp_iph_ana = '1') then 

      bmp_hid_reg_ph (15 downto 8) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

     end if; 

    end if; 

   end if; 

  end process; 

 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     bmp_fs_reg_ph <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if (bmp_reg_we(2) = '1' and bmp_iph_ana = '1') then 

      bmp_fs_reg_ph (7 downto 0) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

    end if; 

      if (bmp_reg_we(3) = '1' and bmp_iph_ana = '1') then 

      bmp_fs_reg_ph (15 downto 8) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

     end if; 

      if (bmp_reg_we(4) = '1' and bmp_iph_ana = '1') then 

      bmp_fs_reg_ph (23 downto 16) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

    end if; 

      if (bmp_reg_we(5) = '1' and bmp_iph_ana = '1') then 

      bmp_fs_reg_ph (31 downto 24) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

     end if; 

    end if; 

   end if; 

  end process; 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     bmp_pix_addr <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if (bmp_reg_we(6) = '1') then 

      bmp_pix_addr(7 downto 0) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

    end if; 

      if (bmp_reg_we(7) = '1') then 

      bmp_pix_addr(15 downto 8) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

     end if; 
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      if (bmp_reg_we(8) = '1') then 

      bmp_pix_addr(23 downto 16) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

    end if; 

      if (bmp_reg_we(9) = '1') then 

      bmp_pix_addr(31 downto 24) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

     end if; 

    end if; 

   end if; 

  end process; 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     bmp_fhi_reg_ph <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if (bmp_reg_we(10) = '1' and bmp_iph_ana = '1') then 

      bmp_fhi_reg_ph (7 downto 0) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

    end if; 

    end if; 

   end if; 

  end process; 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     bmp_ih_reg_ph <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if (bmp_reg_we(11) = '1' and bmp_iph_ana = '1') then 

      bmp_ih_reg_ph (7 downto 0) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

    end if; 

      if (bmp_reg_we(12) = '1' and bmp_iph_ana = '1') then 

      bmp_ih_reg_ph (15 downto 8) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

     end if; 

      if (bmp_reg_we(13) = '1' and bmp_iph_ana = '1') then 

      bmp_ih_reg_ph (23 downto 16) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

    end if; 

      if (bmp_reg_we(14) = '1' and bmp_iph_ana = '1') then 

      bmp_ih_reg_ph (31 downto 24) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

     end if; 

    end if; 

   end if; 

  end process; 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     bmp_iw_reg_ph <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if (bmp_reg_we(15) = '1' and bmp_iph_ana = '1') then 

      bmp_iw_reg_ph (7 downto 0) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

    end if; 

      if (bmp_reg_we(16) = '1' and bmp_iph_ana = '1') then 

      bmp_iw_reg_ph (15 downto 8) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

     end if; 

      if (bmp_reg_we(17) = '1' and bmp_iph_ana = '1') then 

      bmp_iw_reg_ph (23 downto 16) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

    end if; 

      if (bmp_reg_we(18) = '1' and bmp_iph_ana = '1') then 

      bmp_iw_reg_ph (31 downto 24) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

     end if; 

    end if; 
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   end if; 

  end process; 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     bmp_pw_reg_ph <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if (bmp_reg_we(19) = '1' and bmp_iph_ana = '1') then 

      bmp_pw_reg_ph (7 downto 0) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

    end if; 

    end if; 

   end if; 

  end process; 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     bmp_hid_reg_co2 <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if (bmp_reg_we(0) = '1' and bmp_ipc02_ana = '1') then 

      bmp_hid_reg_co2 (7 downto 0) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

    end if; 

      if (bmp_reg_we(1) = '1' and bmp_ipc02_ana = '1') then 

      bmp_hid_reg_co2 (15 downto 8) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

     end if; 

    end if; 

   end if; 

  end process; 

 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     bmp_fs_reg_co2 <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if (bmp_reg_we(2) = '1' and bmp_ipc02_ana = '1') then 

      bmp_fs_reg_co2 (7 downto 0) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

    end if; 

      if (bmp_reg_we(3) = '1' and bmp_ipc02_ana = '1') then 

      bmp_fs_reg_co2 (15 downto 8) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

     end if; 

      if (bmp_reg_we(4) = '1' and bmp_ipc02_ana = '1') then 

      bmp_fs_reg_co2 (23 downto 16) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

    end if; 

      if (bmp_reg_we(5) = '1' and bmp_ipc02_ana = '1') then 

      bmp_fs_reg_co2 (31 downto 24) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

     end if; 

    end if; 

   end if; 

  end process; 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     bmp_fhi_reg_co2 <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if (bmp_reg_we(10) = '1' and bmp_ipc02_ana = '1') then 

      bmp_fhi_reg_co2 (7 downto 0) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

    end if; 

    end if; 
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   end if; 

  end process; 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     bmp_ih_reg_co2 <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if (bmp_reg_we(11) = '1' and bmp_ipc02_ana = '1') then 

      bmp_ih_reg_co2 (7 downto 0) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

    end if; 

      if (bmp_reg_we(12) = '1' and bmp_ipc02_ana = '1') then 

      bmp_ih_reg_co2 (15 downto 8) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

     end if; 

      if (bmp_reg_we(13) = '1' and bmp_ipc02_ana = '1') then 

      bmp_ih_reg_co2 (23 downto 16) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

    end if; 

      if (bmp_reg_we(14) = '1' and bmp_ipc02_ana = '1') then 

      bmp_ih_reg_co2 (31 downto 24) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

     end if; 

    end if; 

   end if; 

  end process; 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     bmp_iw_reg_co2 <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if (bmp_reg_we(15) = '1' and bmp_ipc02_ana = '1') then 

      bmp_iw_reg_co2 (7 downto 0) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

    end if; 

      if (bmp_reg_we(16) = '1' and bmp_ipc02_ana = '1') then 

      bmp_iw_reg_co2 (15 downto 8) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

     end if; 

      if (bmp_reg_we(17) = '1' and bmp_ipc02_ana = '1') then 

      bmp_iw_reg_co2 (23 downto 16) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

    end if; 

      if (bmp_reg_we(18) = '1' and bmp_ipc02_ana = '1') then 

      bmp_iw_reg_co2 (31 downto 24) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

     end if; 

    end if; 

   end if; 

  end process; 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     bmp_pw_reg_co2 <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if (bmp_reg_we(19) = '1' and bmp_ipc02_ana = '1') then 

      bmp_pw_reg_co2 (7 downto 0) <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

    end if; 

    end if; 

   end if; 

  end process; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 
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--*                      System Initialization Phase                          

* 

--*                      ===========================                          

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Read Colour Table Values From BMP File and Save in Colour Table 

RAM       * 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  bmp_ram_we      <= bmp_ram_we_p; 

  bmp_ram_datain  <= bmp_mem_data_in; 

 

   

  process (sys_ictbl_cnt , bmp_mem_data_in, p_state) 

  begin 

    case p_state is 

      when BMPCTBL  => 

        bmp_ram_addr    <= sys_ictbl_cnt; 

      when BMPPDATA => 

        bmp_ram_addr    <= bmp_mem_data_in;     

      when BMPCDAT  => 

        bmp_ram_addr    <= bmp_mem_data_in;     

      when others   =>  

        bmp_ram_addr    <= (others => '0');     

    end case; 

  end process; 

 

  process (sys_ictbl_cnt) 

  begin 

    case (sys_ictbl_cnt) is 

     when "00000000" => bmp_ctbl_dn <= '1'; 

      when others     => bmp_ctbl_dn <= '0'; 

    end case; 

  end process; 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     bmp_ram_we_p <= '0'; 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if ( p_state = BMPFIF and bmp_fif_dn = '1') then 

      bmp_ram_we_p <= '1'; 

    end if; 

      if ( p_state = BMPCTBL and bmp_ctbl_dn = '1') then 

      bmp_ram_we_p <= '0'; 

    end if; 

   end if; 

    end if; 

  end process; 

 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     sys_ictbl_cnt <= (others => '1'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if ( p_state = BMPFIF and bmp_fif_dn = '1') then 

    sys_ictbl_cnt <= (others => '1'); 
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    end if; 

      if ( p_state = BMPCTBL) then 

    sys_ictbl_cnt <= sys_ictbl_cnt - 1; 

    end if; 

   end if; 

    end if; 

  end process; 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     sys_ictbl_addr <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if (p_state = BMPFIF) then 

      sys_ictbl_addr <= bmp_pix_addr - 4; 

    end if; 

      if (p_state = BMPCTBL or (p_state = BMPFIF and bmp_fif_dn = 

'1')) then 

      sys_ictbl_addr <= sys_ictbl_addr - 4; 

    end if; 

   end if; 

    end if; 

  end process; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--*                      Normal Mode Operation                                

* 

--*                      ======================                               

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Read Pixel Data Value from BMP File and calculate the sum of all 

pixel    * 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process (bmp_pcol_loc, bmp_prow_loc) 

  begin 

    if (bmp_prow_loc = "01011100100" and bmp_pcol_loc = "1001100100") 

then 

     bmp_pdat_dn <= '1'; 

   else 

     bmp_pdat_dn <= '0'; 

    end if; 

  end process; 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     bmp_pcol_loc <= "0110011100"; --// (412)d = (19C)H 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

        if ((p_state = BMPPDATA and bmp_pcol_loc < "1001100100") or  

            (p_state = BMPCTBL and bmp_ctbl_dn = '1')          )then 

          bmp_pcol_loc <= bmp_pcol_loc + 1; 

        else if (p_state = BMPPDATA and bmp_pcol_loc = "1001100100") 

then 

          bmp_pcol_loc <= "0110011100"; 

        else if (p_state = BMPDN) then 
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          bmp_pcol_loc <= "0110011100"; 

        end if; 

        end if; 

        end if; 

   end if; 

   end if; 

  end process; 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     bmp_prow_loc <= "01000011100"; --// (540)d = (21C)H 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if (p_state = BMPPDATA and bmp_pcol_loc = "1001100100") then 

      bmp_prow_loc <= bmp_prow_loc + 1; 

    end if; 

      if (p_state = BMPDN) then 

      bmp_prow_loc <= "01000011100"; 

    end if; 

   end if; 

    end if; 

  end process; 

 

end Behavioral; 

 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* File Name  : cph_analyzer_mul.vhd                                         

* 

--* Designer   : Jaideep Chandran                                                        

* 

--* Date       : 10/03/2011                                                     

* 

--* Description: Floating Point Multiplier.                                   

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Include Libraries                                                         

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

library IEEE; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_ARITH.ALL; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Entity Decleration, I/O ports                                             

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 
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entity cph_analyzer_mul is 

  port ( 

        hclk     : in std_logic; 

    hreset_n : in std_logic; 

    op_a     : in std_logic_vector(31 downto 0); 

    op_b     : in std_logic_vector(31 downto 0); 

    result   : out std_logic_vector(31 downto 0)); 

end cph_analyzer_mul; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Main Block Logic                                                          

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

architecture Behavioral of cph_analyzer_mul is 

 

signal x_man,y_man: std_logic_vector(23 downto 0); 

signal z_man : std_logic_vector(22 downto 0); 

--signal z_man1 : std_logic_vector(23 downto 0); 

signal prod : std_logic_vector(47 downto 0); 

signal shift : std_logic_vector(1 downto 0); 

signal x_exp,y_exp,z_exp : std_logic_vector(7 downto 0); 

signal x0,y0,x_sign,y_sign,z_sign : std_logic; 

--constant f0 : std_logic_vector(31 downto 0) : = "1 

begin 

x_sign <= op_a(31); 

y_sign <= op_b(31); 

x_exp <=  op_a(30 downto 23); 

y_exp <=  op_b(30 downto 23); 

x_man <= '1' & op_a(22 downto 0); 

y_man <= '1' & op_b(22 downto 0); 

 

      

 

P1:process(op_a,op_b,hclk,hreset_n,z_man) 

variable z_exp1,z_exp2,z_exp3 : std_logic_vector(8 downto 0); 

--variable exp_ovf,exp_undf: std_logic; 

constant sub : std_logic_vector(7 downto 0) := "01111111"; 

 

begin  

if hreset_n = '0' then 

result <= (others => '0'); 

elsif (hclk'event and hclk ='1') then 

z_exp1 := unsigned('0' & x_exp)+ unsigned('0' & y_exp); 

z_exp2 := unsigned(z_exp1) + unsigned("000000" & shift); 

z_exp3 := unsigned(z_exp2) - unsigned(sub); 

z_sign <= x_sign xor y_sign; 

prod <= (x_man) * (y_man); 

if prod(47) = '1' then 

  shift <= "01" ; 

else    

  shift <= "00" ; 

end if ;  

if shift = "01" then  

z_man <= prod(46 downto 24);  

else 

z_man <= prod(45 downto 23); 

end if; 
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--z_man <= z_man1(22 downto 0); 

result <= z_sign & z_exp3(7 downto 0) & z_man; 

end if; 

end process; 

 

end Behavioral; 

 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* File Name  : cph_analyzer_phcal.vhd                                       

* 

--* Designer   : Jaideep Chandran                                                        

* 

--* Date       : 10/03/2011                                                     

* 

--* Description:                                                              

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Include Libraries                                                         

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

library IEEE; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_ARITH.ALL; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Entity Decleration, I/O ports                                             

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

entity cph_analyzer_phcal is 

    Port ( 

           hclk             : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           hreset_n         : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_iph_ana      : in STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_ipc02_ana    : in STD_LOGIC;      

           bmp_iph_sext     : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_red_mv       : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_red_mf       : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_phext_dn     : out STD_LOGIC; 

     bmp_pco2phext_dn : out STD_LOGIC; 

           cph_ph_val       : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_iph_val      : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0)); 

 

 

end cph_analyzer_phcal; 
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--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Main Block Logic                                                          

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

architecture Behavioral of cph_analyzer_phcal is 

 

  signal ph_cred_val  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal ph_ip_mreg0  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal ph_ip_mreg1  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal ph_ip_mreg2  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal ph_ip_mreg3  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal ph_ip_mreg4  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal ph_ip_mreg5  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal ph_ip_mreg6  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal ph_ip_mreg7  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal ph_ip_mreg8  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal ph_ip_areg9  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal ph_ip_areg10 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal ph_ip_areg11 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal ph_ip_areg12 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal ph_ip_areg13 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal ph_const_a   : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);  

  signal ph_const_b   : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal ph_const_c   : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal ph_const_d   : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal ph_const_e   : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);  

  signal ph_const_f   : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);    

  signal ph_ip_mcnt   : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (3 downto 0); 

  signal ph_ip_acnt   : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (2 downto 0);   

  signal ph_mresult   : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);  

  signal ph_aresult   : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);  

  signal ph_muxa_data : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);  

  signal ph_muxb_data : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal ph_muxc_data : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal ph_muxd_data : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);     

  signal ph_muxa_sel  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (2 downto 0);   

  signal ph_muxb_sel  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (2 downto 0);  

  signal ph_ipreg_we  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (9 downto 0);   

  signal ph_ipareg_we : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (4 downto 0);  

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Pipeline Register                                                         

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

 

  signal ph_muxa_data_p : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);  

  signal ph_muxb_data_p : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal ph_muxc_data_p : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal ph_muxd_data_p : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);  

   

--

**********************************************************************

******* 
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--* Component Decleration                                                     

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  component cph_analyzer_add is 

    port ( 

          hclk     : in STD_LOGIC; 

          hreset_n : in STD_LOGIC; 

          op_a     : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

          op_b     : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

          result   : out std_logic_vector(31 downto 0)); 

  end component; 

 

  component cph_analyzer_mul is 

    port ( 

          hclk     : in STD_LOGIC; 

          hreset_n : in STD_LOGIC; 

          op_a     : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

          op_b     : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

          result   : out std_logic_vector(31 downto 0)); 

  end component;   

 

begin 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Constant values used in equations calculation                             

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  ph_const_a  <= "11000001111011000110111010011000"; -- -29.554 

  ph_const_b  <= "01000010100110001111000110101010"; --  76.472 

  ph_const_c  <= "11000010100100110111111011111010"; -- -73.48 

  ph_const_d  <= "01000010000000010111101011100001"; --  32.37 

  ph_const_e  <= "11000000111100010100111111011111"; -- -07.541 

  ph_const_f  <= "01000000111111001000000101101111"; --  07.8908 

  cph_ph_val  <= ph_ip_areg13; 

  bmp_iph_val <= ph_ip_areg13; 

   

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Logic to Calculate the Intermediate product of multiplication             

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     ph_ip_mcnt <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if ( bmp_iph_sext = '1' and ph_ip_mcnt < "1001") then 

        ph_ip_mcnt <= ph_ip_mcnt + 1; 

      else if ( bmp_iph_sext = '1' and ph_ip_mcnt = "1001") then 

        ph_ip_mcnt <= ph_ip_mcnt; 

      else  

        ph_ip_mcnt <= (others => '0'); 

      end if; 
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      end if; 

    end if; 

    end if; 

  end process; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Multiplexer                                                               

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process(ph_ip_mcnt) 

  begin 

     case (ph_ip_mcnt) is 

       when "0000"  => ph_muxa_sel <= "000"; 

       when "0001"  => ph_muxa_sel <= "001"; 

       when "0010"  => ph_muxa_sel <= "010"; 

       when "0011"  => ph_muxa_sel <= "011"; 

       when "0100"  => ph_muxa_sel <= "100"; 

       when "0101"  => ph_muxa_sel <= "101"; 

       when "0110"  => ph_muxa_sel <= "110"; 

       when "0111"  => ph_muxa_sel <= "100"; 

       when "1000"  => ph_muxa_sel <= "011"; 

       when "1001"  => ph_muxa_sel <= "010"; 

       when others  => ph_muxa_sel <= (others => '0'); 

     end case; 

  end process; 

 

  process(ph_ip_mcnt) 

  begin 

     case (ph_ip_mcnt) is 

       when "0000"  => ph_muxb_sel <= "000"; 

       when "0001"  => ph_muxb_sel <= "001"; 

       when "0010"  => ph_muxb_sel <= "001"; 

       when "0011"  => ph_muxb_sel <= "001"; 

       when "0100"  => ph_muxb_sel <= "001"; 

       when "0101"  => ph_muxb_sel <= "010"; 

       when "0110"  => ph_muxb_sel <= "011"; 

       when "0111"  => ph_muxb_sel <= "100"; 

       when "1000"  => ph_muxb_sel <= "101"; 

       when "1001"  => ph_muxb_sel <= "110"; 

       when others  => ph_muxb_sel <= (others => '0'); 

     end case; 

  end process; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Multiplexer for Multiplier OperandA                                       

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process(bmp_red_mv   , ph_cred_val , ph_ip_mreg0 , ph_ip_mreg1 ,  

          ph_ip_mreg2  , ph_ip_mreg3 , ph_ip_mreg4 , ph_muxa_sel) 

  begin 

     case (ph_muxa_sel) is 

       when "000"  => ph_muxa_data <= bmp_red_mv; 

       when "001"  => ph_muxa_data <= ph_cred_val; 
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       when "010"  => ph_muxa_data <= ph_ip_mreg0; 

       when "011"  => ph_muxa_data <= ph_ip_mreg1; 

       when "100"  => ph_muxa_data <= ph_ip_mreg2; 

       when "101"  => ph_muxa_data <= ph_ip_mreg3; 

       when "110"  => ph_muxa_data <= ph_ip_mreg4; 

       when others => ph_muxa_data <= ph_cred_val; 

     end case; 

  end process; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Multiplexer for Multiplier OperandB                                       

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process(bmp_red_mf  , ph_cred_val , ph_const_a , ph_const_b ,  

          ph_const_c  , ph_const_d  , ph_const_e , ph_muxb_sel) 

  begin 

     case (ph_muxb_sel) is 

       when "000"  => ph_muxb_data <= bmp_red_mf; 

       when "001"  => ph_muxb_data <= ph_cred_val; 

       when "010"  => ph_muxb_data <= ph_const_a; 

       when "011"  => ph_muxb_data <= ph_const_b; 

       when "100"  => ph_muxb_data <= ph_const_c; 

       when "101"  => ph_muxb_data <= ph_const_d; 

       when "110"  => ph_muxb_data <= ph_const_e; 

       when others => ph_muxb_data <= ph_cred_val; 

     end case; 

  end process; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Logic to generate intermediate(multiplication) reg write enable 

signals   * 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process(ph_ip_mcnt) 

  begin 

     case (ph_ip_mcnt) is 

       when "0000"  => ph_ipreg_we <= "0000000001"; 

       when "0001"  => ph_ipreg_we <= "0000000010"; 

       when "0010"  => ph_ipreg_we <= "0000000100"; 

       when "0011"  => ph_ipreg_we <= "0000001000"; 

       when "0100"  => ph_ipreg_we <= "0000010000"; 

       when "0101"  => ph_ipreg_we <= "0000100000"; 

       when "0110"  => ph_ipreg_we <= "0001000000"; 

       when "0111"  => ph_ipreg_we <= "0010000000"; 

       when "1000"  => ph_ipreg_we <= "0100000000"; 

       when "1001"  => ph_ipreg_we <= "1000000000"; 

       when others  => ph_ipreg_we <= (others => '0'); 

     end case; 

  end process; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 
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--* Logic to Calculate the Intermediate product of Addition                   

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     ph_ip_acnt <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if ( bmp_iph_sext = '1' and ph_ip_mcnt = "1001") then 

        ph_ip_acnt <= ph_ip_acnt + 1; 

      end if; 

    end if; 

    end if; 

  end process; 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     bmp_phext_dn     <= '0'; 

   bmp_pco2phext_dn <= '0'; 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if (ph_ip_acnt = "1001" and bmp_iph_ana = '1') then 

        bmp_phext_dn <= '1'; 

  else 

        bmp_phext_dn <= '0';   

      end if; 

      if (ph_ip_acnt = "1001" and bmp_ipc02_ana = '1') then 

        bmp_pco2phext_dn <= '1'; 

  else 

        bmp_pco2phext_dn <= '0';   

      end if;   

    end if; 

    end if; 

  end process; 

   

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Multiplexer for Adder OperandA                                            

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process(ph_const_f   , ph_ip_mreg6  , ph_ip_mreg4 ,  

          ph_ip_areg11 , ph_ip_areg12 , ph_ip_acnt) 

  begin 

     case (ph_ip_acnt) is 

       when "000"  => ph_muxc_data <= ph_const_f; 

       when "001"  => ph_muxc_data <= ph_ip_mreg6; 

       when "010"  => ph_muxc_data <= ph_ip_mreg4; 

       when "011"  => ph_muxc_data <= ph_ip_areg11; 

       when "100"  => ph_muxc_data <= ph_ip_areg12; 

       when others => ph_muxc_data <= ph_const_f; 

     end case; 

  end process; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 
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--* Multiplexer for Adder  OperandB                                           

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process(ph_ip_areg10 , ph_ip_mreg8 , ph_ip_mreg7 , ph_ip_mreg5 ,  

          ph_ip_areg9  , ph_ip_acnt) 

  begin 

     case (ph_ip_acnt) is 

       when "000"  => ph_muxd_data <= ph_ip_mreg8; 

       when "001"  => ph_muxd_data <= ph_ip_mreg7; 

       when "010"  => ph_muxd_data <= ph_ip_mreg5; 

       when "011"  => ph_muxd_data <= ph_ip_areg10; 

       when "100"  => ph_muxd_data <= ph_ip_areg9; 

       when others => ph_muxd_data <= ph_ip_mreg8; 

     end case; 

  end process; 

 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Logic to generate intermediate(addition) reg write enable signals         

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process(ph_ip_acnt) 

  begin 

     case (ph_ip_acnt) is 

       when "000"   => ph_ipareg_we <= "00001"; 

       when "001"   => ph_ipareg_we <= "00010"; 

       when "010"   => ph_ipareg_we <= "00100"; 

       when "011"   => ph_ipareg_we <= "01000"; 

       when "100"   => ph_ipareg_we <= "10000"; 

       when others  => ph_ipareg_we <= (others => '0'); 

     end case; 

  end process;   

   

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Store intermediate results in reg                                         

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     ph_cred_val <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if ( ph_ipreg_we(0) = '1') then 

        ph_cred_val <= ph_mresult; 

      end if; 

    end if; 

    end if; 

  end process; 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 
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    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     ph_ip_mreg0 <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if ( ph_ipreg_we(1) = '1') then 

        ph_ip_mreg0 <= ph_mresult; 

      end if; 

    end if; 

    end if; 

  end process; 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     ph_ip_mreg1 <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if ( ph_ipreg_we(2) = '1') then 

        ph_ip_mreg1 <= ph_mresult; 

      end if; 

    end if; 

    end if; 

  end process; 

   

   process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     ph_ip_mreg2 <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if ( ph_ipreg_we(3) = '1') then 

        ph_ip_mreg2 <= ph_mresult; 

      end if; 

    end if; 

    end if; 

  end process; 

 

   process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     ph_ip_mreg3 <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if ( ph_ipreg_we(4) = '1') then 

        ph_ip_mreg3 <= ph_mresult; 

      end if; 

    end if; 

    end if; 

  end process; 

 

   process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     ph_ip_mreg4 <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if ( ph_ipreg_we(5) = '1') then 

        ph_ip_mreg4 <= ph_mresult; 

      end if; 

    end if; 

    end if; 

  end process; 

   

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 
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     ph_ip_mreg5 <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if ( ph_ipreg_we(6) = '1') then 

        ph_ip_mreg5 <= ph_mresult; 

      end if; 

    end if; 

    end if; 

  end process; 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     ph_ip_mreg6 <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if ( ph_ipreg_we(7) = '1') then 

        ph_ip_mreg6 <= ph_mresult; 

      end if; 

    end if; 

    end if; 

  end process; 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     ph_ip_mreg7 <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if ( ph_ipreg_we(8) = '1') then 

        ph_ip_mreg7 <= ph_mresult; 

      end if; 

    end if; 

    end if; 

  end process; 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     ph_ip_mreg8 <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if ( ph_ipreg_we(9) = '1') then 

        ph_ip_mreg8 <= ph_mresult; 

      end if; 

    end if; 

    end if; 

  end process; 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     ph_ip_areg9 <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if ( ph_ipareg_we(0) = '1') then 

        ph_ip_areg9 <= ph_aresult; 

      end if; 

    end if; 

    end if; 

  end process;   

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     ph_ip_areg10 <= (others => '0'); 
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    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if ( ph_ipareg_we(1) = '1') then 

        ph_ip_areg10 <= ph_aresult; 

      end if; 

    end if; 

    end if; 

  end process;   

   

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     ph_ip_areg11 <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if ( ph_ipareg_we(2) = '1') then 

        ph_ip_areg11 <= ph_aresult; 

      end if; 

    end if; 

    end if; 

  end process; 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     ph_ip_areg12 <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if ( ph_ipareg_we(3) = '1') then 

        ph_ip_areg12 <= ph_aresult; 

      end if; 

    end if; 

    end if; 

  end process;   

   

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     ph_ip_areg13 <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if ( ph_ipareg_we(4) = '1') then 

        ph_ip_areg13 <= ph_aresult; 

      end if; 

    end if; 

    end if; 

  end process;  

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Pipeline Mux Logic                                                        

* 

--

**********************************************************************

*******   

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     ph_muxa_data_p <= (others => '0'); 

     ph_muxb_data_p <= (others => '0'); 

     ph_muxc_data_p <= (others => '0'); 

     ph_muxd_data_p <= (others => '0');    

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

     ph_muxa_data_p <= ph_muxa_data; 

     ph_muxb_data_p <= ph_muxb_data; 
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     ph_muxc_data_p <= ph_muxc_data; 

     ph_muxd_data_p <= ph_muxd_data; 

    end if; 

    end if; 

  end process;   

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* PH Extraction Block Multiplier Instantiation                              

* 

--

**********************************************************************

*******   

  ph_mul: 

    cph_analyzer_mul  

      port map( 

               hclk     => hclk, 

               hreset_n => hreset_n, 

               op_a     => ph_muxa_data_p, 

               op_b     => ph_muxb_data_p, 

               result   => ph_mresult 

              ); 

 

  ph_add: 

    cph_analyzer_add  

      port map( 

               hclk     => hclk, 

               hreset_n => hreset_n, 

               op_a     => ph_muxc_data_p, 

               op_b     => ph_muxd_data_p, 

               result   => ph_aresult 

              ); 

 

 

end Behavioral; 

 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* File Name  : cph_analyzer_reg.vhd                                         

* 

--* Designer   : Jaideep Chandran                                                        

* 

--* Date       : 10/03/2011                                                     

* 

--* Description: BMP image color Analysis register Interface unit.            

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Include Libraries                                                         

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

library IEEE; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL; 
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use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_ARITH.ALL; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Entity Decleration, I/O ports                                             

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

entity cph_analyzer_reg is 

    Port ( 

           hclk            : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           hreset_n        : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           haddr_s         : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           hwdata_s        : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           htrans_s        : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (1 downto 0); 

           hsel_s          : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           hsize_s         : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (2 downto 0); 

           hready_in       : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           hwrite_s        : in  STD_LOGIC;  

           bmp_ca_dn       : in  STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_hid_reg_ph  : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (15 downto 0); 

           bmp_fs_reg_ph   : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_fhi_reg_ph  : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

           bmp_ih_reg_ph   : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_iw_reg_ph   : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_pw_reg_ph   : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

           bmp_hid_reg_co2 : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (15 downto 0); 

           bmp_fs_reg_co2  : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_fhi_reg_co2 : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

           bmp_ih_reg_co2  : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_iw_reg_co2  : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_pw_reg_co2  : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

           cph_ph_val      : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           cph_co2_val     : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_cstart      : out STD_LOGIC; 

           bmp_msaddr_ph   : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           bmp_msaddr_co2  : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

           hready_out      : out STD_LOGIC; 

           hresp_s         : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (1 downto 0); 

           hrdata_s        : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0)); 

 

end cph_analyzer_reg; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Main Block Logic                                                          

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

architecture Behavioral of cph_analyzer_reg is 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Register Decleration                                                      

* 
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--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  signal bmp_ma_reg_ph  : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal bmp_ma_reg_co2 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);   

  signal bmp_c_reg      : STD_LOGIC; 

  signal bmp_ir_reg     : STD_LOGIC; 

  signal hready_p1      : STD_LOGIC; 

  signal hready_p2      : STD_LOGIC;   

  signal bmp_reg_addr   : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (4 downto 0); 

  signal bmp_rd_data    : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0); 

  signal reg_dcd        : BIT_VECTOR (3 downto 0); 

 

begin 

  bmp_reg_addr   <= haddr_s(6 downto 2); 

  bmp_msaddr_ph  <= bmp_ma_reg_ph; 

  bmp_msaddr_co2 <= bmp_ma_reg_co2; 

  hresp_s        <= "00"; 

  hready_out     <=  hready_p2; 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Address Decoder                                                           

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process(bmp_reg_addr) 

  begin 

     case (bmp_reg_addr) is 

       when "00110"  => reg_dcd <= "0001"; 

       when "01101"  => reg_dcd <= "0010"; 

       when "01110"  => reg_dcd <= "0100"; 

       when "01111"  => reg_dcd <= "1000"; 

       when others   => reg_dcd <= (others => '0'); 

     end case; 

  end process; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Generating signal for hready_s signal                                     

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     hready_p1 <= '0'; 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if (hready_in = '1') then 

        hready_p1 <= '1'; 

      end if; 

    end if; 

   end if; 

  end process; 

   

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 
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     hready_p2 <= '0'; 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if (hready_in = '1' and hready_p1 = '0') then 

        hready_p2 <= '1'; 

      end if; 

    end if; 

   end if; 

  end process;   

   

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Generating Write enable signal from controller side                       

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     bmp_ma_reg_ph <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if (hwrite_s = '0' and hsel_s = '1' and reg_dcd(0) = '1') then 

      bmp_ma_reg_ph <= hwdata_s; 

     end if; 

    end if; 

   end if; 

  end process; 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     bmp_ma_reg_co2 <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if (hwrite_s = '0' and hsel_s = '1' and reg_dcd(1) = '1') then 

      bmp_ma_reg_co2 <= hwdata_s; 

     end if; 

    end if; 

   end if; 

  end process; 

 

  bmp_cstart <= bmp_c_reg; 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     bmp_c_reg <= '0'; 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if (hwrite_s = '0' and hsel_s = '1'  and reg_dcd(2) = '1') then 

      bmp_c_reg <= hwdata_s(0); 

    else if (bmp_ca_dn = '1') then 

      bmp_c_reg <= '0'; 

      end if; 

     end if; 

    end if; 

   end if; 

  end process; 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 
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     bmp_ir_reg <= '0'; 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if (hwrite_s = '0' and hsel_s = '1' and reg_dcd(3) = '1' and 

hwdata_s(0) = '1') then 

      bmp_ir_reg <= '0'; 

    else if (bmp_ca_dn = '1') then 

      bmp_ir_reg <= '1'; 

      end if; 

     end if; 

    end if; 

   end if; 

  end process; 

 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

--* Multiplexer                                                               

* 

--

**********************************************************************

******* 

  process(bmp_reg_addr   , bmp_hid_reg_ph , bmp_fs_reg_ph  , 

bmp_fhi_reg_ph ,  

          bmp_ih_reg_ph  , bmp_iw_reg_ph  , bmp_pw_reg_ph  , 

bmp_ma_reg_ph  , 

          bmp_hid_reg_co2, bmp_fs_reg_co2 , bmp_fhi_reg_co2, 

bmp_ih_reg_co2 , 

          bmp_iw_reg_co2 , bmp_pw_reg_co2 , bmp_ma_reg_co2 , bmp_c_reg      

, 

          bmp_ir_reg     , cph_ph_val     , cph_co2_val) 

  begin 

     case (bmp_reg_addr) is 

       when "00000"  => bmp_rd_data <= x"0000" & bmp_hid_reg_ph; 

       when "00001"  => bmp_rd_data <= bmp_fs_reg_ph; 

       when "00010"  => bmp_rd_data <= x"000000" & bmp_fhi_reg_ph; 

       when "00011"  => bmp_rd_data <= bmp_ih_reg_ph; 

       when "00100"  => bmp_rd_data <= bmp_iw_reg_ph; 

       when "00101"  => bmp_rd_data <= x"000000" & bmp_pw_reg_ph; 

       when "00110"  => bmp_rd_data <= bmp_ma_reg_ph; 

       when "00111"  => bmp_rd_data <= x"0000" & bmp_hid_reg_co2; 

       when "01000"  => bmp_rd_data <= bmp_fs_reg_co2; 

       when "01001"  => bmp_rd_data <= x"000000" & bmp_fhi_reg_co2; 

       when "01010"  => bmp_rd_data <= bmp_ih_reg_co2; 

       when "01011"  => bmp_rd_data <= bmp_iw_reg_co2; 

       when "01100"  => bmp_rd_data <= x"000000" & bmp_pw_reg_co2; 

       when "01101"  => bmp_rd_data <= bmp_ma_reg_co2; 

       when "01110"  => bmp_rd_data <= x"0000000" & "000" & bmp_c_reg; 

       when "01111"  => bmp_rd_data <= x"0000000" & "000" & 

bmp_ir_reg; 

       when "10000"  => bmp_rd_data <= cph_ph_val; 

       when "10001"  => bmp_rd_data <= cph_co2_val; 

       when others => bmp_rd_data <= (others => '0'); 

     end case; 

  end process; 

 

  process (hclk , hreset_n) 

  begin 

    if (hreset_n = '0') then 

     hrdata_s <= (others => '0'); 

    else if (hclk 'event and hclk = '1') then 

      if (hsel_s = '1' and hwrite_s = '1' and hsize_s = "010") then 
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      hrdata_s <= bmp_rd_data; 

     end if; 

    end if; 

   end if; 

  end process; 

 

end Behavioral; 

 

 

 

 

 


